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Deep Interactive Text Prediction
and Quality Estimation

in Translation Interfaces

Christopher Mark Hokamp

Abstract
The output of automatic translation systems is usually destined for human consumption.
In most cases, translators use machine translation (MT) as the first step in the process
of creating a fluent translation in a target language given a text in a source language.
However, there are many possible ways for translators to interact with MT. The goal of
this thesis is to investigate new interactive designs and interfaces for translation.

In the first part of the thesis, we present pilot studies which investigate aspects of the
interactive translation process, building upon insights from Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) and Translation Studies. We developed HandyCAT, an open-source platform for
translation process research, which was used to conduct two user studies: an investigation
into interactive machine translation and evaluation of a novel component for post-editing.

We then propose new models for quality estimation (QE) of MT, and new models for es-
timating the confidence of prefix-based neural interactive MT (IMT) systems. We present
a series of experiments using neural sequence models for QE and IMT. We focus upon
token-level QE models, which can be used as standalone components or integrated into
post-editing pipelines, guiding users in selecting phrases to edit. We introduce a strong
recurrent baseline for neural QE, and show how state of the art automatic post-editing
(APE) models can be re-purposed for word-level QE. We also propose an auxiliary con-
fidence model, which can be attached to (I)-MT systems to use the model’s internal state
to estimate confidence about the model’s predictions.

The third part of the thesis introduces lexically constrained decoding using grid beam
search (GBS), a means of expanding prefix-based interactive translation to general lexical
constraints. By integrating lexically constrained decoding with word-level QE, we then
suggest a novel interactive design for translation interfaces, and test our hypotheses using
simulated editing. The final section focuses upon designing an interface for interactive
post-editing, incorporating both GBS and QE. We design components which introduce a
new way of interacting with translation models, and test these components in a user-study.

vi
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The output of automatic translation systems is destined for human consumption. Be-

fore the advent of modern machine translation systems, all translations were produced

by humans with knowledge of the particular pair of source language and target language.

Although human translators produce high-quality results, there is an upper bound in terms

of the throughput that a translator can achieve, and there will always be a finite number

of expert translators for any given language pair. The explosion of multilingual content

in the internet age, fueled by the globalization of modern markets, has driven the need to

increase the speed of translation services by several orders of magnitude. Over the last

three decades, automatic translation systems with the necessary efficiency profile have

been invented and deployed at global scale, but the quality of machine translation cannot

be relied upon in many real-world scenarios, and humans are likely to remain in the loop

for the foreseeable future.

In spite of its imperfections, machine translation (MT) has nevertheless become a cen-

tral part of translation workflows, because humans can intervene to control the final out-

put, or guide MT systems towards producing good translations. As MT has become com-

monplace, fast, affordable, and accessible, new ways of interacting with translation sys-

tems have begun to emerge. As a result, the translator’s task has differentiated into several

fine grained sub-tasks, each with its own intricacies and necessary skills. One of the goals

of this thesis is to investigate these different modes of interaction between humans and

automatic translation systems, by building tools that can be used to test diverse interactive

possibilities in the context of computer-aided translation (CAT).
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A second goal is to improve models of translation quality, and models which support

interactive translation, by exploring new designs, training paradigms, and algorithms. Re-

cent work in deep learning, translation quality estimation, and interactive machine trans-

lation has created new possibilities for integration of natural language processing tools

into user interfaces for translation; however, the quality of the output of these models

remains the major barrier to their widespread adoption and deep integration into all trans-

lation tools. We thus explore ways to improve models of translation quality, and explore

new ways of guiding and controlling the output of MT models as translations are being

generated.

With these two main goal in mind, our high-level research objective becomes the dis-

covery and evaluation of models, algorithms, and interfaces that can allow translators to

make better use of MT. We take an integrative approach, investigating all parts of the trans-

lation pipeline, from developing and evaluating new MT and quality estimation models,

to creating new search algorithms which expand the possibilities for guiding the output

of these models, to exposing translation systems as real-time predictors, to designing and

testing the interfaces which allow interaction between humans and translation models.

On the machine learning side, we contribute new models for the word level quality esti-

mation of MT, automatic post-editing (APE), and interactive machine translation (IMT),

as well as intrinsic methods for estimating the confidence of a translation model about its

predictions. We also propose new ways of searching for optimal outputs from translation

models, allowing translators to provide any part(s) of a translation hypothesis, and then

query an MT system for the other parts. The latter case, which we refer to as lexically

constrained decoding, generalizes the paradigm that has traditionally been called IMT,

or Interactive-Predictive MT (Foster, 2002; Green, 2014), allowing MT models to pro-

duce outputs subject to multiple externally-specified lexical constraints. We show that

this technique can be useful in both interactive and fully-automatic translation scenarios,

and demonstrate several possible integration points into real-world translation workflows.

In the final part of the thesis, we combine lexically constrained decoding with QE models

to enable a new interactive modality for CAT, which we call interactive post-editing ().

Because our end objective is to create models and systems that can be integrated into
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real translation workflows, we also design a user interface for Computer Aided Transla-

tion that enables proof-of-concept implementations allowing interaction between humans

and translation models. We conduct several user studies with our open-source interface,

testing new interactive scenarios and graphical component designs with real translators.

1.1 Research Objectives

Given the high level goals laid out above, we can now be more specific, and enumerate

three high-level research questions which guide this work:

RQ1: How can we test the integration of novel translation technologies within

computer-aided translation interfaces?

RQ2: How can we improve the performance of models which estimate MT quality

at the word level?

RQ3: Can we extend interactive MT beyond prefix decoding, and find a general

framework which allows the specification of any kind of lexical constraints in MT

output?

Throughout the thesis, we will try to find answers to each of these questions, and we

will also look for synergies between them, working toward a unified view of CAT inte-

grated with MT and models of translation quality.

1.2 Structure

The thesis has six core chapters, which are organized as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews the background of this work, and gives the historical and academic

context for the research conducted in this thesis. We give an overview of related work for

each of the chapters; however, individual chapters may also discuss related work, where

more detail on a specific topic is required. We try not to repeat content, so where a topic

is discussed in more depth in a particular chapter, we refer the reader to that portion of

the thesis.
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Chapter 3 presents HandyCAT, our platform for translation process research. Handy-

CAT was designed as a flexible, web-based interface, particularly well-suited to the imple-

mentation and testing of new graphical components for translation. We discuss the design

philosophy and the practical implementation details of the interface, and propose an gen-

eral object-oriented design framework for CAT interfaces, which tries to extract some core

abstractions that all CAT tools have in common. The second part of this chapter presents

two pilot studies conducted in collaboration with translation studies researchers, which

investigated interactive autocompletion components, and components designed for post-

editing, building upon insights from human-computer interaction (HCI) and translation

studies research.

Chapter 4 proposes new models for the quality estimation (QE) of MT, and presents a

framework for extracting features for QE models. We then discuss a series of experiments

using neural sequence models. This chapter is focused upon token-level QE models,

which can be used as standalone components or integrated into post-editing pipelines,

guiding users in selecting phrases to edit, an idea we implement and test in chapter 7.

Chapter 4 concludes with a set of experiments that evaluate models designed to perform

both word-level QE and automatic post-editing (APE) simultaneously, introducing exten-

sions to state-of-the-art neural APE models which achieve high-quality results in both QE

and APE.

In Chapter 5, we present models and experiments evaluating usecases for confidence

prediction within prefix-based neural interactive machine translation. We show how an

neural machine translation (NMT) system can be easily converted into an interactive-

NMT (I-NMT) system, an approach which several research groups have recently capi-

talized upon. This chapter is focused upon the search for ways to maximize the utility

of I-NMT model output, by truncating predictions and delegating to the translator when

system confidence is low.

Chapter 6 zooms out from MT-specific models, and introduces lexically constrained

decoding, a general algorithm for forcing arbitrary lexical constraints to appear in the

output of a large class of models which generate natural language conditioned upon some

input. We show that a general algorithm exists that can decode outputs that are guaranteed
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to contain lexical constraints, and confirm the utility of our algorithm with experiments

on simulated interactive post-editing, and automatic domain adaptation of MT.

Chapter 7 integrates word-level QE and lexically constrained decoding into our CAT

interface, presenting a proof-of-concept design for interactive post-editing (IPE). Word

level QE is used to guide translators toward the portions of the MT output which are

likely to need editing, while lexically constrained decoding is used to generate new trans-

lations which preserve any editing that a translator has already done. To the best of our

knowledge, our design is completely novel, and is the first tool to combine interactive

word-level QE, and an interactive MT model that can produce translations given user

constraints, into a real time CAT interface that can actually be used for translation. We

design and implement the IPE interface, and conduct a preliminary test of the tool in a

very small user study with professional translators.

1.3 Contributions

In a nutshell, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• Design and evaluation of new interfaces for interactive computer-aided translation

• New models for word-level quality estimation and automatic post-editing

• Evaluations of novel methods of modeling confidence in interactive machine trans-

lation

• A framework for inserting hard lexical constraints into the outputs of sequence-to-

sequence models

1.4 Publications

Here we list our peer-reviewed publications which are directly related to the contents of

this thesis, organized by their high-level topical categories:

1.4.1 Computer-Aided Translation

• Dave Lewis, Qun Liu, Leroy Finn, Chris Hokamp, Felix Sasaki, and David Filip.

Open, web-based internationalization and localization tools. Translation Spaces, vol

III, 3(1):99–132, 2014. doi: doi:10.1075/ts.3.05lew
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• Chris Hokamp. Leveraging NLP technologies and linked open data to create better

CAT tools. Localisation Focus - The International Journal of Localisation, 14, 2015.

ISSN 1649-2358

• Chris Hokamp and Qun Liu. Handycat - an open-source platform for CAT tool

research. In Proceedings of the 18th Annual Conference of the European Association

for Machine Translation, EAMT 2015, Antalya, Turkey, May 11 - 13, 2015, 2015.

URL https://aclanthology.info/papers/W15-4934/w15-4934

1.4.2 Translation Quality Estimation

• Chris Hokamp, Iacer Calixto, Joachim Wagner, and Jian Zhang. Target-centric fea-

tures for translation quality estimation. In Proceedings of the Ninth Workshop on Sta-

tistical Machine Translation, WMT@ACL 2014, June 26-27, 2014, Baltimore, Mary-

land, USA, pages 329–334, 2014. URL http://aclweb.org/anthology/W/

W14/W14-3341.pdf

• Ondřej Bojar, Rajen Chatterjee, Christian Federmann, Barry Haddow, Matthias

Huck, Chris Hokamp, Philipp Koehn, Varvara Logacheva, Christof Monz, Mat-

teo Negri, Matt Post, Carolina Scarton, Lucia Specia, and Marco Turchi. Find-

ings of the 2015 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation. In Proceedings of

the Tenth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation, pages 1–46, Lisbon, Por-

tugal, September 2015. Association for Computational Linguistics. URL http:

//aclweb.org/anthology/W15-3001

• Varvara Logacheva, Chris Hokamp, and Lucia Specia. Data enhancement and

selection strategies for the word-level quality estimation. In Proceedings of the

Tenth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation, pages 311–316, Lisbon, Por-

tugal, September 2015. Association for Computational Linguistics. URL http:

//aclweb.org/anthology/W15-3039

• Varvara Logacheva, Chris Hokamp, and Lucia Specia. MARMOT: A toolkit for

translation quality estimation at the word level. In Proceedings of the Tenth

International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation LREC, Por-
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In Proceedings of the First Conference on Machine Translation, pages 806–811,
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http://aclweb.org/anthology/P17-1141
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the essential background for the work in this thesis, highlighting

the connections between CAT tool design, interactive translation, and quality estimation

of MT. The topics we consider span the fields of computational linguistics (CL), machine

learning (ML), natural language processing (NLP), human-computer interaction (HCI),

and translation studies.

In order to organize the discussion, the chapter follows the overall organization of

the thesis, beginning by examining human factors in translation, and proceeding to an

overview of translation interfaces in general. We then give a brief introduction to deep

learning (DL) and neural machine translation (NMT), since recent progress in these areas

underpins most of the machine learning work presented in this thesis. We then move to

an overview of the algorithms and computational techniques used in interactive machine

translation and conclude with an overview of word level quality estimation (QE), and

automatic post-editing (APE).
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2.1 Translation and Human-Computer Interaction

Translation interfaces provide a means for humans to transform text in one language into

text in another language. This transformation is achieved via an intricate series of actions

taken by the human user, involving some degree of planning ahead, followed by the actual

production of the translation, and possibly finishing with one or more revision passes.

From the point of view of human-computer interaction, we may be interested in both the

hows and the whys of the unfolding of this process:

Hows

• how do translators use the UI components that enable translation?

• how do translators use machine translation?

• how can we automate parts of the translation process?

Whys

• why do translators perform certain actions in certain orders?

• why are some translation tasks more difficult than others?

• why are some interactions more efficient than others?

The field of translation studies views the translator as the central object of study, at-

tempting to understand the cognitive processes underlying translation, and the core strate-

gies that translators use (Lörscher, 1996; Chesterman and Wagner, 2002).

Computers are obviously ubiquitous in all areas of modern life, and over the last four

decades or so, translators have necessarily transitioned to working almost exclusively on

computers. Therefore, a subset of translation studies researchers have focused upon study-

ing the interactions between translators and their tools, connecting translation studies with

HCI, or translator-computer interaction (TCI) (Kay, 1997; O’Brien, 2012; Bowker and

Fisher, 2010).

Automation is the fundamental reason that computers are useful to humans. By au-

tomating time-consuming or tedious tasks, computers can help humans to complete a task
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more quickly, or with less effort. It follows that the primary measure of the effectiveness

of an interface should be the degree to which it enables users to perform a task more

quickly and with less effort when compared with alternative methods. In the specific case

of translation, we may assume that the translator’s goal is to perform the mapping from

source to target as easily and quickly as possible, and that the purpose of a translation

interface is to help the translator to achieve that goal. Of course, this simplistic view

assumes that the quality of the resulting translation will always be above some standard,

regardless of how it is produced. In other words, we believe that the translator will not

sacrifice the quality of the translation in order to complete a task more quickly, an as-

sumption that may or may not be borne out in practice. However, with this assumption in

place, we may proceed to define metrics which score translation interfaces by measuring

their utility to human translators.

Time-to-completion and ease of completion may be bundled together with the label

efficiency. Efficiency can be a purely time-based measure, meaning that more efficient

approaches lead to faster completion of a translation task, or may incorporate measures

of cognitive load and quality of the output into account as well. Because cognitive load

is not directly measurable, some researchers have proposed metrics that are assumed to

correlate well with cognitive load, such as the number of keystrokes ("technical effort"),

or eye movements and fixation duration (Carl, 2010; Koponen et al., 2012; Federico et al.,

2012; Martínez-Gómez et al., 2014).

2.1.1 Mixed-Initiative CAT

The mixed-initiative model (Kay, 1997; Horvitz, 1999; Green, 2014) of CAT, introduces

an interactive model of the translation process, where the user and the translation sys-

tem(s) work together to achieve a shared goal, namely to produce a target translation that

preserves the meaning of the source text, while also conforming to the linguistic and so-

cial conventions of the target language. The degree to which this collaborative effort has

succeeded can be measured by comparing the efficiency of the mixed-initiative system

with a translator’s efficiency without the automatic system.
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Figure 2.1: Interactive translation workflows, modeled after (Green, 2014). Explicit in-
teraction may occur on the left side of the figure, if the translator is directly giving in-
structions to the MT system (see section 2.4). Implicit interaction happens when the MT
system on the right side retrains on data obtained from the translation interface. Updates
to the MT system may happen instantly, or may be delayed.

2.1.2 Modes of Interaction

Interaction between translators and machine translation systems may take place implicitly

or explicitly (Figure 2.1).

Implicit Interaction Implicit interaction refers to cases where users are unaware that

an interface is adapting to or learning from their input and cases where users do not need

to modify anything about their use of an interface in order for adaptation to occur. In MT

research, implicit interaction approaches have focused upon the retraining of MT engines

given feedback from translation or post-editing (Ortiz-Martinez, 2011; Martínez-Gómez

et al., 2012; Ortiz-Martínez et al., 2010; Mathur et al., 2013; Dara et al., 2014; Denkowski

et al., 2014; Blain et al., 2015). In this line of research, the focus is not upon testing

new features in a user interface. Instead, the goal of online retraining is to immediately

update the model(s) of the translation system with each completed translation. If the

translation system successfully learns to create translations which require less effort for

the translator to post-edit, the translator can provide feedback in the form of new post-

edits more quickly, resulting in a positive feedback loop between translator productivity

and MT system quality.

Active learning (Settles, 2010; Mathur et al., 2013; Dara et al., 2014) allows an MT

system to actively participate in its own retraining, by selecting the segments of the trans-

lation task for which it is least likely to produce an adequate translation. Human trans-
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lators are then prompted to provide translations for these "high-entropy1" segments first,

and the system is then retrained on the new translations, so that the overall quality of the

MT system increases more rapidly than it would if the segments to translate were chosen

in document order, or in a random order.

Most research on implicit interaction does not actually test the proposed system with

human users, because the active learning process can be simulated by using a parallel

corpus, where the reference translations can be used as simulated post-edits of the SMT

system output. The metrics used to measure the quality of a system’s output over the

course of training, such as the edit distance between the model’s translation and a refer-

ence translation are assumed to correlate with the effort required to post-edit a translation,

and can be computed automatically (Dara et al., 2014).

Explicit Interaction

Explicit interaction refers to scenarios where users are consciously collaborating with

predictive models in order to achieve a shared goal. This means the user is providing

input and receiving direct visual feedback on how they are influencing the translation

process. Explicit interaction scenarios may be validated by user studies (Barrachina et al.,

2009; Casacuberta et al., 2009; Koehn, 2009b; Green et al., 2014a), or by automatically

simulating users’ actions, making similar assumptions to those mentioned in the implicit

scenarios discussed above — see for example (Ueffing and Ney, 2005; Ortiz-Martinez,

2011).

In this thesis, we are primarily interested in explicit interaction. Our motivating scenar-

ios are circumstances where users are aware of the interactive nature of the task, and we

wish to design models which aid users in achieving an explicit goal.

2.1.3 CAT Tasks

We focus upon four high-level tasks that may be performed using a translation interface:

• Translation from scratch

• Interactive translation
1The term entropy is used here because segments are often selected by choosing the candidates with the maximum

perplexity according to the translation systems current language model.
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• Post-editing

• Interactive post-editing

The following sections define each of these tasks in turn, while our implementations of

components that enable each of these interactive modalities are discussed in chapter 3.

Translation from scratch

In this scenario, translations are composed by typing characters on the keyboard, starting

from an empty prompt.

Interactive translation

Interactive translation, often called interactive machine translation (IMT), is an paradigm

where the translator cooperates with a machine translation system to build a translation.

Instead of entering each character of the translation, the translator has the option to allow

the machine translation system to auto-complete portions of the translation. Importantly,

the output is always under the user’s control – in other words, the interface expects an

explicit user action before automatically-generated content can be inserted into the trans-

lation. Section 2.4 discusses IMT in more detail.

The terms interactive-predictive translation (IPT) and interactive translation predic-

tion (ITP) have recently become popular, likely because they avoid some of the biases

associated with the use of the term IMT as introduced above. In the context of this thesis,

these three terms (IMT, IPT, and ITP) have the same meaning — we are interested in sce-

narios where users interact with an intelligent system to compose translations (Torregrosa

et al., 2017; Green, 2014), but we do not make assumptions about the specific mode of

interaction until later chapters.

Post-editing

When post-editing, a translator begins with a translation hypothesis, and must correct the

hypothesis until it is a good translation. The hypothesis may be generated by a machine

translation system, or it may be a match from a translation memory, where the source side

of the translation memory entry is the same as or similar to the current source segment to

be translated.
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The post-editing process can lead to significant gains in translator productivity when

compared to translation from scratch (Koehn, 2009b; Specia, 2011b; Green et al., 2013;

Alabau et al., 2013b). However, post-editing can be a tedious task, both because it is

typically done in an interface which is designed for composition (writing new text), not

for editing (revising provided text), and because the MT systems integrated into profes-

sional CAT tools typically do not take user feedback into consideration, leading to the MT

system to make the same mistakes, regardless how often they are corrected (Denkowski

et al., 2014; Haffari and Sarkar, 2009; Green, 2014). There is also a direct dependency

between the MT system outputs, and the amount of post-editing necessary. It is therefore

important to ensure a minimum quality threshold for the MT output, as measured by the

average or predicted effort required to post-edit its translations, because a low-quality MT

system could make post-editing even slower than translation from scratch.

Interactive post-editing

Some recent work has used the term interactive post-editing (IPE) to label different exten-

sions to the post editing task, providing either new interactions which make post editing

more efficient, or new ways of automatically proposing suggestions to help translators

to fix errors that may occur anywhere in the translation hypothesis (Alves et al., 2016;

do Carmo, 2017). In addition, some new commercial translation tools, such as Lilt2,

provide user-interfaces that are purpose built for post-editing, as well as incorporating

support for interaction between translators and MT models. In this thesis, we propose a

new version of IPE, which uses word-level quality estimation, and constrained decoding

in tandem to guide and assist translators during post editing (see chapter 7).

2.2 Interfaces for Translation

Tools for text-editing were some of the first graphical applications ever designed,

and modern versions of text-editing interfaces are doubtless the dominant means by

which new textual content is created in all major languages. Certain graphical affor-

dances (Gaver, 1991; Greeno, 1994) are present in all graphical text editing tools, and all

modern text editors implement a core set of common functionalities, such as highlighting

2https://lilt.com/
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to edit spans of text, or automatic spell checking,

Although modern text editors such as Microsoft Word can be used to compose transla-

tions, they lack special functionality for inspecting, analyzing and interacting with source

sequences. The need to transform source language text into target language text, as op-

posed to creating text in the target language, means that the translation interfaces are

designed for a much narrower and more specialized task. Graphical interfaces designed

specifically for translation (CAT tools) provide specialized affordances for translation via

components designed to streamline the process of transforming text from one language to

another (Hutchins, 1998).

The translation memory (TM) was the original technology motivating the development

of specialized CAT tools (Hutchins, 1998; Melby, 1982). At its core, a translation mem-

ory is a database of source → target translations. CAT interfaces automatically search

this database to find source segments which match the current segment being translated.

If a matching segment is found, the translator may simply use its corresponding target

language translation, instead of translating the source segment from scratch. Using a

database match is obviously more expedient than typing an entire translation, and may

have the additional benefit of ensuring consistency across documents or translation jobs.

The search for matching segments typically also allows for some degree of "fuzziness",

allowing translators to reuse partially matching segments which may require some post-

editing on the target side.

Surprisingly, research into CAT tools is much more recent than research on fully-

automatic machine translation (Hutchins, 1998; Kay, 1997). High-quality automatic

translation between different languages is a long standing goal of artificial intelligence,

and has been a very active area of investigation since the early 1960s (Bar-Hillel, 1960;

Slocum, 1985). However, it took about two decades before researchers began serious ef-

forts to design tools to aid translators in their work. Some digital translation aids were

created during the late 1970s, and terminal-based tools were in relatively widespread use

by the mid-1980s; translator workbench software for personal computers started being

widely used in the early 1990s (Hutchins, 1998). The core components used in trans-

lation tools today were identified during the 1980s: translation memories, concordance
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engines, and terminology management software, as well as the split-screen interface par-

titioning, where source segments are shown above or to the left of target segments. An

object-oriented view of CAT tools, which tries to capture the key abstractions shared by

this class of interfaces, is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Modern CAT interface research is conducted from two main perspectives. As men-

tioned in the previous section, researchers in translation studies generally approach CAT

research from an HCI standpoint, with the translator as the central object of investiga-

tion (Castilho and O’Brien, 2016; Vieira, 2014; O’Brien, 2011). The CAT interface is

thus the means by which data about the translator is collected, with the end goal being an

enhanced understanding of the cognitive processes underlying translation. In some cases,

HCI researchers also test the impact of new interactions or graphical components upon

translators, by measuring productivity or cognitive load. A related line of investigation

focuses upon scientific evaluation of the translation process from the standpoint of cogni-

tive science (Carl, 2010; Koponen et al., 2012; Läubli et al., 2013; Läubli and Germann,

2015; Green et al., 2014b). This work typically conducts users studies with the goals of

testing new interface components and/or modeling translator behavior.

On the other hand, MT and ML researchers working on interactive translation tools

generally focus upon the data services which support translators’ work, and the means

by which they can be integrated into CAT workflows (see section 2.4 and chapter 5 for

more detail). This involves testing proof-of-concept prototypes in user studies, or sim-

ulating user interaction with prototype components. For MT and ML researchers, CAT

is a testbed for validating new predictive models and algorithm designs – if the model is

good, this should be reflected in metrics correlated with translators’ productivity. How-

ever, as already discussed, in the case of IMT and active learning, most existing research

has used simulated user interaction to evaluate the effectiveness of the design (Ueffing

and Ney, 2007; Ortiz-Martinez, 2011; Dara et al., 2014; Denkowski et al., 2014). In some

cases, MT researchers have built real prototypes to test their ideas with human transla-

tors, but user studies are often not conducted, if the goal of the work is to introduce a new

algorithm or training procedure for an MT system.
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2.2.1 Interfaces for CAT Research

In the following sections, we review some of the user interfaces and prototypes that have

been designed specifically for CAT research. We omit discussion of the major commercial

CAT tools such as SDL-TRADOS, because we wish to focus upon research interfaces

which have been used to test new functionalities for CAT in settings which are, at least

theoretically, replicable and extensible by future researchers.

Transtype The Transtype project (Foster and Lapalme, 2000) conducted the first user-

study on interactive machine translation, using an interface with the source sentence dis-

played in the top half of the window, and a composition area for the target translation in

the bottom half of the window. The composition area provided a drop-down autocomplete

containing an n-best list of suggestions for the next word in the translation.

Figure 2.2: The Transtype 2 CAT interface (image from Casacuberta et al. (2009))

Transtype2 The Transtype 2 interface extended the interactive translation environment

of Transtype to work with an actual SMT system (Barrachina et al., 2009). Figure 2.2

shows a screenshot of the Transtype 2 CAT interface.

MateCAT and CasmaCAT MateCAT (Federico et al., 2014) is a web-based CAT tool,

created by a consortium of academic and commercial partners during a project funded by

the European Union. MateCAT was developed for use in professional translation scenar-
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Figure 2.3: The MateCAT Interface, which is currently a commercial web-based CAT
tool.

ios, while CASMACAT, a counterpart interface built upon the same underlying implemen-

tation, was developed specifically for CAT research (Alabau et al., 2014a). CASMACAT

incorporates support for instrumentation, such as keystroke logging, which is important

for experimentation. These tools are arguably the first mature open-source web-based

CAT tools. CASMACAT in particular has been the platform of choice for research papers

on diverse topics, including online learning (Alabau et al., 2014b), interactive machine

translation (Alabau et al., 2013a; Underwood et al., 2014), and the integration of eye

tracking into translation process analysis (Garcia Martinez et al., 2014). Figure 2.3 shows

a screenshot of MateCAT.

Figure 2.4: An example of the translation options rendered in CAITRA during interactive
translation (Image from Koehn (2009)).

CAITRA CAITRA (Koehn, 2009c) was a unique interface for interactive translation.

Translators see ranked suggestions below the translation window, where boxes correspond
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to phrases, and rows correspond to the top paths through PB-SMT beam search. Transla-

tors compose the target translation by clicking on suggestions from the search lattice, or

by typing in the target area. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the translation alternatives

rendered by CAITRA.

Figure 2.5: The PET interface.

PET The Post-Editing Tool (PET) (Aziz et al., 2012) is a simple interface for collecting

statistics on the post-editing process. PET provides a toolset for annotating analyzing dif-

ferent error types found in translation, as well as computing metrics such as edit-distance.

Figure 2.5 shows a screenshot of the PET tool.

OmegaT OmegaT is a popular open-source CAT tool, which has also been used in some

user studies that implement new components and interaction modalities (Torregrosa et al.,

2017). Figure 2.6 shows a screenshot of OmegaT.

2.2.2 Logging User Actions during Translation

Logging user behaviour is essential to CAT tool research. In additional to some logging

functionality in several of the CAT research interfaces discussed above, several tools have

been designed to help researchers log translator actions for analysis.

Translog Translog (Lykke Jakobsen, 1999) and Translog-II (Carl, 2012) are tools for

recording and analyzing translators, created for the purpose of enabling sophisticated

translation process research.
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Figure 2.6: The OmegaT interface.

iOmegaT and OmegaT-SessionLog iOmegaT (Moran et al., 2014) added instrumenta-

tion for logging translator actions into OmegaT, and was used to collect data from trans-

lators in an industry setting. OmegaT-Sessionlog3 is an alternative logging plugin for

OmegaT, which produces XML logs of translator actions.

2.3 Deep Learning for Machine Translation

Deep learning (DL) is a machine learning technique which allows continuous, distributed

representations to be learned directly from data. This area of machine learning has its

roots in work on modeling the activation patterns of actual neurons (McCulloch and Pitts,

1988) in the mid-1940s, and in models such as the perceptron (Minsky and Papert, 1969)

and the multi-layer perceptron (Rumelhart et al., 1986a), but has recently seen a massive

explosion in popularity across all areas of applied ML, and AI because of the flexibility

of the model types that may be specified, their high performance on many tasks, and the

exponential increase in available computational power, largely due to the use of Graphical

Processing Units (GPUs), which can do large matrix multiplication operations orders of

3https://github.com/mespla/OmegaT-SessionLog
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magnitude faster than CPUs.

Since the mid-1980s, feed-forward networks4 have been a popular model choice for ma-

chine learning practitioners across many domains (Hornik et al., 1989), and are still used

in many scenarios today. However, beginning in the late 1980s, recurrent neural network

(RNN) architectures starting becoming a potential alternative architecture used to model

natural language. RNNs are more flexible with respect to variable length sequences, and

can outperform feed-forward models on some tasks (Elman, 1990; Bengio et al., 2003;

Sutskever et al., 2014b; Schmidhuber, 2015). The long-short term memory (LSTM) cell

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and the more recent gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells

(Cho et al., 2014b) have equipped RNNs with the ability to handle longer sequences, and

to cope with long-distance dependencies in both inputs and outputs, important traits for

models which deal with natural language. Finally, the invention of attention mechanisms

(Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) has led to further improvements, especially for

tasks which generate long sequences of text which are transformations of the input, such

as MT. The menagerie of deep architectures that are currently used for different tasks is

huge, and will only continue to expand as more researchers work on DL.

The word deep in DL refers to the fact that models are often composed of multiple

layers of affine transformations followed by non-linear squashing functions, as opposed

to shallow models, which consist of a single layer. However, in practice, the term deep

learning is currently used to refer to most varieties of models based on neural networks,

regardless of the number of layers a model actually has.

Schmidhuber (2015) gives a very thorough review of the history of DL with neural

networks. Here we try to touch upon the key aspects of DL as it relates to the work in this

thesis — we try to provide pointers to the most relevant research if the reader is interested

in further exploring the very large body of work on this topic.

2.3.1 Sequence to Sequence Models

Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) models (Sutskever et al., 2014c) have now become the

de-facto approach of choice in many areas of NLP. These models are flexible, straightfor-

ward to implement, and scale well to very large datasets. The recent success of seq2seq
4We describe the terminology in this paragraph in detail below
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can largely be attributed to the effectiveness of the computational structure of LSTM and

GRU cells at capturing long-distance dependencies in sequences, and to the ability of

attention mechanisms to maintain good output for large or complex model inputs. How-

ever, despite the good performance of these relatively new techniques, it is important to

point out that researchers have been evaluating the use of RNNs for NLP, and specifically

for machine translation for over 20 years (Chrisman, 1991; Waibel et al., 1991; Ñeco and

Forcada, 1997; Castaño and Casacuberta, 1997), although with much smaller dataset sizes

than are currently used.

We will now give an overview of key building blocks of seq2seq models as relates to

the models used in this thesis. We then proceed to discuss the way these components may

be assembled in current state-of-the-art models used for NMT.

Figure 2.7: A fully connected feed-forward network with two layers and a single output
value (image from Koehn (2017)).

Feed-forward Layers

The feedforward layer can be described as a linear transformation of a vector x, plus a

bias5, when the b, i.e. f(x) = Wx + b followed by an element-wise non-linearity g()

where g() is usually one of Eqs. 2.1a–2.1c:

logistic(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(2.1a)

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(2.1b)

5Note that the purpose of the bias is to shift the linear function implemented by the parameters of the feedforward
layer. Some descriptions of neural networks omit the bias term if input data is normalized, or a layer uses a "global"
normalization such as the softmax function (see below).
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ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (2.1c)

Note that we are using x to denote a single element of the vector x , since each of these

functions is an element-wise operation.

A single feed-forward layer can thus be described by Eq. 2.2:

feedforward(x) = g(f(x)) = ReLU(Wx + b) (2.2)

Feedforward layers may be stacked to create deeper models:

h1 = ReLU(W1x + b1) (2.3a)

h2 = ReLU(W2h1 + b2) (2.3b)

. . . (2.3c)

where the parameters Wi and bi are different for each layer. Stacking often leads to

better model performance, and the use of > 1 layers in a feedforward network yields the

(theoretical) capacity to approximate any function (Hornik et al., 1989).

Embedding Layers

The embedding layer is the interface between symbolic units used in language, and the

dense, real-valued vectors used by neural networks. The parameter matrix Wemb of an

embedding layer stores a real-valued vector for each possible input symbol. One of the

key innovations of of neural networks is that the dense feature representations for the input

symbols are parameters of the model, and are thus learned directly from data. Before the

practice of embedding became commonplace, the first step in a machine learning pipeline

was necessarily the manual or heuristic extraction of representative features of the input.

However, this way of extracting features requires researchers with domain expertise to

pre-specify which attributes of the input are important, which is difficult, time-consuming,

and error-prone. Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), popularized the approach of training
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input features automatically, and embedded representations of input tokens are now a

standard component of almost every state-of-the-art NLP model for any task.

For a sequence of symbols X = x1,x2,x3, . . ., we specify that each xi should be a

"one-hot" vector of size |V | – there is a 1 at the index of the symbol, and zeros everywhere

else. We may then multiply this vector with the embedding matrix Wemb to obtain the

embedding of input symbol xi (Eq. 2.4):

embeddingi = Wembx
T
i . (2.4)

In other words, the embedding of symbol xi corresponds to the column of Wemb, which is

indexed by the single "1" value in xi, a unique index representing this symbol. For exam-

ple, xi might be the word "dog", and the index of "dog" in a lookup dictionary might be

75. embeddingi would then correspond to the 75th column of Wemb. The size of the em-

bedding (|embedding|) for each symbol is a hyperparameter, and Wemb is R|embedding|×|V |.

2.3.2 Recurrent Layers

Recurrent layers, as the name implies, introduce a time-recurrent computation structure.

Elman (1990) introduced a simple architecture with a recurrent property using three sets

of parameters, Wh, Uh, and Wy which correspond to hidden, recurrent, and output matri-

ces respectively (these matrices also have bias vectors, shown below). The computational

structure of an Elman network, or SRN, is shown in Eq. 2.5:

ht = σh(Whxt + Uhht−1 + bh) (2.5a)

yt = σy(Wyht + by) (2.5b)

where ht is the hidden state at the current timestep, yt is the output at the current timestep,

and σ denotes one of the activation functions (Eqs. 2.1a–2.1c).

Recurrent models maintain a running representation of the history thus far, using ht

to keep track of model state at timestep t, while re-using the same set of parameters to
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combine the current model state with new inputs. In the Elman SRN formulation, there

is also an output transformation which yields yt, this can be seen as the "prediction" of

the model at timestep t. Depending upon the application where RNNs are being used,

we may only use the final yT as output, or we may use the output of every y1 . . .yT .

Other types of recurrent networks, such as LSTMs and GRUs, maintain the fundamental

parameter sharing and stateful notions of SRNs, while introducing gates which control the

respective contributions of the input and the current state to the computation of the model

state at the next timestep. See, for example Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997),Cho et al.

(2014a), or Goodfellow et al. (2016) for more detail on these RNN extensions.

2.3.3 Training Deep Neural Networks with Backpropagation

Before proceeding to discuss how these components can be assembled into a model for

NMT, we need to mention how the parameters θ of a model are learned from training

data. The mapping of the outputs of a DL model into a probability distribution using the

logistic function or, in the case where the model has more than one output, the softmax

function, is discussed in detail in chapters 5 and 6, so we omit these equations here.

Now we will show how to learn the parameters of model which outputs sequences y =

y1 . . .yN , corresponding to the second RNN use case which makes an output prediction

at every timestep, discussed in the previous section. If we view the output of our model

as a probability distribution over the possible outputs y , i.e. P (y|x; θ), which we want

to learn using a training dataset D =
{
〈x(s),y(s)〉

}S
s=1

, then optimization can be seen as

the search for the parameters θ̂ which maximize the probability of the training data (Eq.

2.6):

θ̂ = argmax
θ

{
L(θ)

}
, (2.6)

where L(θ) is some differentiable function of x, y, and θ. The standard instantiation of

L(θ) for sequence prediction tasks looks to maximize the log-likelihood of the training
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data, so L(θ) expands to Eq. 2.7:

L(θ) =
S∑
s=1

logP (y|x; θ) (2.7a)

=
S∑
s=1

N(S)∑
n=1

logP (y(s)
n |x(s),y

(s)
<n; θ). (2.7b)

where N(s) is the length of target sentence y(s). Equation 2.7 says that the total loss for

our model is the log loss computed for every token y
(s)
n in every target sentence y(s), and

the second part of Eq. 2.7 is obtained by factorizing the probability of each item in y(s)

to depend only on x(s), and the preceding items y
(s)
<n. This factorization is discussed at

length in chapters 5 and 6.

We can now look for θ̂ from Eq. 2.6 using an optimization method of our choice.

Gradient descent (GD), which optimizes parameters based on the entire dataset D and

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) which only optimizes based upon samples drawn from

D, are the most popular methods of optimization because they are easy to implement

and tend to work well in practice. Here, for clarity, we have defined a function that we

wish to maximize, so we will do gradient ascent, but the two techniques are functionally

equivalent, and differ only by a negative sign.

In order to use gradient-based methods to optimize the parameters of our model, we

need to know how much each parameter contributes to the current value of L(θ). The

partial derivative of a single parameter θi is Eq. 2.8:

∂L(θ)

∂θi
=

S∑
s=1

N(S)∑
n=1

∂P (y
(s)
n |x(s),y

(s)
<n; θ)/∂θi

P (y
(s)
n |x(s),y

(s)
<n; θ)

, (2.8)

which we can use to update our parameter at each iteration by taking a small step in the

direction that will make L(θ) bigger (Eq. 2.9):

θt+1
i = θi

t + α
∂L(θ)

∂θi
, (2.9)
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where α indicates the learning rate, which is a training hyperparameter.6

In deep feedforward networks, and in recurrent models, the computation of later layers

depends upon the output of previously computed layers, which ultimately depend upon

the input x. The error of the current model is computed using the representation obtained

by transforming x using the model’s parameters, and the true output y, which we know for

each training instance. For models with millions of parameters, independently computing

equation 2.8 for each θi would be intractable and extremely slow. The backpropagation

algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986b; Chauvin and Rumelhart, 1995; Schmidhuber, 2015)

is an exponentially more efficient way to use a single forward pass through the model,

along with the errors computed starting at the last layer and working backward toward the

input, to obtain ∂L(θ)
∂θi

for every parameter. In practice, almost all deep learning models use

the backpropagation algorithm to obtain gradients during training (Schmidhuber, 2015).

By viewing the computations of a model as a directed graph, the dependency patterns

between different parameters can be made explicit. Modern deep learning frameworks

such as Theano7, Tensorflow8, and PyTorch9 structure models as directed computation

graphs, which allow these frameworks to employ automatic differentiation (Baydin et al.,

2015). Using this technique, model developers do not need to specify the way that gra-

dients are computed, as long as the model can be expressed as a directed computation

graph. This drastically improves development speed, and reduces the chances for errors

or software bugs – thus, libraries with such functionality are used by most researchers

working on applications of DL.

In the following section, we give a brief introduction to the most popular architecture

for NMT, which is the basis for many of the models discussed in this thesis.

2.3.4 Neural Machine Translation

Over the last several years, NMT has become the most active sub-topic of MT research.

The performance improvements given by NMT, as well as the flexibility and extensibility

of deep learning models in general have led to a very quick adoption, with NMT replacing

legacy SMT systems in both academic and industry scenarios (Wu et al., 2016; Junczys-
6We have mostly followed the notation of Shen et al. 2016.
7http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/
8https://www.tensorflow.org/
9https://pytorch.org
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Figure 2.8: A schematic of an encoder decoder model with attention for NMT (image
from Koehn (2017)).

Dowmunt et al., 2016; Koehn, 2017).

In the context of sequence to sequence models, the MT task can be viewed as a process

of first encoding the source segment into an dense latent representation, then decoding

the target sentence from this space using the representation of the source (Sutskever et al.,

2014a; Cho et al., 2014b).

The fundamental challenge in applying deep learning to machine translation is that the

source and target sequences are of different lengths; thus, network architectures must be

designed which can embed variable-length sequences into fixed-length representations.

Recent applications of DL to MT implement this idea in different ways, see for exam-

ple (Sundermeyer et al., 2014; Devlin et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner

and Blunsom, 2013). The primary difference between these methods is the means of en-

coding the source sentence: Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013) uses an adaptation of the

convolutional model which is common for image processing, while Cho et al. (2014a)

and Bahdanau et al. (2014) use an RNN. All of these methods use an RNN to generate

the target sequence from the source representation.

Figure 2.8 depicts an encoder-decoder model with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014) –
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Figure 2.9: The "RNN-Search" (Encoder-Decoder with Attention) architecture (image
from Bahdanau et al. (2014)).

the input is shown at the top of the figure, and the output at the bottom. In the preceding

sections, we have introduced every component of this model, except attention, which is

discussed in the next section.

2.3.5 Attention

Encoding the entire source sequence x into a fixed representation may introduce irrelevant

information in some cases, because many translation decisions only depend upon one or

a few words in the source segment (Devlin et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014) Figure

2.9 depicts a model where the decoder RNN conditions its output upon a dynamically

computed weighted sum of the encoder RNN hidden states, where the attention weights

α are recomputed at each decoding timestep using the internal state of the decoder.

Recently, attention models (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) have been shown

to perform better than fixed representations, because they allow a model to learn to dy-

namically focus only on the most relevant information in the input at each step of gen-

erating the output. The intuition behind this idea is that, at each generation timestep, an

MT model should be able to select only the information in the source sequence which

is relevant to generation of the current token, and ignore the rest. Attention mechanisms

are now a de-facto component of all current state-of-the-art NMT models, regardless of

the specific architecture (Koehn, 2017). The equations of the attention mechanism are
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discussed in detail in chapter 5, so we omit them here.

2.4 Interactive Text Prediction

The vision of translation environments as collaborative interfaces which connect humans

and machines, taking advantage of their respective strengths to efficiently produce high-

quality translations, is almost as old as the field of MT itself (Kay, 1997; Green et al.,

2015). As has already been discussed, interfaces that facilitate such a collaboration be-

tween translators and MT systems are often called IMT systems. However, two distinct

lines of research have recently adopted the IMT moniker — one using it to mean user-

guided machine translation, especially interactive- or guided- decoding (Ueffing and Ney,

2005; Barrachina et al., 2009; Casacuberta et al., 2009; Koehn, 2009b; Ortiz-Martinez,

2011; Green, 2014), which Foster et al. (1997) refers to as "target-text mediated" interac-

tion, the other using it to mean online or batch retraining of SMT systems using feedback

from human translators (Haffari and Sarkar, 2009; Denkowski et al., 2014; Martínez-

Gómez et al., 2012; Mathur et al., 2013). Although there is some connection between

these two research directions, this conflation of distinct topics is confusing; thus, interac-

tive text prediction (Foster, 2002; Green, 2014) or interactive-predictive machine transla-

tion (Ortiz-Martinez, 2011; Casacuberta et al., 2014) are less ambiguous ways to describe

the former case, which is one of the broad topics of this thesis10.

The key aspect of IMT that differentiates it from other uses of MT in translation is that

it is interactive (figure 2.10). IMT can be viewed as a collaboration between an expert (the

translator), and an industrious but somewhat overzealous assistant (the MT system). The

expert’s job is to guide the MT system towards good translations by providing feedback

at key points in the translation process, while the MT system’s job is to be as helpful

as possible without getting in the way. As discussed in the previous section, helpful

in this context means that the system saves the translator some work, either by auto-

completing an already-planned translation, or by providing high-quality suggestions, thus

reducing the cognitive load on the translator, and possibly shortening the overall time-to-

completion. Green (2014) emphasizes the distinction between the high-precision actions

10Throughout this thesis, the abbreviation IMT should always be understood in the sense of interactive text prediction
unless explicitly indicated otherwise.
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Figure 2.10: Interactive translation Figure 2.11: Post-editing

of humans, which lead to very good translations but may take a long time to complete,

and the high-recall of machines, which can provide outputs of unknown quality at very

high speed.

Interactive translation vs. post-editing In contrast to interactive translation, post-

editing tasks, such as the revision of MT system outputs or TM fuzzy matches, force

translators to view the translation provider as a black box, and to cope with whatever

this upstream system outputs (figure 2.11). The translator has no control over the system,

and must act as a sort of gatekeeper, ensuring that low quality MT output is transformed

to human quality output, but performing no modification of MT output that is already

at a passable standard. Another important contrast between interactive translation and

post-editing lies in the way the translator provides feedback on translation quality to the

interface: in IMT, each part of each translation is explicitly confirmed; in post-editing, by

doing nothing, the translator tacitly indicates that MT output which is left unchanged is

"good enough", while any errors in translation are implicitly annotated as such, because

the translator must fix them11.

The human-in-the-loop design of IMT means research must necessarily be conducted

on two fronts:

1. Designing algorithms, models, and frameworks that allow users to intervene in and

guide the MT decoding

2. Designing the user interface components that allow this interaction to take place

In this thesis, we study both of these angles: chapters 3 and 7 consider user interfaces

designed for interactive translation, while chapters 5 and 6 present models and algorithms
11This implicit annotation of errors from Post-Editing tasks is put to use in the creation of training datasets for

word-level QE, and APE, which are discussed in the following section of this chapter, and in chapter 4.
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for MT models that can be deployed in interactive scenarios.

The MT-Translator Interface

Foster et al. (1997) introduced the concept of "target-text mediated IMT". Prior to this

work, interactive translation had been proposed via source text modification (Zajac, 1988),

also known as "pre-editing" (Hutchins, 1998). Pre-editing was especially attractive for

rule-based MT (RBMT) systems — by transforming source inputs to fit within a fixed set

of templates, a system operator could be sure that an MT system would be able to translate

each input. An additional advantage of this approach was that it could theoretically be

done by monolingual operators (Hutchins, 1998). However, the tedium and brittleness of

designing and maintaining RBMT systems, and the success of SMT beginning in the early

90s (Brown et al., 1988, 1993), led to new possibilities for interactive designs. Interaction

via the target text has now become the de-facto method of implementing IMT. Translators

interact with a machine translation system by modifying target text; certain actions, such

as typing a space character, signal that the MT system should provide an extension of the

current prefix.

2.4.1 IMT Mathematical Background

We use the terms IMT and text prediction interchangeably to denote the task of predicting

the continuation of a target-language string conditioned on some contextual information.

In other words, in IMT we are trying to find the best suffix given a prefix, and possibly

some additional context. In the simplest case this corresponds to finding the prediction ĉ

which satisfies equation. 2.10:

ĉ = argmax
c∈C

p(c|prefix) (2.10)

Where C is the set of all possible completions for prefix.

The basic instantiation of this task is the monolingual scenario, where a standard lan-

guage model can be used to generate predictions given a prefix. However, note that, even

for the translation use cases we consider below, this simple monolingual auto-completer,

which has no information about the source and merely conditions its predictions on the

target context, may save the user some keystrokes, especially as the conditioning prefix
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grows longer, providing more information about the target translation without reference

to the source segment. It is thus useful to consider the monolingual model as the baseline,

and to try to improve incrementally by progressively giving this model access to more

contextual information.

In prefix-based IMT, the prefix is assumed to be a partially-completed target-language

translation of a complete source-language input. In addition to the prefix itself, the predic-

tion of the continuation can also be conditioned on other contextual information (Foster,

2002; González-Rubio et al., 2013; Green et al., 2014a). The finished translation will

fully cover the source input, so all of the content in the source will have a corresponding

translation in the final output. This notion of coverage is central to the search phase of

MT, and will resurface at several points in our discussion.

Our predictions should clearly also be conditioned upon the source sentence, because

this information is likely to make the model’s guesses about how the translation should

continue much more accurate. We modify equation 2.10 to also include the source se-

quence (equation 2.11). Therefore, in the most general sense, a text prediction model is

a special kind of language model, which conditions on both the preceding context of the

target sequence, and the source input.

ĉ = argmax
c∈C

P (c|prefix, source) (2.11)

In the formulation typically used for IMT, the search for the completion c that maxi-

mizes equation 2.11 can alternatively be viewed as a constrained version of classic MT,

which searches for the best translation given the source, with the additional constraint that

all outputs must contain the prefix.

With this high level view of the search problem which IMT systems try to solve, the

following sections give an overview of important avenues of interactive translation re-

search, summarizing existing approaches. The next sections, as well as Chapters 5 and 6

go into more depth and extend this basic framework in various directions.
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Text Prediction with SMT

Research on target-side text prediction has evolved from maximum entropy classifica-

tion models (Och and Ney, 2002; Foster, 2002), which select predictions from a static

vocabulary, into interactive decoding, where an SMT decoder is modified to conduct a

constrained search over the possible suffixes of a user-provided prefix.

Foster (2002) was the first to present a complete framework for target text prediction

within translation interfaces. He proposed the maximum entropy/minimum divergence

(MEMD) translation model, which can take into account features from both the source

text and the existing target prefix while also predicting the length of the completion, and

the probability that the user will accept a completion. However, Foster’s maximum en-

tropy framework can only chose the best single continuation phrase from a lexicon, be-

cause it does not include a decoding component which can compose output sequences

from smaller units.

Ueffing and Ney (2005), Koehn (2009b), Barrachina et al. (2009), Ortiz-Martinez

(2011), and Green (2014), all focus upon tight integration between the translation inter-

face and the SMT system. The IMT models in their work are purpose-built SMT systems

which perform prefix decoding by taking advantage of the coverage-based beam search12

used in phrase-based MT (Koehn, 2010b). This method of predicting the most probable

suffix given an input prefix is limited to models which use coverage-based beam search,

restricting their applicability to a certain class of SMT models.

Using the notation of the standard log-linear framework for phrase-based SMT (PB-

SMT) (Och and Ney, 2002; Koehn, 2010b; Green, 2014), the task of interactive prediction

system is to search for:

ê = argmax
e∈prefix(e,h)

wTΦ(e, f) (2.12)

Where prefix(e, h) indicates that h is a prefix of the target hypothesis e, f is the source

sequence, φ is a function which returns a vector containing the values of each of the

feature functions in the log-linear model, and w is a vector containing scalar weights for

each of these features. Note that this is quite similar to Eq. 2.11, but returns an unbounded
12see chapter 6 for a discussion of different beam search types
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score, instead of a probability. The expanded form of the wTΦ(e, f) term is:

wTΦ(e, f) =
N∑
i=1

wiφi(e, f) (2.13)

Where N is the number of feature functions in the model. Importantly, the optimal

values for the w parameters must be learned on held-out data, in the training phase called

tuning.

Because our work is focused upon NMT, we provide a short introduction to prefix-

decoding with NMT below. In chapters 5 and 6 we provide a more detailed discussion of

prefix decoding for IMT, and we propose generalizations of IMT beyond prefix decoding

in chapter 6.

Handling Unknown Tokens in IMT Prefixes

Ueffing and Ney (2005), Barrachina et al. (2009), Ortiz-Martinez (2011), Koehn (2009b)

rely on the word-graph or lattice (Koehn, 2010b) produced by the SMT system after de-

coding the source-language segment. The lattice contains all possible translation paths

from beginning to end, with weighted edges indicating the model score. To use such a

lattice for IMT, we must first locate the user-provided prefix, then find the best-scoring

path starting from the end of the prefix. However, approaches based upon completed

word graphs all suffer from an important shortcoming: they cannot handle arbitrary out-

of-vocabulary (OOV) prefixes which were not observed during training. In real-world

translation scenarios the input tokens are likely to come from an unconstrained vocabu-

lary, and may contain irregularities such as spelling errors, or be domain-specific vocabu-

lary that was not observed in the training data. Thus, in practice, most IMT systems need

to be equipped with a robust way to able to handle unseen tokens.

Some SMT-based IMT systems have attempted to overcome this problem using fuzzy-

matching via string-edit distance in cases where the target prefix cannot be exactly

matched (Barrachina et al., 2009; Ortiz-Martinez, 2011). Green et al. (2014a) presents

a more satisfying approach, which dynamically adds artificial phrases to the SMT phrase

table. When an unseen token is encountered, all possible source alignments are added to

the SMT phrase table with low, constant translation feature scores, allowing the system to
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propose completions which are based on OOV target prefixes. Some of the NMT models

discussed in the next section can also overcome this shortcoming by using sub-word units

or character-level representations.

Text Prediction with NMT

As discussed in section 2.3, the most popular method for training NMT models is to

maximize the log-likelihood of the training corpus (equation 2.14).

θ? = arg max
θ

∑
(Xi,Y i)

logP (Y i|X i; θ) . (2.14)

This optimization is accomplished with stochastic gradient descent over mini-batches

of (X i, Y i) pairs, where each Y i = y1, y2, . . . , yT is a reference translation of the corre-

sponding X i = x1, x2, . . . , xT . In the following discussion we omit the training corpus

index superscripts for simplicity (Y = Y i and X = X i) unless explicitly indicated. The

(log) probability of an output Y is modeled as equation 2.15:13

logP (Y |X) = logP (yT1 |X)

=
T∑
t=1

logP (yt|yt−1
1 , X)

(2.15)

Thus, the probability of output yt at timestep t is conditioned on both X , and the current

prefix yt−1
1 . After training our model to obtain θ?, at decoding time, we can ask the model

to predict the best output symbol at the current timestep (ŷt) with equation 2.16:

ŷt = argmax
yi∈{v}

Pθ?(yi|X; yt−1
1 )), (2.16)

As equations 2.15 and 2.16 show, both the NMT training and decoding objectives factor

P (Y |X) into local decisions about the current yt, given the input, and the current prefix.

Each yt depends upon the yt−1
1 symbols preceding it, but not upon any yt ∈ yTt+1. This

is an extremely convenient property, because it means that NMT models can be directly
13We use the notation from Bengio et al. (2015)
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used for IMT, with no modification of the training procedure whatsoever. In practice, re-

purposing an NMT model for IMT only requires a small change to the decoding logic, al-

lowing the decoding model to first run through a user-provided yt−1
1 , instead of generating

every y1 . . . yT using Pθ? . NMT is thus well-suited to prefix-constrained text prediction,

because the decoding objective at each timestep exactly matches the decoding objective

of equation 2.11.

Recent work has capitalized upon this similarity, performing the simple adaptation de-

scribed above to re-purpose NMT frameworks to also support prefix-decoding. We also

use this idea and extensions thereof in the experiments described in chapter 5.

Note that the standard MT decoder can be abstractly written as d(X) = Y , in other

words, a function d() that takes a source sequence X , and returns a target sequence Y .

Both Knowles and Koehn (2016) and Wuebker et al. (2016) change the decoding interface

to pre-trained NMT models to be d(X, yt−1
1 ). As described above, this only requires

a modification to the decoding logic — no retraining or modification of the objective

function are needed. They then evaluate the performance of pre-trained NMT models in

an IMT context, an approach which we also employ in chapter 5.

2.4.2 Interactive Post-Editing

Almost all work on interactive translation has exclusively considered prefix-based IMT.

However, some recent work has proposed more flexible scenarios, where users can inter-

act with any span in the output.

Recently, there has been interest in extending interactive translation beyond the prefix-

based designs discussed above. Broadly, we wish to allow translators to modify any por-

tion of a translation hypothesis, while holding other parts fixed. Without interactivity, this

idea is exactly the post-editing task discussed in previous sections. Although post-editing

has been shown to be faster than both IMT and translation from scratch, an important

problem with post-editing is that many translation errors are not localized to a specific

part of the hypothesis, because words and phrases in a translation are not independent of

one another. Fixing an important error in a translation could make other required fixes

trivial to solve, or could point to the need for a complete syntactic restructuring of the

translation. Thus we would like translators to be able to make targeted local edits that an
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MT system can then use as guides in the search for the globally best translation. We call

this scenario interactive post-editing (IPE): a translator edits part of a hypothesis, then

asks the model for a new output which maintains these edits, while revising the rest of the

translation to take the edits into account. The localized edits made by translators can thus

be regarded as constraints on the final output. Chapter 6 presents our contributions to this

novel research area — the following section gives an overview of important related work.

The IMT designs discussed above can be viewed as sub-case of constrained decod-

ing, where there is only one constraint which is guaranteed to be placed at the beginning

of the output sequence. Recently, some attention has also been given to SMT decoding

with multiple lexical constraints beyond prefixes. The pick-revise machine translation

(PRIMT) (Cheng et al., 2016) framework for IPE introduces the concept of edit cycles.

Translators specify constraints by editing a part of the MT output that is incorrect, and

then asking the system for a new hypothesis, which must contain the user-provided cor-

rection. This process is repeated, maintaining constraints from previous iterations and

adding new ones as needed. Importantly, their approach relies upon the phrase segmenta-

tion provided by the SMT system (indirectly an artefact of the word-alignment model

used by the system). The decoding algorithm can only make use of constraints that

match phrase boundaries, because constraints are implemented as rules which enforce

that source phrases must be translated as the aligned target phrases that have been se-

lected as constraints. In contrast, our approach, presented in chapter 6, decodes at the

token level, and is not dependent upon any explicit structure in the underlying model.

Domingo et al. (2016) also consider an interactive scenario where users first choose

portions of an MT hypothesis to keep, then query for an updated translation which pre-

serves these portions. The MT system decodes the source phrases which are not aligned

to the user-selected phrases until the source sentence is fully covered. This approach is

similar to the system of Cheng et al., and uses the XML input feature in Moses to enable

the functionality (Koehn et al., 2007).

Some recent work also considers the inclusion of soft lexical constraints directly into

deep models for dialog generation, and special cases, such as recipe generation from a list

of ingredients (Wen et al., 2015; Kiddon et al., 2016).
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In chapter 6 we present a flexible framework for including arbitrary lexical constraints

into NMT decoding. Our solution allows different constraints to be reordered with respect

to one another, but guarantees that every constraint will be present in the model’s output.

Generating Suggestions in Real-time During Interactive Translation

When using IMT systems in realistic scenarios, the runtime performance of the system

must be taken into account. The basic measurement of IMT runtime performance is the

time it takes to predict one word of a suffix. Some portion of this time will be baked

in to the system, i.e. the time it takes to do a matrix multiply. However, there are two

primary runtime parameters that can be tweaked to make performance better, usually

with a tradeoff in output quality.

• decoder beam size

• maximum length of predicted suffix

By reducing both of these, prediction time can be decreased until it meets a specified

threshold (Wuebker et al., 2016; Knowles and Koehn, 2016). We discuss decoding-time

complexity again in chapters 6 and 7.

2.4.3 User Interfaces for Interactive Translation

As we have already mentioned, the intuition motivating the design of interactive transla-

tion systems is that the user can be asked to perform the tasks which are the most difficult

for an automatic translation system, while the system provides lookup and autocomple-

tion functions that reduce the cognitive load for the user. In general, users are asked to

perform precision-oriented tasks, while recall-oriented tasks are automated (Green et al.,

2014b).

When a user is interacting with an MT system during the decoding process, one or more

decisions, such as choosing the best continuation given an existing prefix, are performed

by the translator. This sequential exchange of control between translator and MT system

is captured by the mixed-initiative interactive paradigm discussed in section 2.1.1.

Early work showed a substantial decrease in productivity in comparison to traditional

post-editing (Langlais et al., 2000). More recent prototypes have shown that IMT can be
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significantly more efficient than manual translation14, especially when the embedded MT

system generates high-quality completions (Green et al., 2014a; Green, 2014; Barrachina

et al., 2009; Koehn, 2009b; Casacuberta et al., 2009). Green et al. (2014b) directly com-

pared translator productivity in PE versus IMT scenarios, and found that IMT is not faster

than post-editing, but that the quality of translations produced with IMT can be better than

that of post-edited translations.

Even if interactive translation cannot beat post-editing in measures of sheer productiv-

ity, there are good reasons for continuing text prediction research in the context of CAT.

The left-to-right15 interaction paradigm mimics the manual composition process much

more closely than the post-editing task, which drastically alters the cognitive model of

the translation task (Carl, 2010). Interactive translation is also especially appealing for

lower-resource languages and domains, where the MT system output may not be of suffi-

cient quality to enable efficient post-editing, but may be able to continually provide short

extensions to an existing target prefix, saving the translator some effort in completing the

translation.

Allowing direct interaction between humans and translation systems intuitively sim-

plifies the MT task in some ways, because MT system can delegate when prediction

confidence is low, asking a human to make the most challenging and risky decisions,

potentially limiting the opportunities for MT to make severe errors. We test this hypoth-

esis extensively in chapter 5, but our results do not point to low-hanging fruit for such

risk-aware IMT.

Designing user-facing components for IMT is also very challenging, especially because

the system must be able to respond to user queries very quickly to be any use in realistic

translation scenarios. For this reason, all prototypes to date have made major simplifying

assumptions to the theoretical models of interaction in order to make the problem tractable

for the available computational resources, such as limiting the stack size of the decoder,

and using small phrase tables extracted for specific test datasets.

In order to perform interactive translation, we must provide the user with the following

functionality at at minimum:
14As already discussed, most of this work uses simulated editing, assuming a flawless manual translation, where the

user types each character in the reference exactly
15or right-to-left, depending upon the target language
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1. viewing the output of the system

2. interacting with system output (i.e. accepting or rejecting suggestions)

3. asking the system for new output

Several graphical interface components have been proposed to meet these requirements.

The most common is a drop-down element which moves with the user’s cursor (Foster,

2002; Green et al., 2014a; Torregrosa et al., 2017). Green also includes several design

enhancements which improve the interface between translators and the SMT system, in-

cluding limiting the number of suggestions, and providing keyboard shortcuts for opening

and closing the dropdown. Barrachina et al. (2009) uses the target text directly — when

the user places the cursor at a position in the target text, a new suggestion is generated

using the text to the left of the cursor as a prefix. Koehn (2009b) provides a novel in-

terface which displays a pruned lattice to the translator, who completes the translation

by selecting phrases from left-to-right. Sanchis-Trilles et al. (2008) propose using mouse

actions as the signal that the SMT system should provide a new suggestion which extends

the prefix to the left of the cursor position.

2.4.4 Truncating Hypotheses to Maximize Expected Benefit

In text prediction environments which generate a suffix given a prefix y1 . . . yt−1, uncer-

tainty grows as the length of the prediction increases. However, current IMT models do

not explicitly take this uncertainty into account. A small body of work has tried to opti-

mize models to truncate outputs at the point that the model is no longer confident that its

prediction will be correct (Foster, 2002; Ueffing and Ney, 2005). Intuitively, such an opti-

mization is a good idea, since deletion of incorrect suffixes is also a time-consuming and

cognitively taxing task. However, in practice is has been difficult to design models which

can successfully modify prediction length based upon model confidence. In chapter 5, we

present some of our own experiments on truncating hypotheses to maximize their utility

for translators.
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2.4.5 Measuring IMT Performance

As discussed in previous sections, metrics which score IMT systems should ideally be

correlated with the amount of human effort that is saved. We can now try to be more

specific, and actually discuss and define some of these metrics. In order to measure the

quality of an IMT system, we would like to know how much effort the system could save

translators, when compared with a baseline such as translation from scratch. Ideally, all

systems would be tested in well-designed user studies with human translators; however,

because of the difficulty and cost of setting up such studies, in practice IMT systems are

often evaluated with simulated editing experiments.

In general, any parallel dataset consisting of parallel (SRC,REF) segments can po-

tentially be used for a simulated IMT experiment. The reference is used as the goal

translation, which the IMT system and the translator will collaborate to produce.

Barrachina et al. (2009) use the keystroke-mouse ratio (KSMR) to measure the ratio

between the number of user inputs needed when using the IMT system, compared with

the number of inputs needed to compose the translation from scratch.

Ueffing and Ney (2005) propose a version of the F1 metric that reinterprets precision

and recall for Text Prediction:

precision(pi, ri) =
correct(pi, ri)

length(pi)
(2.17)

Where correct(pi, ri) is the number of characters in a prediction pi which are correct

according to the reference ri, and total(pi) is the length of the prediction in characters.

This term penalizes incorrect suggestions according to their length.

The recall term is a modified version of the keystroke ratio (KSR):

recall(pi, ri) =
correct(pi, ri)

length(ri)
(2.18)

length(ri) returns the number of characters in the reference prediction ri. This interpre-

tation of recall rewards correct predictions which save the user more operations.

Now we can compute the F1 score of a prediction, and interpret this score as the quality

or relevance of the prediction (Ueffing and Ney, 2005):
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score(pi, ri) = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall

precision + recall
(2.19)

Where pi, and ri are the system prediction and the reference prediction, respectively.

We call this metric IMT F1, and use it to evaluate our models in chapter 5.

We now have a metric which can be interpreted as the relevance of a prediction pi to

a query (si, ti), where si is the source sentence, and ti is the existing target prefix. This

metric can be used directly to score the output of IMT systems.

2.5 Quality Estimation of MT

Quality estimation (QE) is the task of evaluating a translation system’s output without

access to reference translations (Specia et al., 2013a). Compared with the long history

of MT research, QE is a relatively new area of exploration, and is typically framed as

a classification task at the word level and phrase levels, and as a regression task at the

sentence and document levels.

Research closely related to QE has a longer history in other areas of NLP, particularly

in speech recognition, where confidence estimation (CE) methods are a core part of many

systems (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009; Seigel, 2013). Although the first QE methods for

MT were motivated by methods from speech recognition, the two tasks are very different,

primarily because of the guarantee of left to right decoding with respect to the input in the

speech recognition task. MT gives no such guarantee, so the factors influencing whether

an output is good or bad are much more diverse in MT.

In the speech recognition domain, confidence typically implies that internal informa-

tion about the decoder is available to guide decisions about output quality. In other

words, CE systems are typically designed as glass box models, which have access to the

same information that the decoder uses to make its decisions, such as language model

scores, and phrase table statistics. In contrast, true QE models, as we define them,

presume no internal knowledge about the system (or human) that produced the trans-

lation, beyond that which can be obtained from a training corpus consisting of parallel

(source, hypothesis, reference) triples16.
16The workshop on machine translation (WMT) QE tasks release feature sets which do contain internal information

about the MT system used to produce translation hypotheses, this is discussed in more detail in chapter 4
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QE models can be seen as models which comparing translation system outputs with

either abstract or explicit pseudo-references. In other words, while metrics such as BLEU,

chrF3, and METEOR require at least one gold reference translation to compare with an

MT hypothesis, QE models bypass this requirement, but have the same goal of evaluating

the quality or correctness of translation. The degree to which a QE model actually builds

a literal pseudo-reference depends upon the design of the model. However, the state-of-

the-art models described in section 4.3 actually do generate a string representing a guess

at the reference translation, then compare this string with the MT hypothesis to obtain

quality scores and word-level quality labels.

The remainder of this section provides essential background on QE methods, a dis-

cussion of CE methods applied to Interactive Predictive Translation can also be found in

chapter 5.

2.5.1 Estimating Translation Quality at Sentence-Level and Word-

Level

Translation quality can be estimated at different levels of granularity, ranging from the

character level to the document level. Thus far, the most encouraging results have been

achieved using sentence-level QE (Bojar et al., 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017).

Sentence-level QE

Predicting quality at the sentence level allows the use of general features, such as lan-

guage model scores, features obtained by comparing the parse trees of the source and

target (Rubino et al., 2013), and count-based features such as word ratios between source

and target hypothesis (Shah et al., 2013). Furthermore, datasets for sentence-level quality

estimation are not difficult to construct as a by-product of the normal translation process,

because metrics such as human translation edit rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006b) and

post-editing time (Bojar et al., 2014) are straightforward to compute from training data

where each instance is a tuple consisting of: (source, hypothesis, reference). Many lan-

guage service providers (LSPs) have very large datasets of this kind, and may be willing

to release some data into the public domain (Bojar et al., 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016). Fi-

nally, features computed at the sentence level do not have the same sparsity issues that
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word- or phrase-level features may have. Thus, sentence-level QE models can be learned

from relatively small datasets, and are likely to generalize reasonably well to unseen data

while word-level QE techniques require much larger training datasets.

Word-Level QE

Translation quality prediction at the word-level has only recently achieved a level of reli-

ability that could allow word level QE systems to be useful to translators (Martins et al.,

2016; Bojar et al., 2016, 2017). Before 2016, the previous three workshops on machine

translation (2013–2015) included a word-level quality estimation task; however, the top

performing systems only achieved an F1 score of about 0.4 on the "BAD" class, mean-

ing that the state-of-the-art word level quality estimation still could not identify a large

portion of the errors made by an SMT system.

Word-level QE is arguably much difficult than sentence-level QE, and is less well-

defined, because complex dependencies exist between the tokens in the target and source

sequences – the decision whether a target token is correct or incorrect may hinge upon

a combination of information from both sequences, which may or may not be local to

the token’s position in the target. Furthermore, decisions about a token’s quality may

depend upon decisions about other nearby tokens, meaning that there are dependencies

between the model outputs as well. Lastly, sentence-level quality is likely to be implicit

in word-level quality measures, and indeed this has been shown to be the case (Martins

et al., 2017; Bojar et al., 2017)17.

The first two editions of the WMT word level QE tasks used small datasets which were

annotated by humans with error types corresponding to the MQM typology18 (Lommel

et al., 2014). The WMT 2015 word level task introduced a new dataset which is much

larger than the data provided in previous years, but instead of human annotation, the

dataset is automatically tagged with errors using the TER alignment between the SMT

hypothesis and post-edited translation. Words in the hypothesis corresponding to the edit

operations "Insert" and "Swap/Substitute" are mapped to a "BAD" tag, and all other words

are tagged "OK". In the WMT 2015 task, the multi-label tagset from previous WMT

editions is thus reduced to binary sequence classification. This automatic tagging of errors
17see chapter 7 for a real-world test of this hypothesis
18http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-06-16.html
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has the advantage that training data is much easier to obtain; however, string alignment

based tagging schemes may also introduce noise into the data, and cannot robustly account

for deletion and swap operations in the target sequence.

2.5.2 QE and CAT Tools

There has been significant interest in the integration of QE feedback into CAT tools —

some research investigates the integration of sentence-level quality estimation into trans-

lation interfaces (Turchi et al., 2015; Specia, 2011b); however, exposing automatic quality

assessment to translators is still a very new area of research.

As mentioned in section 2.2, translation memories with fuzzy match scoring and thresh-

olding are standard components of all commercial CAT tools. The function of a fuzzy

match score is similar to that of a quality score in the sense that it gives the user a rough

estimate of the amount of editing that will be required to transform the target side of

the TM entry into a correct output. Fuzzy match scores are also typically used with a

user-provided threshold — if no entry in the TM is a close enough match for the current

segment, the system may decide to query an MT engine, or let the user translate from

scratch. If the source and target sides of translation memories are aligned at the word

level, the string alignment algorithm used to compute the fuzzy match score can also add

visual information about the areas of the target side of the TM that probably will need to

be changed, which is itself a form of word-level QE feedback.

The use cases for fuzzy match scoring via string alignment with TM entries are very

close to many of the proposed use cases for QE in translation interfaces. The fuzzy match

score used with TMs corresponds to a QE system’s assessment of the overall quality of

a translation hypothesis, while the string alignment information used to guide translators

corresponds to labeling quality information at the word level. Esplà-Gomis et al. (2015)

presented an interface which used an MT model to provide word-level quality feedback

in a CAT tool – in chapter 7, we present a prototype which incorporates word-level QE

into a translation interface, and evaluate it in a small user study.
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2.5.3 Evaluating Word-Level Quality Estimation Models

The first iterations of the WMT word level QE task used the F1 score of the BAD class

as the evaluation metric. However, only considering F1BAD can yield deceptive results,

because models can directly trade performance on the OK class for performance on the

BAD class. Therefore, task organizers switched to the weighted F1 score of the system’s

predictions (Bojar et al., 2014) as the primary evaluation metric. However, this metric

is sensitive to the skew in the class distribution that is typical for QE tasks. Because

roughly 20% of the tokens in the training and test datasets are given the BAD label, a

model can achieve 80% accuracy by simply labeling every token as OK. Furthermore,

the downstream use case for word-level QE is typically considered to be guiding post-

editors towards portions of the output which need to be edited, so false negatives on the

BAD class are intuitively worse than false negatives on the OK class. In other words, if a

portion of a translation is labeled as BAD, but is actually acceptable, it will only create a

small amount of extra work for the translator. However, if part of the translation is labeled

OK, but is actually BAD, it could directly impact the quality of the resulting translation if

the translator trusts the QE model’s output.

Therefore, starting in 2016, the WMT task organizers switched to using F1product as

the primary evaluation metric. This metric weights performance on both classes equally,

even though the OK class is much more frequent in the data, achieving a happy medium

between overall accuracy and the importance of avoiding false negatives on the BAD

class.

2.5.4 Word Level QE Model Types

Structured Prediction for Word Level QE

Most previous work on word level QE has employed the class of ML models known as

structured predictors. Martins et al. (2016) built a state of the art system using a structured

SVMs. Structured predictors such as conditional random fields (SVMs) (Lafferty et al.,

2001) output a distribution over structures such as sequences, whereas linear classifiers

such as logistic regression can only make individual predictions. There are many choices

of algorithms that can learn the feature weights for such models from training data, Mar-
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tins et al. (2016) used the max-loss MIRA algorithm (Crammer et al., 2006). In chapter 4

we review the main model types used for word-level QE in more detail.

Feedforward Models

The QUality Estimation from ScraTCH (QUETCH) (Kreutzer et al., 2015b) model is

a feed-forward neural network with a single hidden layer that learns bilingual features

directly from text. A combination of this model’s output with baseline features in an en-

semble system achieved the top performance in the WMT 2015 word-level QE task. The

model receives each target language word and the corresponding aligned word from the

source language as input. To increase the context available for each input token, the words

at the left and right of each target and source word are provided as well. The embeddings

for all context words are concatenated into a single vector, which is transformed into a

probability distribution over the output labels by a feed-forward NN.

The first layer of QUETCH is a word-embedding layer with bias, pre-trained with

word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), and using a hyperbolic tangent non-linearity. The sec-

ond layer also uses bias and applies a softmax regularization to estimate the probability

of each token being labeled OK or BAD.19

Recurrent Models

The use of recurrent neural architectures to model the word-level QE task has been ex-

plored by several researchers. Camargo de Souza et al. (2014) use a bidirectional LSTM

(Graves, 2013) as a classifier, but do not take advantage of word embeddings, instead

using a suite of real-valued features as input. Rubino et al. (2015) use the states of a re-

current neural network to classify target words as GOOD or BAD, class counts are then

used to re-rank candidates for automatic post-editing. Recurrent language models have

also been used to produce features for sentence-level quality estimation models (Bojar

et al., 2015).

2.6 Automatic Post-Editing

Given a source language sentence, and a candidate translation from an unknown provider,

we may wish to fix any errors or omissions in the translation candidate automatically,
19The softmax function is discussed in detail in chapter 5.
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while making as few edits as possible. This task, referred to as, automatic post-editing

(APE), has potential applications in most translation workflows. The goal of minimizing

the number of edit operations stems from the desire to mimic human translators, who are

typically trying to progress through a post-editing task as quickly as possible.

For the purpose of the follow discussion, we will consider datasets consisting of triples

with the form (X, Ŷ , Y ), where X = x1 . . . xT is the source sequence, Ŷ = ŷ1 . . . ŷT is

an MT hypothesis, and Y = y1 . . . yT is the post-edited version of Ŷ .

The first attempt to create such a system was Simard et al. (2007), who re-purpose a

phrase-based SMT system to perform APE by treating the output of another MT system

as the "source", and training a new SMT model with (Ŷ , Y ) pairs. Note that this required

no modification of the MT system whatsoever, the only difference from a standard source

→ target MT system is in the semantics of source and target. Dugast et al. (2007), Isabelle

et al. (2007), and Lagarda et al. (2009) proposed similar approaches for statistical post-

editing of rule-based MT systems.

The first APE systems did not use any features of the source sequence when training the

Ŷ → Y APE model. To fix this shortcoming, Béchara and van Genabith (2011) propose

the creation of a pseudo-language where each source token is actually a concatenation of

the original source token xt with an aligned token from Ŷ . The alignments are obtained

from an automatic word alignment algorithm. Note this is different than an input where

every token from Ŷ is aligned with a token from the source sequence, because it preserves

the order of the original source sequence, and allows un-aligned tokens in Ŷ to be dropped

from the input. However, this approach is still susceptible to any errors in word alignment,

and also sparsifies the training data (Chatterjee et al., 2015).

APE methods have recently shown dramatic improvements due to two innovations:

1. the generation of synthetic training data to augment small APE datasets

2. the use of modified NMT models for APE

These two innovations together have led to a huge jump in APE model performance.

In 2015, the first year of the APE shared task at WMT, none of the submitted systems,

which were all based upon SMT, were able to outperform a Moses phrase-based source→
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target system (Bojar et al., 2015). In the WMT20 2016 APE shared task, the best system

outperformed the phrase-based baseline by over five BLEU points, and by over two TER

points, by introducing the two innovations above (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016; Bojar

et al., 2016). In the 2017 edition of the APE task, all of the best systems were based upon

modified NMT models, and used training data augmented with synthetically generated

instances (Bojar et al., 2017). Our neural APE system, which was also in the top-ranking

systems submitted to WMT 2017, and extends NMT models for APE with new input

representations, is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

2.6.1 APE-Based QE Models

Recently, APE-based models have achieved state-of-the-art results in both word level and

sentence level quality estimation. These models take a radically different approach from

feature based models, directly predicting the corrected translation as output. The cor-

rected translation can then be treated as a pseudo-reference, and aligned with the original

MT hypothesis to obtain word-level QE labels, corresponding to string edit operations.

Such models are discussed in detail in section 4.3.

2.7 Discussion

We have now given the necessary background for the rest of the thesis. Individual chapters

include additional background where relevant, while making reference to this chapter

where possible to avoid redundancy. This chapter has necessarily omitted much relevant

work for the sake of keeping our discussion reasonably brief, but we hope the reader will

refer to the original cited sources where more information on a certain topic is desired.

20Note that the workshop on machine translation officially changed its name to the conference on machine translation
in 2016. In this thesis, we use the acronym WMT for all sessions of this event
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Chapter 3

HandyCAT: A Platform for Translation

Process Research

This chapter discusses the design and implementation of a computer-aided translation

(CAT) interface for translation process research. HandyCAT is our open-source1 imple-

mentation of a flexible web-based CAT tool (Lewis et al. 2014), specifically designed

with inter-operability and extensibility in mind, following the core principles and design

considerations laid out in section 3.2. We are focused upon RQ1 throughout this chapter,

creating an environment that enables testing new translation technologies in CAT inter-

faces.

Throughout this chapter, we use the term component to mean a part of a user inter-

face which encapsulates a high-level functionality. For example, we consider the part of

the interface that allows the user to interact with a source sequence and its correspond-

ing translation to be a segment-level component. In this abstract view, components are

very similar to classes in object-oriented programming, which provide an effective means

of hiding complexity, while allowing well-defined communication with the world via a

contract called an interface.2

The chapter is organized as follows: section 3.1 motivates our case for designing and

implementing a new CAT platform for research. Section 3.2 introduces component-

centric design, our design methodology which proposes a simple type system for CAT

1https://github.com/chrishokamp/handycat
2A note on terminology – throughout this chapter the term interface is used in two ways: (1) as in User Interface

(UI), and (2) as the formal definition of the functions and data exposed by a component, the same as the definition of
interface or trait in object-oriented programming.
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components, and Section 3.3 lays out the design requirements for the translation interface.

Section 3.4 discusses the components built for the various translation tasks introduced in

section 2.1. Finally, sections 3.6 and 3.7, presents two user studies conducted in collabo-

ration with translation studies researchers, which tested new components in HandyCAT.

The results of these user studies motivated much of the research discussed in the remain-

ing chapters.

3.1 Motivation

As discussed in section 2.2, the requirements of interfaces for research are quite different

from those for interfaces designed to facilitate translators’ day-to-day work. CAT tools,

like most desktop-based user interfaces (UIs), are typically designed as self-contained

platforms which attempt to implement all important features within a monolithic frame-

work. Although many existing CAT tools provide a full suite of features which satisfy all

of the core user needs, this design methodology is not conducive to research into novel

UI components, because the implementation of new functionality necessitates significant

modification of the platform source code, which may be impossible or very difficult in

practice.

Furthermore, many components rely upon interaction with one or more data services,

each of which may require significant computational resources and storage resources not

available on a user’s local device. This means that CAT tool developers must either im-

plement a universal interface for components to connect to remote services, or allow each

component to specify the services it requires, assuming that the logic for interacting with

the service is contained within the component itself. Examples of data services that may

be implemented as remote services include machine translation, translation memories,

glossaries, and concordancers.

A final point for consideration is the potential for re-usability of the elements in CAT

tools. Because the functionalities expected by users of translation interfaces are very

well-defined when compared with the myriad possibilities for functionality related to ar-

bitrary text composition tasks, there is a great potential for component re-usability within

translation interfaces. Furthermore, many of the standard elements in CAT tools, such as
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glossaries and TMs, are arguably useful both as standalone applications, and as integrated

components. Ideally, these elements should be able to fulfill both purposes with little or

no modification.

Figure 3.1: An individual component, consisting of a graphical element, local client-side
logic, and an optional interface to a remote microservice.

Designing CAT tools as monolithic, self-contained interfaces thus requires developers

to make many assumptions to be made about what kind of components may be imple-

mented, and greatly limits the flexibility of the interface. An alternative approach is a

microservice-based architecture (Newman, 2015), where each component can be mod-

eled as a mini-UI of its own, exposing an interface for communicating with the rest of the

tool via the type system defined by the designer. By type system we mean a hierarchical

structure of classes as could be created with an object-oriented programming language,

enabling inheritance and allowing a distinction between public and private data for each

class. Figure 3.1 visualizes a single component. The microservice-based approach views

the application as an amalgamation of "sub-applications" which can communicate with

each other by conforming to the contracts imposed by the type system. We call this ap-

proach component-centric design (CCD), and HandyCAT was implemented according to

this paradigm.

3.1.1 Web Based CAT Tools

Modern web browsers provide a flexible, high-level, mostly standardized application pro-

gramming interface (API) that is the ideal platform to implement the desired customiz-

ability of a CAT tool for research. The HTML5 specification (Danilo et al., 2017) in

particular has provided a complete suite of technologies suitable for implementing almost

any kind of graphical application. The web browser is also ubiquitous on all modern per-

sonal computing devices and all operating systems. In comparison with other high-level
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Pros Cons
Fast development iterations Performance limitations due to web browser and network connections
Easy to implement new graphical components Difficult to debug
Easy to connect with remote services Limited access to local resources

Table 3.1: Some pros and cons of web-based applications

frameworks for designing user-interfaces, such as the Swing libraries for the Java pro-

gramming language (Eckstein et al., 1998), web browsers provide a higher-level API for

designing graphical components with HTML and CSS, as well as Javascript, a powerful

scripting language. Javascript has the additional benefit that it is very well suited to asyn-

chronous applications like user interfaces. Table 3.1 lists some additional advantages and

disadvantages of web-based applications.

Particularly in the context of CAT research, web interfaces have the additional advan-

tage that they do not need to be installed on a local machine – simply sending the test

subject a URL together with a user name and password is enough, assuming they have

access to a web browser. This streamlines the setup workflow, significantly lowering the

barrier to conducting user studies.

Finally, the emergence of modern UI frameworks targeted at web browsers has revo-

lutionized application design over the past 5-10 years. Beginning with libraries such as

Bootstrap3, and progressing through lightweight frameworks such as BackboneJS4, mod-

ern client-side Javascript frameworks such as AngularJS5, Ember.js6, React7, Meteor8,

and Vue.js9 have made web applications fast to develop and easy to maintain.

3.1.2 To extend or to build from scratch?

As discussed in section 2.2, several open-source CAT tools already existed when this

work was beginning. We carefully evaluated each of these as possible candidates for

extension. Extending an existing tool would have been the ideal way to test new interface

functionality, as it would have saved much work involved with building the basic interface,

and implementing functionalities such as user accounts, logging, and persistence, which
3https://getbootstrap.com/
4http://backbonejs.org/
5https://angularjs.org/
6https://www.emberjs.com/
7https://reactjs.org/
8https://www.meteor.com/
9https://vuejs.org/
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are necessary, but not directly related to the goals of this thesis.

Of the CAT UIs discussed in section 2.2, CasmaCAT and OmegaT were our two initial

candidates for extensible, open-source platforms for CAT tool research. However, each

had important disadvantages that led us to forgo extending it, in favor of implementing

our own tool from the ground up.

CasmaCAT is designed as a monolithic tool with a PHP backend. Although PHP is a

historically important and popular language for developing server-side web applications,

the server-side design makes implementing new user interface components challenging,

when compared with client-side frameworks such as AngularJS. The popularity of PHP

was also waning when this project was beginning, and the CasmaCAT project was draw-

ing to a close, casting the long-term maintainability of the interface into doubt.

OmegaT is a Java-based desktop CAT tool. OmegaT is a fully-featured CAT tool which

can be used in professional translation workflows, but is not easy to extend, particularly

because of its idiosyncratic data model (Moran et al., 2014). However, the primary factor

that led us to disqualify OmegaT was our desire to use a web-based tool, both because

of the ease of development discussed above, and because of the ease of conducting user

studies remotely with a web-based interface, which simplifies and lowers the cost of user

studies for both researchers and study participants.

We therefore decided to proceed with developing our own CAT tool for research, which

is now called HandyCAT. The following sections discuss our design and implementation

methodologies in detail.

3.2 Design

The purpose of a CAT tool is to facilitate modification of the state of the document data

model. The translation data model is a hierarchical, object-oriented view of the translation

data, which should be serializable into XML, JSON, or another structured representation.

Because translation tasks are a relatively well-defined subset of text editing tasks, several

attempts have been made to design a universal document specification for translation data

exchange. HandyCAT supports the XLIFF 1.2 and 2.0 data models (Schnabel et al., 2015;

Tingley, 2015), and the main HandyCAT component areas correspond to XLIFF elements
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Interactive Element Description
Segment Area Encapsulates a source segment and the corresponding

translation
Data Service Description
Translation Memory Searches for full, fuzzy, or partial matches for the source

segment in a database of (source, target) pairs

Table 3.2: Examples of interactive elements and data services in CAT tools

(see section 3.2.3).

Translation interfaces update an mutable internal representation of the translation data

model as the user translates. This internal representation can then be mapped into a

platform-agnostic format such as XLIFF once the translation job is finished (Lewis et al.,

2014). User modification of the data model is accomplished via interactions facilitated by

components. The following section discusses our system for describing and formalizing

user interface components in CAT tools.

3.2.1 Component-Centric Design: A Type System for CAT Compo-

nents

CCD is a framework for designing elements of a CAT tool as embedded applications,

which are connected and composed together via well-defined interfaces. A component

is a means of transforming and/or rendering some data to the end user, optionally with

interactive capabilities which allow users to modify the underlying data model. Compo-

nents in translation interfaces may be composed from of three types of objects: (1) data

services, services that transform textual input data, (2) interactive elements, which pro-

vide the means for users to view and possibly modify parts of the data model, and (3)

other components. In other words, a component can be built from other sub-components,

interactive UI elements and data services.

A complete translation interface is thus a hierarchy of data services and interactive el-

ements, which can be represented as a directed graph. This abstract view of the interface

allows dynamic configuration based on user needs, and simplifies the design and integra-

tion of new components.
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3.2.2 Formalizing Component-Centric Design

Now that we have given examples of some component types for CAT interfaces, we can

give a formal specification of an Interface. An Interface is a set of one or more compo-

nents {C}, where each C ∈ {C} can be written as a tuple 〈E,D∗, C∗〉, and:

E = Interactive Element

D = Data Service

C = Component

* = zero or more

Some previous work, e.g. Green et al. (2014b), has argued that the distinction between

data services and graphical elements is not useful in practice, because the functions which

provide data to an interface are tightly coupled to the graphical elements which allow users

to interact with the data. Although some integration between data services and graphical

elements will of course be necessary in order to create a useful interface, ideally the

"integration layer" should be kept to the absolute minimum, simplifying the design of new

elements, and maximizing their re-usability in other contexts. Components should thus

follow common object-oriented design principles, especially when defining the interfaces

with data services.

Generally, graphical interface components can be decoupled from the data services they

rely on to some extent, but each component will inevitably have some tight integration

with the data service(s) it relies upon. Thus, the interface between graphical component

and services must be carefully designed. Along the same lines, the interface between

user and component should be encapsulated from the supporting data services as much as

possible.

3.2.3 Document Data Model

The XLIFF 1.2 and 2.0 standards (Schnabel et al., 2015; Tingley, 2015) provide an ab-

stract, object-oriented view of translation data. The most important object in XLIFF doc-

uments is the translation-unit or unit (<trans-unit> in XLIFF 1.2 and <unit> in
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XLIFF 2.0). Figure 3.2 shows an example of a XLIFF unit element containing two seg-

ments. HandyCAT was designed to support the basic elements of both the XLIFF 1.2 and

2.0 standards, allowing users to upload XLIFF documents and edit them inside Handy-

CAT, and to export projects as XLIFF 2.0 documents10.

<unit id="1">
<segment>

<source>First sentence.</source>
<target>Première phrase.</target>

</segment>
<segment>

<source>Second sentence.</source>
</segment>

</unit>

Figure 3.2: An example translation unit in an XLIFF 2.0 DOM.

HandyCAT implements a client-side XLIFF document parser in Javascript, and directly

writes changes to the data model into a stateful XLIFF document object model (DOM)

using the HTML 5 DOM API11, which is supported by all modern web browsers. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the only CAT tool implementation which directly uses

the XLIFF DOM as a data model, instead of transforming to and from XLIFF from an

implementation-specific data model. This one-to-one correspondence between the seri-

alization format (XLIFF XML), and the XLIFF DOM is a powerful and simple way to

approach interaction with translation documents, and proceeds directly from our decision

to use the modern web browser as our implementation platform.

Although the (im-)mutability of certain element types is not enforced by the XLIFF

standard, in HandyCAT, all elements in the XLIFF DOM are immutable, except for the

<target></target> elements inside <segment></segment> elements. This

corresponds to the purpose of CAT tools as we have already defined it: to allow the

user to produce or modify target language translations of source language segments.

10We additionally released a library for creating XLIFF documents as a standalone project at https://github.
com/chrishokamp/node-xliff

11https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Document_Object_Model
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3.3 Requirements

We have now proposed a flexible design framework for CAT tools, and described a data

model that can be used to store and manipulate the state of the interface as users complete

translation tasks. The following section discusses the design requirements of CAT inter-

faces, enumerating the fundamental components in CAT tools, and then discusses how

these components have been implemented in HandyCAT.

The ability to view a source segment and to compose and persist (save) a correspond-

ing target segment are the baseline functionalities required for a translation interface.

Most existing CAT tools provide a set of standard interactions, such as editing of tar-

get segments, confirming segments, and searching a glossary, within a segment-oriented

view. The additional features provided by a CAT tool are either focused upon providing

translators with metadata to facilitate the translation process, such as automatic machine

translation and translation memory matches, or designed to assist users in other stages

of the localisation workflow, such as document conversion, handling markup and tags, or

terminology extraction.

The core functions implemented by a CAT tool include displaying the the source seg-

ment, and allowing the user to edit a target sentence, either by typing from scratch, or by

post-editing a TM segment or an MT hypothesis. By abstracting over the common graph-

ical affordances (Greeno, 1994) in CAT interfaces, we identify a set of functional areas,

which provide an abstract representation of the graphical areas that render translation

data to the user. Any translation interface will include areas dedicated to these functions,

but the interactions implemented by the components within the functional areas may be

drastically different from implementation to implementation.

The core set of containers common to all CAT tools with a two-dimensional graphical

interface includes the source area, the target area, and the tooling area. Note that param-

eters which control the graphical rendering of the areas, i.e. their position and size on

the page, are hyperparameters of the application, and can be determined by tuning/opti-

mization, trial and error, or constraints imposed by the user’s device. On devices with

smaller form factors, such as mobile devices, it is likely that most areas will be hidden
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Figure 3.3: Top level abstract component areas

(a) Source Area (b) Target Area

Figure 3.4: The source and target areas in HandyCAT, highlighted in green. These render-
ings are produced by the three-dimensional DOM visualizer available in Mozilla Firefox,
and emphasize the nested component areas in HandyCAT.

by default, and accessed via specific interactions, whereas devices with more display area

may display all areas simultaneously.
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Component Interfaces
Document
Segment
Source
Target

Toolbar

Table 3.3: Examples of CAT component interfaces

HandyCAT provides several predefined functional areas which have access to a specific

part of the data model or document tree. Components and the stateful objects that store

their data also correspond roughly to XLIFF elements; thus, there is a three-way corre-

spondence between graphical components, the HandyCAT data model, and the XLIFF

DOM representing the translation document. Table 3.3 lists some of the main component

interfaces that will be present in any CAT tool.

Developers can specify which parts of the data model their component can access by

placing in inside a container, such as the EditArea, or the TargetArea. By defining the

component at the right level in the hierarchy, developers can ensure that their components

are isolated, and that the document model is always synchronized with UI state. Figure 3.4

visualizes the container hierarchy in HandyCAT.

Tooling components are "floating" or "singleton" components – there is typically only

one instance of a tooling component, and it may render in different areas of the interface

depending upon the user’s context. The toolbar in HandyCAT is an example of such a

component. A single toolbar instance moves below the currently active segment, acting

as a container for toolbar components, which implement functionality such as translation

memory lookup, searching in knowledge bases, or named entity annotation (Hokamp,

2015). In addition to the document model, tooling components also have access to inter-

face state, so they can respond to changes such as segments being activated or deactivated,

or listen for arbitrary external events, such as a word being clicked in the source or target

area.
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3.4 Component Implementations

Translation process research on explicit interaction in CAT tools focuses upon the design

and analysis of systems where users interact with one or more data services via an en-

hanced editing component, which could be a drop-down or pop-over element placed near

the user’s cursor in an editing area (Foster, 2002; Barrachina et al., 2009; Green, 2014), or

a "typeahead" style component (see sections 3.6 and 3.7). However, other graphical com-

ponents and interaction modalities beyond autocompletion have been proposed (Koehn,

2009b; Alabau et al., 2011).

As discussed in section 3.3, HandyCAT defines graphical areas which are tightly cou-

pled with interfaces to the translation data model. Although this design is appealing in

the abstract, without concrete component implementations, the feature is meaningless.

This section briefly discusses several actual component implementations in HandyCAT,

the majority of which are components for modifying the target text of segments in the

translation data model.

Segment area components

Figure 3.5: The graphical element corresponding to segment area components

Segment area components (Figure 3.5) are wrappers for a single segment, consisting of

a (source, target) pair. This component type corresponds to the <unit> XLIFF 2.0 selec-

tor (<trans−unit> in XLIFF 1.2). The component is responsible for rendering segment-
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level information, such as the segment’s index in the project, as well as for configuring

the available sub-components in the source and target areas, and for storing segment-level

information such as alignment information about the source and target. The display of the

source and target parts of a segment is also controlled by this component; for example,

the configuration of the segment area component determines whether the target segment

will render to the right of the source segment, or below it.

Figure 3.6: A segment area component that renders a segment-level quality score which
the user must click before she can edit the target hypothesis.

At least one research project (Teixeira and O’Brien, 2017) has designed a specialized

segment area component for HandyCAT, which includes a sentence level quality score

above each segment. This work used eye tracking to determine the impact of showing

quality scores to translators before they begin post-editing each segment (see figure 3.6).

Source-area components

Beyond simple rendering of the source segment, source-area components may add in-

teraction features which allow users to perform operations such as looking up a selected

substring in a glossary, translation memory, or concordancer (see figure 3.9). For example,

Hokamp (2015) presents a source component which has access to an entity-linking API,

enabling the automatic recognition of named entities in the source segment, and suggest-

ing translations for these entities by leveraging the multilingual links in DBpedia.(Auer

et al., 2007; Daiber et al., 2013) Figure 3.7 shows the interface element corresponding to

source-area components.
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Figure 3.7: The graphical element corresponding to source-area components

Target-area components

Because target area components are the means by which translators can actually modify

the text of a translation, this class of components has the most alternatives of any com-

ponent type in HandyCAT. Most of the components implementing special functionality

were created for specific research projects. Table 3.4 describes some of the target area

component implementations currently available in HandyCAT.

Figure 3.8: Multiple target components on the same segment – user can switch between
components using the selector.

In the target area of the interface, the component selector enables translators to use

multiple components on the same segment (see figure 3.8). For example, the translation

resource selector can be used to chose the best output from several MT systems, then the
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Component Name Description
Plaintext Editor Allows translation from scratch in a standard HTML 5

text-editing element.
Post-Editor Allows user to perform high-level editing operations on

spans of text by selecting text and interacting with a drop-
down menu of actions.

Word-Level QE Editor Renders realtime word-level quality information about
words in the target translation using a quality estimation
server.

Typeahead Editor suggests completions for the text in the target segment us-
ing one or more autocompletion services.

Interactive Post-Editor extends the Post-Editor by allowing the user to confirm
spans of text, which are maintained when new translations
are requested.

Translation Resource Selector Allows the user to choose a translation out of several op-
tions provided by different translation services.

Table 3.4: Target-area components implemented in HandyCAT

post-editor can be used to make any changes to the chosen segment.

Toolbar-area components

Figure 3.9: The singleton element corresponding to the toolbar

The toolbar area is unique in that it is a singleton element (i.e. the interface only con-

tains a single instance of the toolbar) that renders in the interface according to the current

active segment. Toolbar components have access to the entire translation data model,

but are typically used to provide data about the currently active segment. In HandyCAT,

toolbar components include glossaries, thesauri, and concordancers. Note that toolbar

components are typically tightly coupled to a remote microservice (see section 3.5). Fig-

ure 3.9 shows the toolbar area below the active segment, containing a simple glossary

component.
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Data Service Description Used by Component
Trie Autocomplete A REST server to a trie-based data-

structure for fast autocompletion based on
word lists

Typeahead Editor

Vocabulary Server A REST server to dictionaries mapping
source words to target words

Typeahead Editor

Language Model Scorer A REST server to SRILM language mod-
els

Typeahead Editor

Interactive MT server A wrapper around IMT models built with
our Neural IMT framework

Typeahead Editor

Glossary A service which takes words as queries
and provides their definitions and syn-
onyms via the Glosbe API

Glossary

Translation Memory Provides exact and fuzzy matches for
source and target segments

Translation Resource Provider

Word Level QE server Annotates spans of text with word-level
quality scores

Interactive Post-Editor

Constrained Decoding server Allows translation conforming to user-
provided constraints

Interactive Post-Editor

Table 3.5: Examples of Data Services used by HandyCAT components – all of these
services are our own implementations. Some are located within HandyCAT itself, others
are standalone projects that can be plugged into HandyCAT

3.5 Services and Microservices

Many components require one or more data services services to function. For example,

components which provide auto-complete functionality may use an auto-completion ser-

vice, or an IMT system to produce the completions that are provided to the user in the

interface. In HandyCAT, data services are implemented as microservices. Developers are

free to implement whatever services their components may need, table 3.5 lists some of

the data services implemented over the course of this thesis, and points to the compo-

nent(s) that make use of the each service.

We have now described the core design principles and implementation of HandyCAT.

The following two sections describe pilot user studies conducted using this interface.

3.6 A Pilot Study On Text Prediction Using SMT Phrase

Tables

Autocompletion is arguably the most successful user-facing application of language mod-

eling in widespread use today. Autocomplete functionality is ubiquitous across modern

text interfaces. Especially for mobile devices, autocompletion utilities are an indispens-

able part of the user experience, because of the dramatic reduction in typing speed with

caused by basic touchscreen text-entry interfaces.
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Despite the pervasiveness of autocompletion in content creation workflows, there is

very little research evaluating autocompletion within the context of CAT. There are two

major benefits to autocompletion when compared with composition from scratch: (1)

autocompletion may help the user to find better ways to translate the source segment

by providing a variety of suggestions, and (2) autocompletion may save the user time

by minimizing the number of input operations needed to complete a translation. In the

following experiments, we focus on (2), attempting to design a system which helps users

to complete a translation task more quickly.

Evaluating Autocompletion for CAT

The following pilot study evaluated a simple but effective approach to autocompletion or

"type-ahead" components based on elements of a traditional statistical machine transla-

tion system. We compare two auto-completion engines in a user study with 16 translation

students who are native Spanish speakers. The target auto-completer uses prefix matching

over the known vocabulary of the target language. This mimics the auto-completion utili-

ties typically found in smartphones or word-processing software. The source-constrained

auto-completer leverages an SMT phrase table and a target-side language model to pro-

vide enhanced suggestions to translators, by using the source sentence as an additional

context for filtering suggestions. When a translator starts translating a segment, the possi-

ble completions are first retrieved from a data service which queries a Moses phrase table

built from the WMT 2013 news translation task’s English-Spanish dataset. As the user

translates, the system dynamically re-ranks the completion candidates using a language

model conditioned on the current target prefix.

When compared to autocompletion strategies using interactive machine transla-

tion (Green et al., 2014b; Bender et al., 2005; Ueffing and Ney, 2005; Koehn, 2009b;

Ortiz-Martinez, 2011), this approach has the advantage that it can be implemented with-

out deploying a full-fledged machine translation system. Phrase-table based autocomple-

tion also has much smaller computational requirements than an IMT system, which must

perform online prefix-decoding (see section 2.4).

As discussed in section 2.4.1, the task of text-prediction can be framed as the search

for the best continuation ĉ, given a prefix (equation 2.10). The source-constrained auto-
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Figure 3.10: A target-side auto-complete component backed by a phrase table and lan-
guage model.

completer used in these experiments is described by equation 3.1:

ĉ = argmax
c∈Csource

P (c|prefix, source) (3.1)

WhereCsource indicates the set of of all phrases returned by the phrase table for a particular

source sentence12

Although IMT via tight coupling with the SMT decoder might provide better sugges-

tions by directly leveraging all features implemented in the SMT decoder, such systems

can be too slow for real-time use without significant tuning (Green, 2014), because the

computational requirements of the decoder are very demanding. Stack-based SMT de-

coders generally have a trade-off between computational requirements and quality, which

can be controlled by the hyper-parameters of the system, including the stack size and the

maximum n-gram size of the language model.

The system implemented for this pilot study effectively uses a target-side language

model as the only feature in a prefix decoder, while filtering candidate completions using

an SMT phrase table. The user can quickly filter the phrase options by typing a prefix of

the desired word or phrase. Despite this simplification, we observe a significant improve-

ment in translation speed when compared to a baseline prefix autocompletion engine.

12The phrase table is queried with every possible n-gram in the source sentence up to size=3.
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3.6.1 Experimental Design

Figure 3.10 shows our implementation of the autocompletion component used for the

experiments discussed in this section. Because the target auto-completer and the source-

constrained auto-completer only differ in the way their suggestions are generated, we can

use the same graphical component in both settings.

The baseline for our experiments is a monolingual auto-completer which has no

knowledge of the source segment being translated. The word dictionary used by this

auto-completer was created by sorting the words in the Spanish portion of the News-

Commentary corpus (Tiedemann, 2012) by frequency. Although this engine is insensitive

to the source, it can arguably still make translators substantially faster, by saving them

keystrokes in the same manner that autocompletion is used in other monolingual text-

editing interfaces.

When the source-constrained auto-completer is in use, before the user has typed any-

thing, the phrases Csource are simply ranked according to PLM(c|START), the probability

that the phrase starts a sentence according to the language model. As the user types a

word, the phrases in Csource are filtered to those which begin with the user’s current pre-

fix. When the spacebar is pressed, the phrases in Csource are again re-ranked according

to PLM(s|ŷ0 . . . ŷt−1), where ŷ0 . . . ŷt−1 is the current word-level prefix already entered by

the user. In the case that the user has entered a string of characters that does not match

the beginning of any phrase in Csource, the source-constrained auto-completer falls back to

the same dictionary of words used by the baseline component.

To create the test projects for the user study, we selected 30 sentences from the English

Wikipedia page for "Malaga"13, which were divided into two datasets of 15 sentences

each. Two XLIFF files with 15 source segments each, and empty target segments were

then created from the extracted sentences. The files were balanced for number of words

and difficulty of translation by a professional translator. Because there are two possible

orderings of the translation tasks, and two autocompletion utilities to test, we created eight

experimental groups which account for every permutation of task ordering and component

configuration. Participants were each randomly assigned to one of the eight groups.

13https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaga
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3.6.2 Results

Although we collected data from about 30 translators, many sessions were incomplete, or

users had made significant errors, such as neglecting to mark translated segments as com-

plete. Filtering the data to remove these corrupted sessions resulted in 16 clean sessions

– the following analysis uses data from these sessions only.

In order to account for possible mistakes during the translation process, such as late

confirmation of a segment, we also discard the worst outliers for each test segment.

Dataset Avg. Time (seconds)
A 79.53
B 76.47

Table 3.6: Average sentence completion time for each dataset

Autocomplete Type Avg. Time (seconds)
Default 82.75
PT-backed 73.25

Table 3.7: Average sentence completion time for each autocomplete type

Table 3.6 shows that the average completion times for each sentence in both datasets

were quite similar. We interpret this to mean that the translation difficulty of the sentences

in the two datasets was comparable.

Table 3.7 shows the average completion time for a segment using the two autocomplete

types. The PT-backed autocomplete allows translators to complete a segment more than 9

seconds faster on average — a statistically significant difference with a p-value of 0.011

when measured with Student’s T-test.

Figure 3.11 presents the per-sentence average times for each sentence in each project.

In this figure, the difference between the average editing time for the two autocomplete

settings is visualized by the green bars. This figure gives a visual confirmation that the

source-constrained autocomplete made translators faster on the majority of segments.

According to the our experimental results, translators are more than 10% faster with

the enhanced autocomplete. This is an encouraging finding, especially given the relative

simplicity of the phrase-table and LM-backed autocompletion components.

Through this pilot study evaluating two implementations of text prediction within a
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Figure 3.11: Average time per segment for each autocomplete type. Segments are sorted
by source length (ascending).
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CAT tool, we established the general utility of autocompletion in translation interfaces.

We additionally confirmed the stability and flexibility of HandyCAT as a platform for

translation process research, confirming that the tool could be used in settings with up to

30 concurrent users.

3.7 A Pilot Study on Post-Editing Actions

Despite the increasing use of post-editing as a core part of professional translation work-

flows, there is very little work on new user interfaces specifically designed for the post-

editing task. Some of the high-level research goals for post-editing interfaces are to:

1. Understand how translators use current text-editing interfaces to perform post-editing

2. Discover useful macro operations which encapsulate several fine-grained interac-

tions

3. Design and test interfaces that implement functionality specifically for post-editing

One useful abstraction of the editing process is as a sequence of basic edit-operations,

which are classically described as insertion, deletion, replacement, and substitution (Ris-

tad and Yianilos, 1998; Snover et al., 2009). Although these coarse operations may not

correspond directly to the segment- or text-level cognitive processes that occur in a trans-

lator’s brain as they post-edit, they are still useful "macro" operations that may yield a

deeper understanding of the editing process than raw keystroke logs, or character-level

diffs.

Taking the basic edit operations as inspiration, in collaboration with Félix do Carmo at

the University of Porto, we designed and implemented a component providing a graphical

interface to these four editing actions, along with interaction flows that encapsulate each

of these basic operations. This component was then tested in a large-scale user study with

approximately 60 translators.

The main purpose of this study was to test a new interactive modality purpose-designed

for post-editing, where translators have a limited number of "macro" actions available,

corresponding to the string operations INSERT, DELETE, MOVE, and REPLACE.
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By limiting translators to these actions, the sequences of keystrokes in the Handy-

CAT session logs are directly transformable into semantic chunks, which we hope cor-

respond to specific user intents in the course of post editing. For example, when a user

enters replace mode, the purpose of the sequence of keystrokes until the mode is exited

is known to be the replacement of the originally selected phrase. Raw events in the inter-

face are thereby closely tied to easily understandable intents, facilitating analysis of the

post-editing task.

Post-Editing Component Design and Implementation

The post-editing component is implemented as target-side text area, where users must

interact with the target hypothesis by highlighting text, choosing one of the editing actions

or modes, and then using the mode’s functionality to edit the text. Each editing mode

is exited by pressing the ESCAPE key. Table 3.8 describes the purpose of each of the

editing modes. Note that all possible editing operations could actually be accomplished

with DELETE + INSERT alone, thus MOVE and REPLACE are effectively convenience

modes which allow the user to perform specific macro operations.

Name Description Purpose
INSERT A cursor is placed at the end of

the highlighted word or whites-
pace, prompting the user to en-
ter new text.

Add text that is missing from
the translation hypothesis.

DELETE Deletes the highlighted word. Remove incorrect text.
MOVE After highlighting a word, the

user selects another location in
the text where the word should
be moved.

Fix word-order issues in the
translation.

REPLACE The highlighted word or
whitespace is deleted and
replaced with a text cursor,
prompting the user to enter
new text.

Shortcut for DELETE followed
by INSERT.

Table 3.8: Descriptions of the four editing modes in the post-editing actions user study.

The implementation of the above editing mode specifications as robust components in

HandyCAT was a non-trivial undertaking. The design specifications provided by Félix

do Carmo outlined the high-level desired functionality from the components, but did not

constitute a full design specification, and many design iterations were needed before the
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components were ready to be tested.

(a) Typeahead component screenshot one.

(b) Typeahead component screenshot two.

Figure 3.12: Screenshots of the dictionary-backed typeahead component used as the con-
trastive setting in the post-editing actions user study

The typeahead and post-editor components were implemented as target-area compo-

nents, conforming to the HandyCAT target area interface discussed in the first part of this

chapter. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 present screenshots of the final component implementa-

tions after several design iterations.

The baseline typeahead component described in section 3.6 was used as the contrastive

setting in the experiments described below. The auto-completion service was seeded with

the top 20,000 words from a large parallel Portuguese–English corpus, collected from the

OPUS corpus (Tiedemann, 2012). When a user begins typing in the typeahead text area,

the top five suggestions from this corpus are shown. There is no language-modeling or

context-aware aspect to the auto-complete model, suggestions are simply sorted by (1)

their overlap with the user’s current prefix, and (2) their frequency in the corpus.

The post-editing component implements each of the editing modes described above.

The mouse is utilized to select text and to choose the desired editing modes. The com-

ponent recognizes word boundaries, so simply clicking inside a word selects the entire

word for editing. Users can also click on whitespace to insert text, or remove unnecessary
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(a) Post-editor component INSERT mode.

(b) Post-editor component REPLACE mode.

(c) Post-editor component MOVE mode.

Figure 3.13: Screenshots of the INSERT, REPLACE, and MOVE modes in the post-
editing component
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whitespace.

The INSERT, REPLACE, and MOVE modes are two-step processes; in other words,

the user selects the mode, then performs an action while inside that mode. In the IN-

SERT and REPLACE modes, the user must explicitly exit by pressing the Escape key,

the MOVE mode is automatically exited when the user chooses the location where the

selected text should be moved. In contrast, the DELETE action is a one-step operation –

the interface immediately returns to the default state once the user’s selected text has been

deleted.

Experimental Design

Approximately 50 native Portuguese speakers with experience translating from English

to Portuguese participated in the post-editing user study. These users were distributed

across three groups, three texts, and the two edit modes autocomplete (AC) and post-edit

(PE). Table 3.9 shows the distribution of users by session, text, and editing mode. The

user logs were obtained from three groups in sessions conducted by Felix do Carmo at

the University of Porto.

Group # Participants Session Project Mode

1

17 A Text B – Questionnaire AC
17 B Text C – Catalogue PE
17 C Text D – Manual AC
18 D Text D – Manual PE

2

16 A Text C – Catalogue AC
17 B Text D – Manual PE
18 C Text B – Questionnaire AC
17 D Text B – Questionnaire PE

3

10 A Text D – Manual AC
10 B Text B – Questionnaire PE
13 C Text C – Catalogue AC
13 D Text C – Catalogue PE

Table 3.9: Distribution of users by session, project, and mode (data from do Carmo
(2017))

In order to obtain log information about the users’ interactions with the post-editor

component, several component-specific actions were added to the HandyCAT log format.
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3.7.1 Results

This section describes the results of the user study. Data was obtained from the results

in do Carmo (2017) where indicated – a more thorough analysis of the results is also

provided in do Carmo (2017).

Project AC PE Average
Questionnaire 11 15 12

Catalogue 9 17 13
Manual 10 16 14

Average 10 16 13

Table 3.10: Average editing speed (in seconds) per segment for each project and mode

Users were faster in AC mode than they were in the PE mode (table 3.10). This is

not surprising, since our implementation of PE mode required frequent use of the mouse.

The PE mode also introduced a novel interface that is not similar to any existing tools,

so users likely required some time to learn this unfamiliar way of editing (in spite of the

introductory training session).

Action Session B Session D
delete 9 6
insert 14 13
move 14 9

replace 16 11

Table 3.11: Average duration by edit action type (i.e. the average time spent in a particular
edit mode) in session B vs session D, in seconds.

Table 3.11 shows the average duration for each of the editing actions. This is the

average time that a user took to perform one of the actions. Again, as expected, the multi-

step editing actions INSERT, MOVE, and REPLACE tended to take significantly more

time than DELETE.

Action # Events
delete 1580
insert 810
move 425

replace 1620

Table 3.12: Total number of events for each of the editing actions
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Table 3.12 shows the raw count for each of the edit action types. The action counts

reveal that DELETE and REPLACE were heavily favored over INSERT and MOVE. We

hypothesize that REPLACE is preferred over INSERT because it is more common for

users to make modifications than it is for them to make additions. The MOVE action is

arguably the most complex, and is also the least used of the four.

The amount of editing done by each user, as measured by TER was fairly consistent

regardless of the editing mode used, implying that translations are not heavily biased

by the editing component. Again, we take this as a positive result supporting macro

operations designed for post-editing.

3.7.2 Key Takeaways from PE Actions User Study

This user study provided a basic understanding of translators’ preferences for different

editing operations when post-editing, and produced a large amount of data logging trans-

lators’ interactions with the post-editing component. Useful feedback on the interface

itself was also obtained through the post-surveys, with generally positive responses from

most participants.

The development work done during the implementation of the post-editing component

also served as the basis for the interactive post-editing study discussed in chapter 7, which

evaluates an interactive post-editing interface, where translators collaborate with a spe-

cialized machine translation system, and word-level quality estimation models while post

editing.

3.8 Discussion

This chapter has described HandyCAT: a purpose-built web-based interface for trans-

lation process research. The reasoning behind our decision to implement a CAT tool

from scratch was put forward in section 3.1.2, and a novel design methodology, called

component-centric design (CCD), was proposed and formally described in section 3.2.1.

CCD in particular motivated the implementation of HandyCAT, and the flexibility and

robustness of the framework has been demonstrated by the diverse components that have

been implemented and tested in HandyCAT.

We have shown how HandyCAT implements the CCD framework, and discussed the
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concept of component areas, which allows for very fast prototyping and integration of

new user interface components into the tool.

The implementation of a modern web-based CAT tool from scratch was quite an ambi-

tious undertaking, and many lessons were learned along the way. HandyCAT underwent

three major rewrites, as well as many small modifications for each user study that was

conducted with the interface. The tool itself, and all of the supporting microservices for

each of the user studies we conducted are open-source14.

The final sections of this chapter introduced two pilot user studies conducted with

HandyCAT. Building upon the lessons learned, and ideas gleaned from these user stud-

ies, the chapter 7 of this thesis presents a HandyCAT implementation of an advanced

component for interactive post-editing, and an accompanying user study evaluating this

component.

14https://github.com/chrishokamp/handycat
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Chapter 4

Predicting Translation Quality at the

Word-Level

Figure 4.1: The Post-Editing Cycle

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we explore models which can predict translation quality. Specifically,

we are interested in models which can annotate translations with labels or scores at the

token or word level. Focusing upon RQ2, we try to design new models which can achieve

state-of-the-art results in word-level QE tasks. As discussed in section 2.5, in this class

of tasks, we are given a source segment and a corresponding translation hypothesis, and

we wish to output a sequence of labels, where each label corresponds to one token in the

machine translation hypothesis. In other words, the word-level QE task is an instantiation

of a sequence labeling task (Lafferty et al., 2001; Nguyen and Guo, 2007). Each label
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may additionally include a value between zero and one, indicating the model’s confidence

about its prediction.

Figure 4.2: One possible interactive workflow for CAT, supported by both word- and
sentence-level quality estimation.

The most obvious real-world use case for such models is as a guide for translators when

performing post-editing. Scanning, or searching for an error, is the first step in the post-

editing cycle (figure 4.1) – to streamline this step we seek a high-quality model which can

point to problem spots in the translation output, guiding translators towards the places

which need to be changed. Therefore, QE can help during the Scan and Choose Error

phases of the PE cycle depicted in figure 4.1.

Recent work has also shown that accurate word level models of translation quality are

good proxies to sentence-level models — this result is in line with our intuition that a

translation with many individual errors should also have low overall quality (Bojar et al.,

2017; Martins et al., 2017). However, despite the direct connection between word-level

and sentence-level quality, the use of word-level QE models for sentence-level QE may

discard information about the contextual severity of individual errors, which could poten-

tially be important when making accurate sentence-level quality judgments.

Another important real-world use case for QE models in general is as "gatekeepers" in
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translation workflows. In this scenario, a QE model can be used to determine whether

or not a translation hypothesis needs to be reviewed by a human post-editor. An accu-

rate quality estimation model used in conjunction with a machine translation system of

adequate quality can potentially streamline translation projects by allowing translations

with no detected quality issues to bypass the post-editing phase completely. Figure 4.2

is a schematic of a translation process workflow which employs sentence level QE as a

sentinel, and word-level QE as an interactive aid during post-editing.

As discussed in section 2.5, our work focuses upon the binary labeling of each word in

a translation system’s output as OK or BAD. However, as discussed in section 2.5, other

tagging schemes, such as hierarchical tagsets using MQM issues (Lommel et al., 2014),

are possible. However, because the majority of existing work on word level QE focuses

upon the binary classification case, and because training and test data for the task can be

automatically created, all of our models and experiments focus upon this version of the

task.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1.1 reviews the methods

used to create datasets for QE models. Section 4.1.2 discusses some of the standard fea-

tures used for training linear QE models as classifiers or structured predictors, and intro-

duces our open-source project Marmot1, which is a Python library designed to streamline

complex feature extraction workflows. Section 4.2.1 gives an overview of the formerly

state-of-the-art models which use feature extraction coupled with structured predictors for

sequence labeling, while section 4.2.2 presents our research into word-level QE models

which rely upon deep learning. Section 4.3 delves into a unified view of Automatic Post-

Editing and Word-Level QE, which has recently achieved state-of-the-art results in both

the APE and QE tasks. Finally, section 4.4 summarizes the work conducted on QE and

related tasks, and highlights the main contributions made by our research. Much of the

research presented in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Unbabel, and with

researchers at the University of Sheffield. Therefore, when a topic or result is discussed

that was joint work, or not our contribution, we cite the relevant publications explicitly.

1https://github.com/qe-team/marmot
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SRC A class stores information about the types of data that an object can hold and the behaviors that
an object can exhibit .

MT Eine Klasse speichert Informationen über die Datentypen , die ein Objekt , und halten Sie die
Verhaltensweisen , die ein Objekt erzeugen können .

PE (Reference) Eine Klasse speichert Informationen über die Datentypen , die ein Objekt aufnehmen kann , und
die Verhaltensweisen , die ein Objekt zeigen kann .

Gold Tags OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK BAD BAD BAD BAD OK OK OK OK OK OK
BAD BAD OK

Table 4.1: Source, MT hypothesis, Post-edited reference, and gold-standard binary QE
labels obtained using TER. The example is taken from line 38 of the WMT 2016 QE test
data.

4.1.1 Building Datasets for Word-Level QE

In order to train QE Models in a supervised fashion, we require datasets of triples:

(SRC,MT,PE), where:

• SRC: the original source sequence to be translated

• MT: a machine translation hypothesis produced by inputting the SRC into an auto-

matic translation system

• PE: a post-edited version of MT, typically produced by a human translator with

access to both SRC and MT

The post-edited sequences can be viewed as a special kind of constrained reference,

which is as close as possible to the original MT hypothesis, while still being a human-

quality reference translation. This observation stems from the hypothesis that post-editors

will seek to minimize the effort required to produce the final translation, and thus will gen-

erally try to make the minimum number of required edits. This constraint that references

and hypotheses should have the minimum edit distance will also be used to motivate the

intuition behind synthetic data generation for QE and APE discussed later in the chapter.

4.1.2 Marmot: A Framework for Word-Level Quality Estimation

The input to many word level QE models is a sparse vector with thousands or millions of

features. These state-of-the-art feature sets require complex feature extraction pipelines.

Some features, such as those extracted from constituency or dependency parse structures,

may be time-consuming to compute, while others, such as part-of-speech n-grams, may
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Figure 4.3: The data extraction pipeline used in MARMOT (from Logacheva et al. (2016))

require a pipeline of extractors to run in a specific order (i.e. part-speech-tagging must run

before n-gram extraction). Some groups of features may have no dependencies, and can

thus be computed offline, or in parallel. Because configuration and implementation of fea-

ture extraction pipelines is time-consuming and error-prone, several open-source toolkits

have been built to simplify and standardize the feature extraction process specifically for

QE.

The QuEST framework (Specia et al., 2013b; Shah et al., 2013; Specia et al., 2015)

was the first open-source toolkit targeted at QE. The framework provides a Java-based

pipeline for feature extraction, as well as a python library for training machine learning

models using Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). QuEST is targeted at sentence-level

QE, but an extended version, called QuEST++, also supports extraction of word-level

and document-level features (Specia et al., 2015). In order to run feature extraction in

QuEST, the user specifies which features are desired using an XML configuration file.

The features in the baseline set used in the WMT QE tasks can all be extracted by QuEST

– for the 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 WMT QE tasks, the QuEST framework was used
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Feature
Index

Description

1 number of tokens in the source sentence
2 number of tokens in the target sentence
3 average source token length
4 LM probability of source sentence
5 LM probability of target sentence
6 number of occurrences of the target word within the target hypothesis (aver-

aged for all words in the hypothesis - type/token ratio)
7 average number of translations per source word in the sentence (as given by

IBM 1 table thresholded such that prob(t|s) > 0.2)
8 average number of translations per source word in the sentence (as given by

IBM 1 table thresholded such that prob(t|s) > 0.01) weighted by the inverse
frequency of each word in the source corpus

9 percentage of unigrams in quartile 1 of frequency (lower frequency words) in
a corpus of the source language (SMT training corpus)

10 percentage of unigrams in quartile 4 of frequency (higher frequency words)
in a corpus of the source language

11 percentage of bigrams in quartile 1 of frequency of source words in a corpus
of the source language

12 percentage of bigrams in quartile 4 of frequency of source words in a corpus
of the source language

13 percentage of trigrams in quartile 1 of frequency of source words in a corpus
of the source language

14 percentage of trigrams in quartile 4 of frequency of source words in a corpus
of the source language

15 percentage of unigrams in the source sentence seen in a corpus (SMT training
corpus)

16 number of punctuation marks in the source sentence
17 number of punctuation marks in the target sentence

Table 4.2: The 17 baseline features used in the WMT Sentence Level QE tasks

to extract the baseline features distributed to participants in the sentence level task (an

overview of these features is given in table 4.2).

Noting the lack of a fully-featured QuEST equivalent for word-level QE, we built Mar-

mot 2 (Logacheva et al., 2016) as a python-based alternative to QuEST. Our contribution to

this framework included the design and implementation of the domain-specific language

(DSL) that enables pipeline configuration, as well as parts of the model training pipeline

for deep models and structured predictors. We also implemented several of the feature

extractors, and wrote much of the online documentation. Like QuEST, Marmot supports

feature extraction, model training, and evaluation, but is targeted primarily at tasks which

seek to output translation quality labels at the word level. Figure 4.3 is a high-level sketch

of the entire pipeline enabled by Marmot.

Marmot is targeted towards Python programmers, providing very flexible configuration

interfaces, and a set of well-defined interfaces for different types of feature extractors.

Marmot’s built-in extractors are easily extendable – configuration is done with a Domain

2https://github.com/qe-team/marmot
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Feature
Index

Description Type

1 number of tokens in the source Global
2 number of tokens in the target Global
3 ratio of source and target sentences length Global
4 target word Local
5 left context of the target word Local
6 right context of the target word Local
7 source word aligned to the target word Local
8 left context of the aligned source word Local
9 right context of the aligned source word Local
10 target word is stopword Local
11 target word is punctuation mark Local
12 target word is proper noun Local
13 target word is digit Local
14 highest order of ngram that includes target word and

its left context
Local

15 highest order of ngram that includes target word and
its right context

Local

16 backoff behavior of ngram wi−2wi−1wi (wi is target
word)

Local

17 backoff behavior of ngram wi−1wiwi+1 (wi is target
word)

Local

18 backoff behavior of ngram wiwi+1wi+2 (wi is target
word)

Local

19 highest order of ngram that includes source word and
its left context

Local

20 highest order of ngram that includes source word and
its right context

Local

21 POS of the target word Local
22 POS of the aligned source word Local
23 target word + left context Local
24 target word + right context Local
25 target word + aligned source word Local
26 POS of target word + POS of aligned source word Local
27 target word + left context + source word Local
28 target word + right context + source word Local

Table 4.3: The baseline features used in the WMT Word Level QE tasks. In the Type
column, features with type Global are the same across every token in a sentence, whereas
Local features are extracted for each word individually

Specific Language (DSL) which specifies a topology of feature extractors that will process

the raw data. Listing 4.1 shows an example of the Marmot’s DSL, which is an extension

of YAML3. A key aspect of feature extraction pipelines in general is that some extractors

depend on certain data being available. For example, the feature POS-Left (i.e. the part-

of-speech of the word to the left of the current word) depends upon the POS tags for the

sequence being available. Marmot handles such dependencies elegantly, by allowing the

user to specify which feature extractors must run before a particular feature can be com-

puted, and by failing cleanly and informatively when a feature-extractor’s dependencies

are not met at run time.

3http://yaml.org/
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Listing 4.1: An example of Marmot’s configuration DSL

---

c o n t e x t _ c r e a t o r s :

# a positive corpus context creator

- module: marmot . u t i l . c o r p u s _ c o n t e x t _ c r e a t o r . C o r p u s C o n t e x t C r e a t o r

a r g s :

- t y p e : f u n c t i o n _ o u t p u t

func : marmot . p r e p r o c e s s i n g . p a r s e r s . pa r se_wmt14_da ta

a r g s :

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / EN_ES . t g t _ a n n . t r a i n

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / EN_ES . s o u r c e . t r a i n

- t y p e : f u n c t i o n _ o u t p u t

func : marmot . p r e p r o c e s s i n g . p a r s e r s . e x t r a c t _ i m p o r t a n t _ t o k e n s

a r g s :

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / EN_ES . t g t _ a n n . t e s t

- 1

# require contexts to satisfy these filter constraints in order to be included in classifier training

f i l t e r s :

m i n _ t o t a l : 2

m i n _ c l a s s _ c o u n t : 1

# feature extractors are used to map over contexts

f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r s :

- module: marmot . f e a t u r e s . t o k e n _ c o u n t _ f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r . T o k e n C o u n t F e a t u r e E x t r a c t o r

- module: marmot . f e a t u r e s . a l i g n m e n t _ f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r . A l i g n m e n t F e a t u r e E x t r a c t o r

a r g s :

- ’’ # alignment model

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / e u r o p a r l . 1 0 0 0 . en

# parallel corpus - source

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / e u r o p a r l . 1 0 0 0 . e s

# parallel corpus - target

- module: marmot . f e a t u r e s . d i c t i o n a r y _ f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r . D i c t i o n a r y F e a t u r e E x t r a c t o r

a r g s :

- ’spanish’ # target language for stopwords extraction

- module: marmot . f e a t u r e s . l m _ f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r . L M F e a t u r e E x t r a c t o r

a r g s :

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / e u r o p a r l . 1 0 0 0 . e s # file for LM

- 3 # LM order

- module: marmot . f e a t u r e s . p o s _ f e a t u r e _ e x t r a c t o r . P O S F e a t u r e E x t r a c t o r

a r g s :

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / t r e e−t a g g e r

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / e n g l i s h−u t f 8 . p a r

- ! j o i n . . / examples / w o r d _ l e v e l _ q u a l i t y _ e s t i m a t i o n / d a t a / en_es / s p a n i s h−par−l i n u x −3.2− u t f 8 . b i n

. . .

---

Marmot represents each data instance as a context object, which is a Python dict that

can be serialized into a JSON object containing all of the extracted features and metadata

about the training instance. This allows training instances, which begin as raw text, to
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System ID F1-Bad
UAlacant/OnLine-SBI-Baseline 43.12

HDCL/QUETCHPLUS 43.05
UAlacant/OnLine-SBI 41.51

Baseline features + VW classifier 40.84
SAU/KERC-CRF 39.11

SAU/KERC-SLG-CRF 38.91
• SHEF2/W2V-BI-2000 38.43

• SHEF2/W2V-BI-2000-SIM 38.40
SHEF1/QuEst++-AROW 38.36

UGENT/SCATE-HYBRID 36.72
• DCU-SHEFF/BASE-NGRAM-2000 36.60

HDCL/QUETCH 35.27
• DCU-SHEFF/BASE-NGRAM-5000 34.53

SHEF1/QuEst++-PA 34.30
UGENT/SCATE-MBL 30.56

RTM-DCU/s5-RTM-GLMd 23.91
RTM-DCU/s4-RTM-GLMd 22.69

• Baseline features + CRFSuite 16.78

Table 4.4: Official results for the WMT15 Quality Estimation Task 2. Systems whose
results are significantly different with p = 0.05 are grouped by a horizontal line. Sys-
tems in bold used the baseline feature set. Systems that used Marmot toolkit for feature
extraction and/or model training are indicated by a •.

System ID F1-Bad
UAlacant/OnLine-SBI 41.51

UAlacant/OnLine-SBI + Baseline 43.12
HDCL/QUETCH 35.27

HDCL/QUETCH + Baseline 43.05

Table 4.5: Performance of WMT15 systems with and without the baseline features.

easily pass through a pipeline of feature extractors, where each successive extractor adds

metadata or mutates fields on the instance. Once feature extraction is finished, the ex-

tracted features can be written to a file in a representation suitable for input into machine

learning models, such as tab-separated value (TSV), or CoNLL (Buchholz and Marsi,

2006) format.

Marmot also provides a programmatic interface to a variety of machine learning mod-

els, and can dump features in formats which support several libraries for structured pre-

diction, including the CRFSuite4 toolkit, which has been used as the baseline model for

4http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
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the last three iterations of the WMT word level QE task. Table 4.4 shows the results of

the WMT 15 QE tasks, with systems that used Marmot marked with a bullet point. Ta-

ble 4.5 shows the impact of the baseline feature set extracted using Marmot on the top

two systems. For a more detailed discussion see Logacheva et al. (2016).

4.2 Investigating Model Types for Word-Level QE

The following sections present a series of experiments investigating various models and

features for the word-level QE task.5

4.2.1 Feature-Based Models for Word Level QE

Martins et al. (2016, 2017) use a linear sequence model trained using the max-loss MIRA

algorithm (Crammer et al., 2006). This model includes first-order edge features, which

are paired labels that are possible transitions between the output tags (yi, yi−1), in addition

to the baseline features in Table 4.3. Following Kreutzer et al. (2015b), we expand the fea-

tures available to the baseline model by pairing target words with each observed left and

right context, and aligned source word, and pairing each target POS tag with its aligned

source POS tags. The resulting system provided a robust baseline which outperformed 15

of the 17 systems submitted to WMT 15 (see Table 4.7 below).

An advantage of linear sequence models is the ease of adding new features, each of

which may come from another standalone model. This ensembling approach is the current

state of the art in word level QE (Martins et al., 2017); however, it has the disadvantage

of adding significant complexity to the model training and inference pipelines. Therefore,

we were interested to find single models that can be trained end-to-end, ideally with min-

imal pre-processing or feature extraction. This is the motivation behind the deep learning

based models discussed in the following sections.

4.2.2 Deep Models for Word-Level Quality Estimation

Seeking both to improve word-level QE, and to simplify the training and inference steps

of feature-based models, we wish to find a machine learning model which can take ad-

5Much of the work described in this section was joint work led by the Unbabel research team, conducted during
two secondments in 2015 and 2016. Martins et al. (2016) and Martins et al. (2017) are our joint publications with this
group.
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vantage of the rich information available in very large parallel texts, while also modeling

dependencies within and between sequences in the source and target languages.

Recurrent Neural Networks (Sutskever et al., 2014a) are a good initial choice because

they have been shown to model complex dependencies in sequential inputs. We cannot

directly use a recurrent neural network for the word level QE task, because our model is

a function (SRC,HYP)→ TAGS, where SRC = s0 . . . s|SRC|, TRG = t0 . . . t|TRG|, and

TAGS = ŷ0 . . . ŷ|TRG|. In other words, we wish to output a tag for each token in the target

sequence, but we also need to take the source sequence into account.

Therefore, we begin by considering a monolingual, bi-directional recurrent model with

access only to the target sequence as the inspiration (and the baseline) for the models de-

scribed in this section. Our baseline bidirectional recurrent model (Schuster and Paliwal,

1997) is an extension of the recurrent language model (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al.,

2011) which concatenates the representations of a left-to-right recurrent model with the

right-to-left representation (Bahdanau et al., 2014). The hidden states of this model can be

used to represent each word in the target hypothesis for word-level QE because the entire

sequence is available to the model as input, in contrast with many other applications of

language modeling in the context of sequence to sequence models, where the target se-

quence generated from beginning to end, thus precluding the possibility of a bidirectional

model for the output sequence.

During training, we wish to minimize the cross-entropy loss of the predictions ŷ com-

pared with the gold-standard tags y, e.g. equation 4.1:

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

T∑
j=1

yij log pij, (4.1)

where each pij is a vector containing the model’s distribution over the tags OK,BAD for

timestep j of input i. Because our task is binary, we have taken a notational shortcut in

Eq. 4.1, and implied that yij = 1 if the tag is OK, and that yij = 0 if the tag is BAD.

Note also that, because the classification task is binary, we could have used the binary

cross-entropy loss instead of the log loss, but the models were implemented with log loss

in order to keep the implementation as general as possible, to support an arbitrary number

of output tags if needed.
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4.2.3 Adding Source Alignment Information

In order to take advantage of the source input, while still using only a single input se-

quence, the aligned source word for each target word is included as an additional input,

with its own embedding, similar to the approach taken by QUETCH (see section 2.5.4).

The input to the model at each timestep thus becomes a tuple with two items: the target

word and its aligned source word. Our model now has access to both the source lan-

guage context and the target language context. Because of its the similarity with recurrent

language models (Mikolov et al., 2011), we call this model the bilingual, bidirectional

language model (BBLM).

We validate that adding source information improves performance considerably by

evaluating a baseline model with access only to the target sequence (see table 4.6). By

simply including the first aligned source token for each target word into the recurrent rep-

resentation, we were able to outperform the majority of the submissions to the WMT 15

QE task, without using any other features. As discussed above, most of these models use

a large suite of features, which require complex pre-processing pipelines to compute.

Note that the addition of alignment information assumes that the word alignments of

the MT system are available. In other words, the inclusion of this information treats

the MT system as a "translucent box", which provides target-to-source word alignments

as outputs in addition to translation hypotheses. Although the WMT task organizers do

provide this information, we cannot always assume that it will be available. The following

section addresses this issue head-on, with a specific solution proposed in Section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.4: Schematic of an output layer which includes a maxout transformation.

The best-performing architecture (figure 4.5) is a BBLM which uses a multilayer per-

ceptron with a maxout (Goodfellow et al., 2013) transformation at the first layer to output

classification decisions (figure 4.4). When used together with dropout (Srivastava et al.,
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the Bidirectional Bilingual Language Model

System Dev Test

F1bad F1good F1weighted F1BAD F1GOOD F1weighted

WMT Baseline - - - .168 .889 .753
BLM .384 .644 .594 .373 .648 .596
BBLM .412 .740 .678 .403 .747 .682
BBLM+Maxout .429 .738 .682 .417 .743 .644

Table 4.6: BLM (baseline) is a bidirectional recurrent language model using only target-
language information. BBLM includes aligned source words in in the input to the bidi-
rectional model. BBLM+Maxout includes a Maxout layer followed by two linear layers
for a deeper output layer of the model. Bold fonts are significant improvement over the
BLM baseline.

2014), an MLP which starts with a maxout transformation performs better than a simple

linear transformation with bias. This model outperforms all but two of the submissions to

WMT 2015 with only the target sequence and the alignment information.

4.2.4 Experiments

For comparison purposes, the QUETCH implementation in (Kreutzer et al., 2015b) was

reproduced in Martins et al. (2016). The same training setup as the original model was

followed. The best model used the pre-trained word embeddings released by the Polyglot

project (Al-Rfou et al., 2013) and a hidden layer of size 10. Table 4.8 shows the results

of the QUETCH re-implementation.

Recurrent model configuration

All recurrent models use the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) for the recurrent transitions

(Chung et al., 2015). The size of the hidden layers is fixed at 500, and embedding size is

set to 200. Embeddings are initialized with embeddings from an English–Spanish neural

machine translation system trained with our own NMT framework based on Blocks (van
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System Dev Test

F1bad F1good F1weighted F1BAD F1GOOD F1weighted

Linear+Seq .417 .794 .721 .416 .780 .727
Linear+Seq+Q* .427 .795 .725 .425 .800 .730
Linear+Seq+BBLM .431 .793 .724 .423 .799 .728
Linear+Seq+BBLM+Q .439 .793 .726 .432 .800 .731

Table 4.7: Results of Linear Sequence Model and Ensemble Models: Q=QUETCH feed-
forward model, BBLM=Bidirectional LM with source alignments. * indicates our re-
implementation of the best performing system from WMT 15

F1-BAD Scores Dev Test
QUETCH * .387
re-implemented .414 .416

Table 4.8: Reported QUETCH scores vs. the implementation in Martins et al. (2016).
The discrepancy in scores may be due to differences in training configuration, or the pre-
trained word embeddings used to initialize the model.

Merriënboer et al., 2015)6, which achieves 29.74 BLEU on the WMT 2013 newstest

dataset. We experimented with tuning the embedding parameters during training, but

found that leaving embedding parameters static improves performance.

All hyper-parameters were optimized using the development set provided by task or-

ganizers. Following Kreutzer et al. (2015a), we weight the loss for BAD instances by

a factor of 5.0, effectively increasing the penalty of the model when BAD instances are

mis-classified more than the penalty for OK instances.

For the recurrent models, mini-batch size is fixed at 40. Dropout is applied to all feed-

forward parameters of the models. We test the impact of L2 regularization, and our best

performing system uses both dropout and L2 regularization7. All recurrent models are

optimized using AdaDelta (Zeiler, 2012b).

Our ensemble model uses the same configuration as the baseline system, with one or

more features included from the deep models (Table 4.7).

All experiments were conducted on the WMT 15 English–Spanish word-level QE

dataset. Following the WMT 2015 evaluation criteria, system ranking is determined by F1

score for the BAD class on the WMT15 English–Spanish test data. For all experiments,

the final models were chosen using the official WMT 2015 development data.

6Our implementation is available at https://github.com/chrishokamp/neural_mt
7peak performance was obtained with dropout probability set to 0.5, and L2 regularization α = 10−4
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4.2.5 Recurrent Models for Word-Level QE – Discussion

Table 4.6 shows results for our recurrent model configurations, and table 4.7 shows the

results for ensemble models.

Our best ensemble model significantly outperformed the existing state of the art, but

not by a very large margin. Because the recurrent models in particular have a very large

capacity, and because our ensemble models are already using millions of features with

significant tuning to achieve relatively small performance gains, we believe that all of the

top performing models are close to the limit of what can be learned from the task-internal

training data.

2 x FF 2 x 400

2 x FF 2 x 200

2 x FF 100 + 50

...

...
BiGRU 100

...

...BiGRU 200

softmax OK/BAD

source word

source POS

target word
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3 x 64

3 x 50

3 x 64
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Figure 4.6: The best performing bidirectional recurrent model from Martins et al. (2017)

The preceding set of experiments evaluated a suite of models for the word-level QE

task, and introduced a novel bidirectional, bilingual langugage model (BBLM) which sig-

nificantly outperformed existing deep models. When BBLM output is included into an

ensemble with the baseline features, our models achieved state-of-the-art performance

on the WMT 2015 word-level QE dataset, when compared to other single-model archi-

tectures. We also showed that source and target word embeddings trained by a neural

machine translation system can be used to improve model performance. Follow-on work

to this project indicated that deeper recurrent models with more features included as fac-

tors can further improve performance. Figure 4.6 depicts the best recurrent architecture

found by Martins et al. (2017), which is a component of an ensemble that achieved a new
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state-of-the-art result.

4.3 Unifying Word Level Quality Estimation and Auto-

matic Post-Editing

Chapter 2 briefly pointed out that automatic post-editing is closely related to word-level

QE. The input to APE and QE systems is identical: a source sequence with a correspond-

ing target hypothesis. However, instead of labeling the words in the hypothesis as OK or

BAD, APE systems are expected to directly output a revised translation hypothesis, which

is the APE model’s best guess about what the translation hypothesis will look like after it

has been post-edited. QE systems, on the other hand, only need to output labels for each

token of the MT hypothesis, they are not required to predict how any BAD labels should

be fixed.8 Thus, when QE labels correspond to the edit operations insertion or substitu-

tion, it is trivial to use an APE system for QE, since labels can be obtained by computing

an edit-distance alignment such as TER between the MT hypothesis and the APE system

output.

Recent work (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016; Martins et al., 2017) has confirmed that

good APE models are also good word level QE models. By computing the edit distance

between an APE system’s hypothesis and the original MT hypothesis, we can obtain labels

for each hypothesis token. This method has the additional benefit that it corresponds

exactly with the methodology for creating the training and gold-standard data for the word

level QE task in standard QE datasets such as those used in the WMT competitions, except

that gold-standard data is created from human post-edits, instead of pseudo-references.

As discussed in the first part of this chapter, state-of-the-art systems which use se-

quence labeling techniques to perform word-level quality estimation are currently reliant

upon system-internal word alignment information. Although the training data used for the

MT systems in the WMT QE tasks is not available, the word alignments are part of the

released data, and state-of-the-art methods critically rely upon this information. The top

performing model in WMT 16 uses the alignment between MT tokens and source tokens

to create the input representation for both recurrent and the feed-forward models. Without
8QE systems in their current formulation also cannot account for deletions in the hypothesis, because they only label

the tokens that are present
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the word alignment information, this input cannot be created.

We are interested in removing this dependence upon system-internal information, and

in leveraging state-of-the-art approaches to both APE and QE — we hypothesize that

features which have been shown to be beneficial for quality estimation are also likely

to benefit APE models. In order to test this hypothesis, the following sections propose

including QE features such as predicted word alignments, POS tags, and dependency

relations, as factors in the input of a neural APE system. We also propose ensembling

one or more systems with factored inputs together with SRC-PE and MT-PE decoders to

create a multi-model decoder with diverse input representations.9

As discussed in sections 2.5 and 2.6, two important lines of research have recently

made breakthroughs in APE and QE, which can be summarized as (1) techniques for

augmenting APE training datasets with synthetic data, and (2) multi-model ensembles for

word-level QE, which use large, sparse feature sets. Below we briefly review the key

aspects of these breakthroughs, because our contribution builds upon them.

Data Augmentation for APE

As we have understood, APE and QE training datasets consist of (source, target, refer-

ence) triples, where the post-edited reference is created by a human translator. However,

publicly available APE datasets are relatively small in comparison to parallel datasets

used to train machine translation systems. Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2016)

introduce a method for generating a large synthetic training dataset from a parallel corpus

by first translating the reference to the source language, and then translating this "pseudo-

source" back into the target language, resulting in a "pseudo-hypothesis" which is likely

to be more similar to the reference than a direct translation from source to target. The

MT component of the synthetic triple thus comes from this round-trip translation process,

while the source and post-edit components correspond to the source and reference from

the original parallel corpus. The process of generating the "pseudo-hypothesis" is de-

picted in figure 4.7. The release of a large synthetic training dataset by Junczys-Dowmunt

et al. (2016) was a major contribution towards improving APE.

9code available at https://github.com/chrishokamp/constrained_decoding and https://
github.com/chrishokamp/qe_sequence_labeling
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Figure 4.7: The flow of creating synthetic data for APE, proposed by Junczys-Dowmunt
et al. (2016). The reference side of a parallel corpus is translated to the source language,
using an MT system from TRG→ SRC. This "pseudo-source" is then translated back
into the target language using a SRC→ TRG MT system. The resulting "pseudo-
hypothesis" should be close to the reference, but is likely to have noise introduced by
passing through two MT systems.

Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2016) also present a framework for ensembling

SRC→ PE and MT→ PE NMT models together, and tuning for APE performance, an

idea which we extend in the following sections.

Stacked Models for word-level QE

Martins et al. (2016) introduced a stacked architecture, which uses features generated by

several sub-models based on neural networks, as well as a very large feature set including

many of those in table 4.3 as well as dependency parse features, within a structured pre-

diction framework, achieving a large jump in the state of the art for word-level QE. Some

features are actually the outputs of standalone feed-forward and recurrent neural network

models, which are then stacked into the final system. Although their approach creates a

very good final model, the training and feature extraction steps are quite complicated. An

additional disadvantage of this approach is that it requires "jackknifing" the training data

for the standalone models that provide features to the stacked model, in order to avoid

over-fitting in the stacked ensemble. This requires training k versions of each model type,

where k is the number of jackknife splits.

Our approach is most similar to Martins et al. (2017), the major differences are: we

do not use any internal features from the original MT system, and we do not need to

"jackknife" in order to create a stacked ensemble. Using only NMT with attention, we are

able to surpass the state-of-the-art in APE and match it in QE.

4.3.1 Factored Inputs for seq2seq

Alexandrescu and Kirchhoff (2006) introduced linguistic factors for neural language mod-

els. The core idea is to learn embeddings for linguistic features such as part-of-speech
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(POS) tags and dependency labels, augmenting the word embeddings of the input with

additional features. In fact, we have already used this idea in the first part of this chapter,

when embeddings for source and target words were concatenated together to create the in-

put for the BBLM. Recent work has shown that NMT performance can also be improved

by concatenating embeddings for additional word-level factors to source-word input em-

beddings (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016). The input representation ej for each source input

xj with factors F thus becomes Eq. 4.2:

ej =

|F |n

k=1

Ekxjk (4.2)

where
f

indicates vector concatenation, Ek is the embedding matrix of factor k, and xjk

is a one hot vector for the k-th input factor. This approach to adding additional feature

representations into seq2seq models is very flexible, and enables us to augment the token-

level input representations used for NMT with features such as POS tags or dependency

parse information, which are known to improve the performance of QE models.

4.3.2 Neural Models for APE and word-level QE

In this section we describe five model types used for APE-QE, each based upon a different

input representation, as well as ensembles of these models which turn out to be the best-

performing overall. We design several features to be included as inputs to APE. The

operating hypothesis is that that features which have proven useful for QE should also

have a positive impact upon APE performance.

Our baseline models are the same models used in Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz

(2016) for the English–German APE task at WMT 2016.10 The authors provide trained

SRC → PE andMT → PE models, which correspond to the last four checkpoints from

fine-tuning the models on the 500,000 segments of synthetic training data concatenated

with the task-internal APE data up-sampled 20 times. These models are referred to as

SRC and MT.

10These models have been made available by the authors at https://amunmt.github.io/examples/
postedit/
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the architecture of our factored NMT systems

Adding Word Alignments

Previous work has shown that alignment information between source and target is a crit-

ical component of current state-of-the-art word level QE systems (Kreutzer et al., 2015a;

Martins et al., 2016). The sequential inputs for structured prediction, as well as the feed-

forward and recurrent models in existing work obtain the source-side features for each

target word using the word-alignments provided by the WMT task organizers. We have

already pointed out this information is not likely to be available in many real-world use

cases, and that the use of this information also means that the MT system used to produce

the hypotheses is not actually a "black box", which is part of our definition of the QE task.

Because our models rely upon synthetic training data, and because we wish to view the

MT system as a true black-box, we instead use the SRC NMT system to obtain the align-

ment features. The attention model for NMT produces a normalized vector of weights at
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each timestep, where the weights can be viewed as the "alignment probabilities" for each

source word (Bahdanau et al., 2014). In order to obtain the input representation shown in

table 4.10, we use the source word with the highest weight from the attention model as an

additional factor in the input to another MT-aligned → PE system. This MT-aligned →

PE system thus depends upon the SRC→ PE system to produce the additional alignment

factor.

Inputting Both Source and Target

Following Crego et al. (2016a), we train another model which takes the concatenated

source and MT as input. The two sequences are separated by a special BREAK token. We

refer to this system as SRC+MT.

Adding Part-of-Speech and Dependency Features

Sennrich and Haddow (2016) showed that information such as POS tags, entity labels

from named entity recognition (NER) systems, and syntactic roles can be included in the

input to NMT models, generally improving performance. Inspired by this idea, and noting

the importance of these features for word-level QE models, we select some of the top

performing features from Martins et al. (Martins et al., 2016), and include them as input

factors to create the SRC+MT-factor model. The base representation is the concatenated

SRC+MT (again with a special BREAK token). For each word in the English source and

the German hypothesis, we obtain the part-of-speech tag, the dependency relation, and

the part-of-speech of the head word, and include these as input factors. For both English

and German, we use spaCy11 to extract these features for all training, development, and

test data. The resulting model is illustrated in figure 4.8.

Extending Factors to Sub-word Encoding

Our NMT models use subword encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b), but the additional fac-

tors are computed at the word level. Therefore, the factors must also be segmented to

match the BPE segmentation. We use the {BILOU}-12 prefixes common in sequence-

labeling tasks such as NER to extend factor vocabularies and map each word-level factor

to the sub-word segmentation of the source or target text.
11https://spacy.io/
12Begin, Inside, Last, Outside, Unit
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Table 4.10 shows the input representations for each of the model types using an example

from the WMT 2016 test data.

Ensembling NMT Models

We average the parameters of the four best checkpoints of each model type, and create

an ensemble of the resulting five models, called Avg-All Baseline. We then tune this

ensemble for TER (APE) and F1Mult (QE), using MERT (Och, 2003). The tuned models

are called Avg-All APE-Tuned and Avg-All QE-Tuned, respectively. After observing that

source-only models have the best single-model QE performance (see section 4.3.4), we

created a final F1Mult tuned ensemble, consisting of the four individual SRC models, and

the averaged models from each other type (an ensemble of eight models total), called

4-SRC+Avg-All QE-Tune.

Tuning

Table 4.9 shows the final weights for each ensemble type after tuning. In line with the

two-model ensemble presented in Martins et al. (2017), tuning models for F1-Mult results

in much more weight being allocated to the SRC model, while TER tuning favors models

with access to the MT hypothesis.

APE (TER) QE (F1-Mult)
SRC .162 .228
MT .003 -.183

MT-aligned .203 .229
SRC+MT .222 .231

SRC+MT-factor .410 .129

Table 4.9: Final weights for each model type after 10 iterations of MERT for tuning
objectives TER and F1-Mult.

4.3.3 APE-QE Experiments

All of our models are trained using Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017a). At inference time

we use our own decoder, which supports weighted log-linear ensembles of Nematus mod-

els13. Following Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2016), we first train each model

type on the large (4 million instances) synthetic training data, then fine tune using the
13https://github.com/chrishokamp/constrained_decoding
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SRC auto vector masks apply predefined patterns as vector masks to bitmap and vector objects .
MT automatische Vektor- masken vordefinierten Mustern wie Vektor- masken , Bitmaps und Vektor-

objekte anwenden .

MT-aligned automatische|auto Vektor-|vector masken|masks vordefinierten|apply Mustern|patterns wie|as
Vektor-|vector masken|masks ,|to Bitmaps|to und|and Vektor-|vector objekte|objects anwen-
den|apply .|.

SRC+MT auto vector masks apply predefined patterns as vector masks to bitmap and vector objects .
BREAK automatische Vektor- masken vordefinierten Mustern wie Vektor- masken , Bitmaps und
Vektor- objekte anwenden .

SRC+MT Factored Auto|JJ|amod|NNS vector|NN|compound|NNS masks|NNS|nsubj|VBP apply|VBP|ROOT|VBP
predefined|VBN|amod|NNS patterns|NNS|dobj|VBP as|IN|prep|NNS vector|NN|compound|NNS
masks|NNS|pobj|IN to|TO|aux|VB bitmap|VB|relcl|NNS and|CC|cc|VB vec-
tor|NN|compound|NNS objects|NNS|conj|VB .|.|punct|VBP BREAK|BREAK|BREAK|BREAK
Automatische|ADJA|nk|NN Vektor-|B-NN|B-sb|B-VVINF masken|I-NN|I-sb|I-VVINF
vordefinierten|ADJA|nk|NN Mustern|NN|pd|NN wie|KOKOM|cd|NN Vektor-|B-NN|B-cj|B-
KOKOM masken|I-NN|I-cj|I-KOKOM ,|$,|punct|NN Bitmaps|NN|cj|NN und|KON|cd|NN Vektor-
|B-NN|B-cj|B-KON objekte|I-NN|I-cj|I-KON anwenden|VVINF|ROOT|VVINF .|$.|punct|VVINF

PE (Reference) Automatische Vektormasken wenden vordefinierte Mustern als Vektormasken auf Bitmap- und
Vektorobjekte an .

Gold Tags OK OK BAD OK BAD OK BAD BAD OK OK BAD OK

Table 4.10: Examples of the input for the five model types used in the APE and QE
ensembles. The pipe symbol ‘|’ separates each factor. ‘-’ followed by whitespace indicates
segmentation according to the subword encoding.

500,000 instance synthetic dataset, concatenated with the task-internal training data up-

sampled 20 times. Finally, for SRC+MT and SRC+MT-factor we continued fine-tuning

each model for a small number of iterations using the min-risk training implementation

available in Nematus, with BLEU score as the objective (Shen et al., 2016). Table 4.11

shows the best dev result after each stage of training.

Model General Fine-tune Min-Risk
MT-aligned 60.31 67.54 –

SRC+MT 59.52 68.68 69.44
SRC+MT-factor 57.59 68.26 69.76

Table 4.11: Best BLEU score on dev set after each of the training stages. General is
training with 4M instances, Fine-tune is training with 500K + upsampled in-domain data,
Min-Risk uses the same dataset as Fine-tune, but uses a minimum-risk loss with BLEU
score as the target metric.

For both APE and QE, we use only the task-specific training data provided for the

WMT 2017 APE task, including the extra synthetic training data14. However, note that

the SpaCy models used to extract features for the factored models are trained with external

data – we only use the off-the-shelf models provided by the SpaCy developers.

To convert the output sequence from an APE system into OK,BAD labels for QE, we
14http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/ape-task.html
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use the APE hypothesis as a pseudo-reference, which is then aligned with the original MT

hypothesis using TER (Snover et al., 2006a), as explained at the beginning of this section.

4.3.4 APE-QE Results

WMT 2016 Dev
Model Input BLEU TER ↓ F1-Mult Accuracy
WMT 16 Best 68.94 .215 .493 –
Martins et al (2017) – – .568 –
SRC 55.47 .315 .506 .803
MT 66.66 .232 .328 .834
MT-aligned 68.32 .215 .437 .852
SRC+MT 69.17 .211 .477 .857
SRC+MT-factor 69.75 .209 .484 .859
Avg-All Baseline 71.02 .199 .476 .862
Avg-All APE-Tune 71.22 .197 .510 .866
Avg-All QE-Tune 66.92 .228 .554 .857
4-SRC+Avg-All QE-
Tune

67.16 .225 .567 .860

WMT 2016 Test
Model Input BLEU TER ↓ F1-Mult Accuracy
WMT Baseline 62.11 .248 .324 –
WMT 16 Best 67.65 .215 .493 –
Martins et al (2017) 67.62 .211 .575 –
SRC 55.58 .304 .519 .809
MT 65.85 .234 .347 .837
MT-aligned 67.69 .216 .447 .854
SRC+MT 68.03 .212 .477 .857
SRC+MT-factor 68.28 .211 .473 .857
Avg-All Baseline 70.05 .198 .492 .865
Avg-All APE-Tuned 70.04 .196 .516 .868
Avg-All QE-Tuned 66.93 .219 .573 .864
4-SRC+Avg-All QE-
Tune

66.94 .219 .575 .865

Table 4.12: Results for all models and ensembles on WMT 16 development and test
datasets

Table 4.12 shows the results of our experiments using the WMT 16 development and

test sets. For each system, we measure performance on BLEU and TER, which are the

metrics used in APE task, and also on F1Mult, which is the primary metric used for the

word level QE task. Overall tagging accuracy is included as a secondary metric for QE.

Tables 4.13 and 4.14 show the official results of the 2017 word level QE and APE shared
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Model F1-Mult F1-BAD F1-OK
• POSTECH/Combined-Multilevel-Ensemble 0.581 0.637 0.913
• DCU/SRC-APE-QE-TUNED 0.575 0.627 0.917
• DCU/AVG-ALL 0.573 0.625 0.917
POSTECH/SingleLevel-Ensemble 0.561 0.619 0.906
• Unbabel/ensemble 0.495 0.560 0.885
Unbabel/linear 0.463 0.529 0.875
UGENT-LT3/SCATE-RF 0.411 0.492 0.836
CDACM/RNN 0.391 0.49 0.833
UGENT-LT3/SCATE-ENS 0.381 0.464 0.821
POSTECH/WORD-RNN-QV3 0.380 0.447 0.850
POSTECH/WORD-RNN-QV2 0.376 0.454 0.828
UAlacant/SBI-Online-baseline 0.367 0.456 0.805
Baseline 2017 0.360 0.404 0.892

Table 4.13: Official WMT 17 EN-DE Word Level QE task results. Our submissions
are labeled "DCU/SRC-APE-QE-TUNED" and "DCU/AVG-ALL". Winning entries are
marked with a • and are statistically significantly different from all others. WMT 16
submissions are highlighted with cyan, and we list only the systems which outperformed
the WMT 2017 baseline.

tasks, as published in Bojar et al. (2017). In the QE task, both of our submissions were

ranked first (note bullet points indicating statistical significance). In the APE task, our

submissions placed fourth and fifth, but it is worth noting that the higher-ranked systems

both were purpose-built for APE, and did not also submit to the QE task.

All systems with input factors significantly improve APE performance over the base-

lines. For QE, the trends are less clear, but point to a key difference between optimizing

for TER vs. F1Mult: optimization for F1Mult probably lowers the threshold for changing

a target word, as opposed to copying it from the MT hypothesis. This hypothesis is sup-

ported by the observation that the source-only APE system outperforms all other single

models on the QE metrics. Because the source-only systems cannot resort to copying

words from the input, they are forced to make the best guess about the final output, and

words which are more likely to be wrong are less likely to be present in the output. If

input factors were used with a source-only APE system, the performance on word-level

QE could likely be further improved. However, this hypothesis needs more analysis and

experimentation to confirm.
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ID Avg. TER BLEU
FBK Primary 19.6 70.07
AMU Primary 19.77 69.5
AMU Contrastive 19.83 69.38
DCU Primary 20.11 69.19
DCU Contrastive 20.25 69.33
FBK Constrastive 20.3 69.11
FBK USAAR Contr. 21.55 67.28
USAAR Primary 23.05 65.01
LIG Primary 23.22 65.12
JXNU Primary 23.31 65.66
LIG Contrastive-Forced 23.51 64.52
LIG Contrastive-Chained 23.66 64.46
CUNI Primary 24.03 64.28
USAAR Contrastive 24.17 63.55
Baseline 24.48 62.49
(Simard et al., 2007) 24.69 62.97
CUNI Contrastive 25.94 61.65

Table 4.14: Official WMT 17 EN-DE Word Level APE task results. Our submissions are
labeled "DCU Primary" and "DCU Contrastive"

4.4 Discussion

This chapter has given an overview of our main contributions to word level QE, which

include Marmot, a library which provides a widely-used baseline for training and evaluat-

ing QE models, investigations into novel deep recurrent architectures for word level QE,

and a new formulation of neural automatic post-editing, targeted at solving both APE and

word level QE with the same suite of models.

In particular, the APE-QE approach unifies models for APE and word-level QE by

leveraging the flexibility of NMT, and achieved results which are on-par with more com-

plex, purpose-built systems, as well as achieving the objective of simplifying the complex

feature extraction, training, and inference pipelines discussed throughout the chapter. We

extended the ideas of Junczys-Dowmunt et al. (2016) and Martins et al. (2017) by fo-

cusing upon including QE-specific features as factors to NMT models for APE, and by

ensembling NMT models with different factored input representations, and tuning for ei-

ther APE or QE. We were thus able to achieve competitive results in both tasks. The

complementary nature of these tasks points to future avenues of exploration, such as joint
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training using both QE labels and reference translations, as well as the incorporation of

even more QE features as input factors.

Our best APE-QE system was successfully integrated into a real-time QE server, which

was a key component of an interactive post-editing CAT interface prototype. The design

and details of this system are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Modeling Interactive Neural Machine

Translation

5.1 Introduction

In the interactive scenarios discussed in chapter 2, we envisioned a translation frame-

work where a human translator cooperates with an MT system while translating, taking

advantage both of the human’s ability to precisely judge translation quality, and of the

machine’s ability to quickly find candidate translations for any source-language input.

However, prefix-based IMT systems to date have not fully achieved this goal, because the

output of the system does not include information about the model’s confidence that its

prediction is good.

Therefore, in current IMT interfaces, the translator is effectively wearing two hats: on

one hand they are reading MT output, and searching for errors, and on the other hand they

are composing parts of translations from left-to-right. This setting is basically the same

as the text prediction scenario discussed in chapter 2, and was investigated in the first user

study presented in chapter 3.

Unlike the auto-complete models discussed in chapter 3, an IMT system can predict

translations of any length, from a complete target output when the user-supplied prefix is

empty, to a single end-of-sentence (EOS) token in cases where the user-provided prefix

is a complete translation. Intuitively, an IMT model should be most confident when it is

predicting the word directly after the end of the input prefix, and uncertainty about the
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continuation of the translation should increase as the predicted suffix becomes longer1.

For certain inputs, the model may be able to predict a few words with high certainty, but

may then reach a point where its confidence about the continuation becomes low. Low

confidence about the continuation of a translation should correspond to a high probability

that the translator will intervene at this point, in order to fix an error. Therefore, we would

like to do better than simply predicting the full suffix for every given prefix, and allow the

MT model to truncate its output at the point where it is not confident, delegating control

back to the translator.

This chapter presents a series of experiments evaluating the use of predicted model

confidence to optimize the utility of IMT model outputs. We focus upon RQ3, but leave

our proposal for a generalized framework beyond prefix-based IMT for chapter 6. The

ultimate goal of the confidence modeling techniques presented in this chapter is to reduce

the cognitive load on the translator by removing suffixes that are likely to be wrong, and

would need to be deleted or revised. We can assess the hypothetical ability of a hypothesis

truncation method to save translator effort using the metrics introduced in section 2.4.5 or

by simply counting the input operations that would be saved if a translator were using the

IMT system instead of translating from scratch.

We also implement a simple means of converting a NMT system into an interactive

NMT (I-NMT) system, in order to explore the training of integrated models of confidence

for IMT. Taking advantage of the structural characteristics of standard encoder-decoder

models, we can easily convert an NMT model into a model supporting prefix decoding,

an idea that has been explored by several recent works (Wuebker et al., 2016; Knowles

and Koehn, 2016; Peris et al., 2017). We also implement this simple conversion of NMT

to I-NMT, and further extend this architecture to support integrated models of translation

confidence.

Most of the empirical results in this chapter are negative in the sense that they do

not improve performance over simpler baselines. However, the experiments and model

architectures designed during this portion of the thesis provided direct inspiration for

the ideas in chapter 6, which is a powerful framework for interactive translation beyond

prefix-decoding.
1some of the results in this chapter call this intuition into question
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The chapter is organized as follows: section 5.2 explains how encoder-decoder based

NMT systems can be easily re-purposed for interactive scenarios, section 5.3 proposes

the use of internal features from NMT systems as indicators of model confidence, apply-

ing this information to truncate hypotheses when an IMT model is not confident that its

prediction will be correct. Section 5.4 investigates explicitly learning auxiliary models of

confidence for interactive translation. Finally, section 5.5 discusses the main conclusions

learned from our work on IMT confidence models and prefix attention models for IMT.

5.2 Interactive Neural Machine Translation

As discussed in section 2.4.1, NMT is well-suited to interactive scenarios, because the

structure of the NMT decoder already factorizes the probability of a given target output

into an auto-regressive computation from beginning to end. Thus, in order to use an

encoder-decoder model of any sort to enable one of the interactive settings described

in section 2.4, we simply need to modify the computational pipeline of the decoder to

compute the representation of the target prefix before computing the most probable output

suffix. Note that this basic re-purposing of the model for interactivity does not require

any changes or updates to the trained NMT model’s parameters – a model trained in the

standard manner using teacher-forcing with parallel source and target-language segments

may be reused directly fpr I-NMT.

In order to convert an NMT model into an I-NMT model, we begin by modifying

the architecture to take two inputs: a complete source sequence, and an empty, partially

complete, or completed target sequence. The system then generates the target language

sequence which, when concatenated onto the provided prefix, forms a complete trans-

lation of the source. In case the prefix is empty, the task is equivalent to the standard

machine translation problem. If the prefix is a completed translation, the system should

only predict the EOS token, i.e. the model should be able to detect when a translation is

already complete.

The decoder component of the model is driven by a recurrent transition which begins

with an initial state h0, which our model computes by performing a parameterized linear

transformation of the final source state, followed by a non-linear function, i.e. s0 =
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Figure 5.1: Attention-based NMT with prefix decoding. h̄s is the sequence of source
states, h̄p is the sequence of prefix states, which are initialized with the final states of
the source representation. The prefix hp is first encoded by the target model, computing
attention at each time step. The suffix representation is then initialized with the final state
of the prefix sequence, and the model is asked to generate a suffix.

tanh(WshS). The key modification that needs to be done to convert an NMT system into

an IMT system is that the states for each item in the prefix must first be encoded by the

decoder beginning with the initial state s0, then the final state of the prefix hP must be

used as the initial state for the suffix hypothesis. Initializing the decoder transition with

the final state of the prefix corresponds to the prefix decoding discussed in section 2.4.1.

Figure 5.1 visualizes an encoder-decoder I-NMT model with attention.

5.2.1 Accounting for Unknown Words

As discussed in section 2.4.1, an IMT system must first determine which portion of the

source has already been translated by the prefix in order to determine how translation

should continue. In SMT scenarios, the prefix must be "force-decoded" (Yu et al., 2013;

Huang et al., 2012), meaning that the derivations from the search algorithm are con-

strained to those which match the target prefix.
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Ideally, IMT systems must be able to account for the case where a user-provided token

or phrase in the prefix is not found in the phrase table. There are two main approaches

to this issue which have been explored: (1) perform fuzzy matching by searching for

the node in the output lattice which has lowest edit-distance to the prefix (Ueffing and

Ney, 2005; Casacuberta et al., 2014), or (2) dynamically add synthetic phrase pairs to the

phrase table, which contain all possible alignments between unknown target words and

source words (Green, 2014).

Sub-word MT The first NMT systems dealt with unknown symbols in source and target

sequences by mapping them to a special UNK token. Sennrich et al. (2015) introduced a

pre-processing methodology which produces a sub-word vocabulary which can cover all

source and target strings without the need for a special token. This approach, and variants

such as wordpiece encoding (Wu et al., 2016), are now state of the art for NMT for most

language pairs. For IMT in particular, sub-word encoding provides an elegant means to

avoid any heuristically motivated solution to unknown words in the user-provided prefix.

All of the models presented in the following sections use sub-word encoding, so the mod-

els can predict a suffix for any input, as long as the individual characters used in the input

were observed in the training data.

5.3 Built-in Confidence Measures in NMT Systems

The NMT model with attention architecture proposed by Bahdanau et al. (2014) contains

two softmax computations: the output softmax, and the attention softmax. The softmax

function can be seen as converting a vector of unnormalized scalars into a multinomial

probability distribution. In this view, the vector component with the highest weight is

the most probable, and the distribution of probability mass across the components is an

indication of a model’s confidence. Indeed, this interpretation underlies all likelihood-

based optimization, and has also been used to decipher the impact of different inputs on

the predictions made by deep learning models (Ribeiro et al., 2016). We would like to

measure the extent to which we can use these built-in confidence measures to optimize

IMT prediction length. In particular, we investigate how to leverage the distribution of

weights from the NMT attention mechanism to make decisions about the optimal length
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of IMT hypotheses.

At inference time, an NMT system chooses a token yi to output at each timestep t. This

is done by choosing the index of y ∈ R|V | with the maximum value, where |V | is the

target vocabulary size. The probability of predicting each yi at timestep t depends on the

previous output, yt−i, the current state st, and a representation of context ct, which are

combined together by a function g(), as shown in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.22:

p(yt|y1, . . . , yt−1,x) = g(yt−1, st, ct) (5.1)

st = f(st−1, yt−i, ct) (5.2)

where f() is a sub-network which takes the previous state st−1, the embedding of the

previously predicted token yt−1, and a vector representing the context ci, and outputs

the current state of the model st. In practice, g() is a sub-network consisting of one or

more fully-connected layers, with a final linear transformation that maps the vectors of

the internal size of the model into the size of the target vocabulary, Eq. 5.3:

hout = Wouth (5.3)

where Wout ∈ RM×|V |, and M is the size of the model’s hidden states. Note the lack

of a non-linear transformation such as tanh() and the lack of a bias term b in the Wout

transformation. The output transformation results in a vector of scalars which we refer

to as hout. Finally the softmax function is used to convert the unnormalized hout into a

distribution over the target vocabulary – we thus refer to Eq. 5.4 as the output softmax:

p(yt|y1, . . . , yt−1,x) =
exp(hout

i )
|V |∑
j=1

exp(hout
j )

(5.4)

The attention softmax, on the other hand, results in a probability distribution over the

encoder’s hidden states h, which is used to compute a weighted sum over hj , at timestep

t resulting in the ct term in equations 5.1 and 5.2 (Eq. 5.5):
2Notation modeled after Bahdanau et al. (2014)
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ct =
Tx∑
j=1

αtjhj (5.5)

The attention weights α of the model at each time step are computed as:

αi =
exp(ei)

Ts∑
k=1

exp(eik)
(5.6)

ei = score(ht, h̄s) (5.7)

Where score is the alignment function from Bahdanau et al. (2014), which computes

each element eij as in equation 5.8:

eij = v>a tanh(Waht + Uahs) (5.8)

See Bahdanau et al. (2014) and Luong et al. (2015) for more details on possible variants

of the attention model. In the following sections we show how the alignment weights αi

can be used at each timestep to decide whether to truncate an IMT hypothesis at the point

where alignment confidence becomes low. Our operating hypothesis is that the model is

less confident about its prediction when the probability mass of the attention softmax is

spread over many source tokens, instead of focused upon a single token.

5.3.1 Using Attention Weights to Determine Model Confidence

As discussed in section 5.3, at each timestep, the decoder computes a vector of align-

ment weights αi where each αik can be interpreted as the probability that target word i is

aligned with source word k. Inspired by Ueffing and Ney (2005), who used IBM Model 1

weights as a confidence metric to prune a lattice output by an SMT decoder, we propose

searching for the best ad-hoc threshold γ of the minimum alignment weight, and trun-

cate each hypothesis at the first location where a target word is not aligned to a source

word with weight ≥ γ. Intuitively, we are assuming that when the attention model cannot

concentrate enough probability mass onto a single token, its confidence about the output

prediction should also be low.
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Dataset BLEU METEOR

newstest 2014 18.11 .396
newstest 2015 20.00 .401

Table 5.1: NMT system baseline performance on WMT newstest datasets

Dataset IMT F1 Suffix BLEU Suffix METEOR Total Instances

newstest2014-500 .163 19.33 .477 12811
newstest2015-500 .169 20.44 .472 12943

Table 5.2: Neural IMT system prediction performance evaluated against reference suf-
fixes created from newstest*-500 datasets. The IMT F1 metric was defined in section
2.4.5. Suffix BLEU and suffix METEOR are computed by comparing the IMT generated
suffixes to the reference suffix for every possibile (prefix, suffix) pair in each of the 500
instances.

5.3.2 Experiments

We used a modified version of attention-based NMT with global attention (Bahdanau

et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) to build a neural IMT system in the manner described

in section 5.2, by modifying a NMT model created with Blocks (van Merriënboer et al.,

2015). The suffix truncation technique proposed in the previous section 5.3.1 was tested

with an English–German attention-based model where the implementation exactly fol-

lows the equations in section 5.3.

Configuration details The NMT model was trained with the 2015 WMT English-

German parallel training data (Bojar et al., 2015) concatenated with the WIT corpus (Cet-

tolo et al., 2012), and mapped into a combined En–De sub-word encoding with 90000

symbols (Sennrich et al., 2015). The system is trained for up to 5 epochs — the best

model was captured by performing BLEU score validation on the newstest 2013 dataset

each time the model has ingested 50,000 training examples. Table 5.1 shows the perfor-

mance of the system on two test datasets, and confirms that our system is close to the

state-of-the-art for non-ensembled models. The trained weights from this system were

then used to initialize the I-NMT model in order to obtain predictions. Table 5.2 shows

the I-NMT system’s performance on several metrics, confirming that its performance is

reasonable as well.
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System IMT F1

Baseline .172
Threshold .199
Cutoff .208
Cutoff+Threshold .209
Best Possible .312

Table 5.3: Baseline IMT system performance on newstest2015_500, compared against
various pruning heuristics. Cutoff indicates a hard global cutoff length of 3, which was
chosen by tuning on held-out data. Threshold indicates a minimum alignment probability
threshold for the best aligned token (.388), Cutoff+Threshold indicates first extending the
suffix until the optimal cutoff, then continuing extension of the suffix until a predicted
word falls below the alignment threshold. Best Possible is the maximum achievable score
that an oracle method could achieve under the current model.

Test Dataset Preparation

To create the test datasets, we take each (source, target) pair in the original parallel devel-

opment sets from WMT, and map each target sentence into every possible (prefix, suffix)

pair. This results in |target|+ 1 training instances for each parallel sentence pair, because

we also consider the case where the prefix is empty (system should predict a complete

hypothesis), and the case where the prefix is the complete target sequence (system should

predict nothing, because the prefix is already complete).

Note that our method of expanding the each instance in test data into

(source, prefix, suffix) triples increases the total number of test instances drastically, from

|instances| to |words|+ |instances|. We thus use only the first 500 pairs from newstest

2014 and from newstest 2015 to create our test datasets, which already yields over 10,000

test instances. We refer to these datasets as newstest*-500. Table 5.2 shows results on

these datasets using standard MT metrics to evaluate the quality of the predicted suffixes.

Tuning

The threshold γ was tuned on held-out data, over settings from 0.0, . . . , 1.0. Figure 5.2

plots the effect of varying this threshold on average IMT F1, precision, and recall. Around

γ = 0.39 a small boost in IMT F1 to 0.21 is observed, otherwise the diverging precision

and recall scores cause the IMT F1 score to hover around 0.19.
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Figure 5.2: IMT F1, precision, and recall at different settings of alignment confidence
threshold for newstest2015-500

5.3.3 Results

We consider two possible pruning heuristics according to IMT F1 (table 5.3); the final

scores indicate the average performance over every test instance. The scores in table 5.3

were obtained by finding the optimal threshold and cutoff values using newstest2014_500,

then computing the score at these thresholds for newstest2015500. We additionally report

the maximum achievable IMT F1 using the reference suffix as an oracle. This oracle

score is obtained by comparing the complete hypotheses from the IMT system with the

references, and selecting the optimal cutoff for each hypothesis.

The results of these experiments indicate that simply cutting off hypotheses at a fixed

point (optimal cutoff = 3 in these experiments) is as effective as a more sophisticated use

of attention weights as proxies to model confidence. The combination of cutoff heuris-

tic and thresholding using attention weights obtains a very slight performance boost, but

is not significant enough to warrant further investigation. However, two important con-

clusions can be drawn from these experiments: (1) truncating IMT hypotheses improves

performance over simply predicting the complete suffix, and (2) an NMT model’s internal

confidence, in this case computed from the internal attention weights at each timestep, is
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correlated with the probability that the predicted output word will be correct. Motivated

by these insights, we designed a second set of experiments to test the use of a more so-

phisticated confidence model.

5.4 Learning Model Confidence

In this section, we propose a means of learning a model’s confidence that its next pre-

diction will be correct. This confidence score can be seen as an assessment degree of

ambiguity at each decoding timestep. Our proposed model can be jointly trained together

with a neural machine translation system, and then used to dynamically truncate the out-

put of the I-NMT system’s decoder at prediction time.

5.4.1 Auxilliary Confidence Models

Given an already trained model, we wish to leave the trained model parameters θmodel

static, and train an auxiliary model to output the probability that the main model’s output

will be correct with respect to an unknown reference. In principle, this idea is very sim-

ilar to confidence estimation and quality estimation; however, here we wish to use this

information to truncate model predictions at the point where the auxiliary model predicts

that the model has a low probability of being correct. In addition, unlike in the QE set-

tings discussed in chapter 4, in this scenario we have access to the internal workings of

the model, so we wish to build a model using "glass-box" features, instead of taking the

"black box" approach discussed in chapter 4.

We propose using two sources of information to predict the model’s confidence about

its predictions: (1) the output softmax discussed in section 5.3, and (2) the internal state

of the model computed by g() (Eq. 5.2). In the following, we refer to the output of g()

at timestep t as st ∈ R|hidden|, and to the output of Eq. 5.4 for every yi at timestep t as

yt ∈ R|V |.

Our confidence model is implemented as a three-layer fully-connected network, with a

single sigmoid unit at the output; however, any model architecture is possible in principle.

We refer to the parameters of the confidence model as θconfidence. Note that this set of

parameters is disjoint from θmodel, so changing θconfidence does not affect the predictions

made by the I-NMT model. The value of the output is the probability that the predicted
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token at the current timestep matches a the reference translation. This model can be

trained with a binary cross-entropy loss: Lc (Eq. 5.9):

Litc = −(c log(ĉ) + (1− c)(log(1− ĉ)), (5.9)

where we use Litc to denote the cross-entropy loss for instance i at timestep t. We use c

to indicate the ground truth label (1 if the predicted word matches the reference word, 0

otherwise), and ĉ to denote the confidence model’s predicted label, to distinguish between

the confidence model’s predictions and the I-NMT model predictions ŷ. Note that Lc is

a function of the input x, the user-prefix p, the predicted suffix ŷ and the true suffix y.

The loss term Lc is the average cross-entropy over all training instances at all timesteps

(Eq. 5.10):

Lc =
1

N

N∑
1

1

Ti

Ti∑
1

Litc , (5.10)

where Ti indicates the (suffix) length of training instance i, and N is the number of in-

stances in the training dataset.

When training the auxiliary confidence model, only the parameters of the confidence

model itself are updated; the I-NMT model’s parameters are left unchanged — the gradi-

ent descent update at each training iteration t is computed as in Eq. 5.11:

θt+1
confidence = α∇θconfidence

Lc + θtconfidence (5.11)

We have now described an auxiliary model that can be "attached" to an NMT or I-NMT

system, and trained to predict the model’s confidence about its outputs. The following

section describes an experiment using this architecture.

Confidence Model Experiments

As mentioned above, we attempt to learn model confidence using a three-layer fully con-

nected feed-forward neural network. We experiment with providing (1) the model hidden

state st and (2) the softmax output as inputs to this model. The intermediate layers of the

network are of size 300, and the output is a single sigmoid unit as described above.
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Confidence Model Input Input Operations Saved Fraction of Total
random 5535 .031
st 6216 .035
logits 6595 .037
st + logits 6596 .037
st + logits + dropout 0.2 6615 .037

oracle 11354 .063

Table 5.4: The raw number of input operations that would be saved by using each confi-
dence model type to truncate hypotheses, along with the fraction of the total operations in
the dataset that would account for. "random" indicates cutting off a hypothesis at a ran-
dom point. Note that randomly cutting off hypotheses still would save some operations
because many predictions do not match the reference, so cutting these off would keep the
user from needing to delete these incorrect tokens.

The training and test datasets are created in the same manner as the test datasets de-

scribed in section 5.3.2. In order to obtain the 1 or 0 label indicating whether each

predicted token in a suffix is correct, we "force-decode" the reference suffix, and check

whether the index with the maximum value in the model’s softmax matches the reference

token.

The value of the sigmoid output of the confidence model can be understood as the

model’s belief that the current predicted token will match the reference. We search for

the optimal threshold of this value by tuning on held out data in the same manner as the

experiment in section 5.3.2; however, instead of using IMT F1 as the tuning metric, we

instead count the raw number of input operations that a hypothetical user would save when

using this confidence threshold to truncate hypotheses. In order to compute the number of

input operations, we compare the IMT generated suffix with the reference suffix, stopping

at the point where the two suffixes do not match. If the IMT suffix continues beyond the

point where it diverges from the reference, we assume the user would need to delete the

part that doesn’t match, so we decrease the operations saved by the number of tokens in

the IMT suffix that do not match the reference3. For each word in the IMT suffix which

matches the reference suffix, we increase the number of operations saved by 1.
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Confidence Model Results

Table 5.4 presents the results of several configurations of the confidence model. By com-

bining dropout with both the internal model state st, and the model softmax output, we

obtain the best results. However, despite the fact that the confidence model is better than

random, the total number of operations in the test set is 179008, much higher, meaning

that our best model can only save a hypothetical user around 4% of the total operations.

Therefore, we did not consider this a very promising result. The following section reviews

the key takeaways from these experiments.

Figure 5.3: Histograms of values for correctly predicted tokens and incorrectly predicted
tokens, for both the I-NMT softmax itself, and for the best confidence model.

Despite the somewhat discouraging empirical results of the experiments above, we

conducted some additional analysis to try to better understand the confidence model’s

performance.
3Errors are counted from the first token which does not match, so a single incorrect word renders all following words

incorrect
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Figure 5.4: Gaussians of the values for correct and incorrect tokens, for the confidence
model and for the N-IMT softmax.

Evaluating the Relationship between I-NMT Softmax and Confidence Model

As already mentioned, the values in the model softmax can be understood as a proxy to

confidence, since we are mapping the output vocabulary of the model into a probability

distribution, and choosing the maximum value at each timestep as our prediction. When

our model puts most of the weight at a single index of the softmax, this can be interpreted

as high confidence that the prediction is correct, whereas probability mass distributed

over several indexes indicates more ambiguity about the correct token. We have already

established that a confidence model with access only to the softmax outputs, and not to

the internal state of the model does not perform as well as one with access to the internal

state (Table 5.4). Figure 5.3 hints at why this may be the case. We see histograms of the

softmax and confidence values for correctly and incorrectly predicted words. Note that

the model softmax tends to be quite high, even for incorrectly predicted words, indicating
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Figure 5.5: Visualizing the correlation between I-NMT softmax value and confidence
model score.

that the I-NMT model itself is effectively "always confident" about its predictions. On the

other hand, the confidence model’s distribution is more in-line with our expectations –

incorrectly predicted words tend to have lower confidence than correctly predicted ones.

Figure 5.4 plot the same data.4 We do see that, for both the confidence model and

the I-NMT softmax, there is a clear separation between correct and incorrect predictions,

but still a very broad overlap between the two. Figure 5.5 plots the relationship between

the softmax value and the confidence model score for the same data. We notice that the

correlation between the softmax value and the confidence model prediction is quite high,

but that the confidence model predictions are more evenly distributed across the range of

possible values, whereas the softmax is skewed towards very confident predictions.

4Although this data is not Gaussian-distributed, plotting the distribution of values as Gaussian gives clear visual
feed-back on the mean and variance of each grouping.
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5.5 Discussion

This chapter has introduced a simple means of converting an NMT system into an I-NMT

system, and several experiments with confidence models for IMT. After this work was

completed, several researchers, including Wuebker et al. (2016), Knowles and Koehn

(2016), and Peris et al. (2017) published similar methodologies for converting NMT sys-

tems into I-NMT systems, showing that this method is broadly applicable, and can be

implemented in a straightforward way in a variety of frameworks. In this chapter, we

have focused specifically upon confidence models for truncating I-NMT output — to the

best of our knowledge, this idea has not been thoroughly explored by any researchers

except Ueffing and Ney (2005), who introduced the idea. We believe that much more

exploration on this topic could be done.

Despite the mostly negative results of the experiments presented in this chapter, we may

still draw some useful conclusions from the work conducted here. The main takeaway

from our experiments is that truncating hypotheses can help to protect translators from

needing to read and then remove long, incorrect suffixes. However, how much impact

this could have in practice would need to be measured with a carefully designed user

study, such as the one presented in Green (2014). We also integrated our I-NMT models

into HandyCAT, and showed the potential of I-NMT in demos such as Hokamp and Liu

(2015), but we leave user studies of these models for future work.
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Chapter 6

Lexically Constrained Decoding

In this chapter, we take a step back from the specialized domains of user interfaces for

CAT, word-level QE, and IMT, that we have discussed in previous chapters, and consider

a more general problem space: how can we condition a model which outputs sequences of

text to include arbitrary lexical constraints in its output? In fact, we go a step further, and

ask: how can we force a model to include such constraints? This is a deep question with

implications far beyond MT alone. This chapter directly investigates RQ3, proposing an

algorithm that enables interactive translation beyond prefix-based IMT.

The output of many natural language processing models is a sequence of text. Exam-

ples include automatic summarization (Rush et al., 2015), machine translation (Koehn,

2010a; Bahdanau et al., 2014), caption generation (Xu et al., 2015), and dialog gener-

ation (Serban et al., 2016), among others. In each of these settings, which are often

instances of the seq2seq tasks discussed in section 2.3, our model receives some input x,

and is asked to output a sequence ŷ = {y0 . . . yT}. A general way to chose the best ŷ

from the exponentially many choices available is to search for the ŷ which maximizes

pθ(y|x) =
∏
t

p(yt|x; {y0 . . . yt−1}), where we use pθ to indicate the model’s distribution

with parameters θ. The techniques discussed in this chapter apply to any model which

conducts such a search.

In many real-world scenarios, we have access to additional information that could in-

form the search for the optimal output sequence at inference time. Humans can provide

corrections after viewing a system’s initial output, or separate classification models may

be able to predict parts of the output with high confidence. When the domain of the in-
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Figure 6.1: A visualization of the decoding process for an actual example from our
English-German MT experiments. The output token at each timestep appears at the top
of the figure, with lexical constraints enclosed in boxes. Generation is shown in blue,
Starting new constraints in green, and Continuing constraints in red. The function used
to create the hypothesis at each timestep is written at the bottom. Each box in the grid
represents a beam; a colored strip inside a beam represents an individual hypothesis in the
beam’s k-best stack. Hypotheses with circles inside them are closed, all other hypotheses
are open. (Best viewed in colour).

put is known at prediction time, a domain terminology or named-entity gazetteer may be

employed to ensure specific phrases are present in a system’s predictions. In multi-modal

settings, where inputs are both images and text, we may be able to detect objects in im-

ages that are very likely to be mentioned in the output using auxiliary image classification

models (Anderson et al., 2017).

Our goal in this chapter is to find a way to force the output of a model to contain

such lexical constraints, while still taking advantage of the distribution pθ learned from

training data. The intuition behind this goal is to guide the search for the best output using

information that the model does not have access to, but that will result in a better output

if it it is included.

As has already been discussed at length in previous chapters, real world use cases

of MT are often part of a pipeline where final translations are produced by combining

automatically translated output with user inputs. PE and IMT are examples of such
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pipelines (Koehn, 2009a; Specia, 2011a; Foster, 2002; Barrachina et al., 2009; Green,

2014; Knowles and Koehn, 2016). Because one of the foci of this thesis is the exploration

of models that can be used interactively in CAT, the experiments in this chapter are fo-

cused upon generalized lexically constrained decoding for MT models, which can also

facilitate the human-guided transformation of MT output into high-quality translations.

Again, although we focus upon interactive applications for MT in our experiments, lex-

ically constrained decoding is relevant to any scenario where a model is asked to generate

a sequence ŷ = {y0 . . . yT} given both an input x, and a set {c0...cn}, where each ci is

a sub-sequence {ci0 . . . cij}, that must appear somewhere in ŷ. This makes our work ap-

plicable to a wide range of text generation scenarios, including image description, dialog

generation, abstractive summarization, and question answering.

In the following sections, we formalize the notion of lexical constraints, and propose a

decoding algorithm which allows the specification of sub-sequences that are required to

be present in a model’s output. Individual constraints may be single tokens or multi-word

phrases, and any number of constraints may be specified simultaneously.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

1. A new decoding algorithm, called grid beam search (GBS), that tries to find the

optimal sequence which includes a set of lexical constraints,

2. A set of experiments which evaluate a simulated CAT environment where con-

strained decoding is incorporated into post-editing using a framework similar to

pick-revise MT (Cheng et al., 2016).

3. A set of experiments evaluating the use of GBS for prediction-time domain adapta-

tion, without requiring any retraining of a general-domain model.

4. An open source reference implementation of GBS, which supports two open-source

MT decoders

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 gives the necessary back-

ground for our discussion of GBS, Section 6.2 discusses the lexically constrained decod-

ing and the grid beam search algorithm in detail, Section 6.3 presents our experiments

and analysis, and Section 6.4 discusses the key conclusions from this work.
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6.1 Beam Search for Sequence Generation

Under a model parameterized by θ, let the best output sequence ŷ given input x be Eq. 6.1.

ŷ = argmax
y∈{y[T]}

pθ(y|x), (6.1)

where we use {y[T]} to denote the set of all sequences of length T .1 Because the number

of possible sequences for such a model is |v|T , where |v| is the number of output symbols,

the search for ŷ can be made more tractable by factorizing pθ(y|x) into Eq. 6.2:

pθ(y|x) =
T∏
t=0

pθ(yt|x; {y0 . . . yt−1}). (6.2)

The standard approach is thus to generate the output sequence from beginning to end,

conditioning the output at each timestep upon the input x, and the already-generated

symbols {y0 . . . yi−t}. However, greedy selection of the most probable output at each

timestep, i.e.:

ŷt = argmax
yi∈{v}

p(yi|x; {y0 . . . yt−1}), (6.3)

risks making locally optimal decisions which are actually globally sub-optimal. On the

other hand, an exhaustive exploration of the output space would require scoring |v|T

sequences, which is intractable for most real-world models. Thus, a search or decoding

algorithm is often used as a compromise between these two extremes. A common solution

is to use a heuristic search to attempt to find the best output efficiently (Lowerre, 1976;

Pearl, 1984; Koehn, 2010a; Rush et al., 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014b). The key idea is to

discard bad options early, while trying to avoid discarding candidates that may be locally

risky, but could eventually result in the best overall output.

Beam search (Lowerre, 1976; Och and Ney, 2004; Sutskever et al., 2014b) is probably

the most popular search algorithm for decoding sequences in NLP applications. Beam

search is simple to implement, and is flexible in the sense that the semantics of the graph

of beams can be adapted to take advantage of additional structure that may be available

1We have already motivated such models, and shown how they can be optimized, in section 2.3
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Figure 6.2: Different structures for beam search. Boxes represent beams which hold k-
best lists of hypotheses. (A) Chart parsing using SCFG rules to cover spans in the input.
(B) Source coverage as used in PB-SMT. (C) Sequence timesteps (as used in seq2seq
models), GBS is an extension of (C). In (A) and (B), hypotheses are finished once they
reach the final beam. In (C), a hypothesis is only complete if it has generated an end-of-
sequence symbol.

for specific tasks. For example, in phrase-based statistical machine translation (PB-SMT)

(Koehn, 2010a), beams are organized by the number of source words that are covered

by the hypotheses in the beam — a hypothesis is finished when it has covered all source

words. In chart-based decoding algorithms such as CYK, beams are also tied to coverage

of the input, but are organized as cells in a chart, which facilitates search for the optimal

latent structure of the output (Chiang, 2007). Figure 6.2 visualizes three common ways

to structure search. (A) and (B) depend upon explicit structural information connecting

the input and output, whereas (C) only assumes that the output is a sequence where later

symbols depend upon earlier ones. Note also that (C) corresponds exactly to the bottom

rows of figures 6.1 and 6.3.

From a bird’s-eye view, we note that all types of heuristic search can be seen as directed

graphs, where nodes are reservoirs of hypotheses sorted according to some scoring metric,

and edges are operations by which a hypothesis can move from one beam to the next.

With the recent success of neural models for text generation, beam search has become

the de-facto choice for decoding optimal output sequences (Sutskever et al., 2014b). How-

ever, with neural sequence models, unlike with PB-SMT, we cannot organize beams by

their explicit coverage of the input. A simpler alternative is to organize beams by out-

put timesteps from t0 · · · tN , where N is a hyper-parameter that can be set heuristically,

for example by multiplying a factor with the length of the input to make an educated

guess about the maximum length of the output (Sutskever et al., 2014b). In neural text-
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Figure 6.3: Visualizing the lexically constrained decoder’s complete search graph. Each
rectangle represents a beam containing k hypotheses. Dashed (diagonal) edges indi-
cate starting or continuing constraints. Horizontal edges represent generating from the
model’s distribution. The horizontal axis covers the timesteps in the output sequence, and
the vertical axis covers the constraint tokens (one row for each token in each constraint).
Beams on the top level of the grid contain hypotheses which cover all constraints.

generation settings, output sequences are generally considered complete once a special

EOS token has been generated. Beam size in these models is also typically kept small,

and recent work has shown that the performance of some architectures can actually de-

grade with larger beam size (Tu et al., 2016; Koehn and Knowles, 2017), a phenomenon

which is still not well-understood, and is under active investigation (Post and Vilar, 2018).

6.2 Grid Beam Search

Our goal is to organize decoding in such a way that we can constrain the search space to

outputs which contain one or more pre-specified sub-sequences. We thus wish to use a

model’s distribution both to place lexical constraints correctly, and to generate the parts

of the output which are not covered by the constraints.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for lexically constrained decoding, see Fig-

ures 6.1 and 6.3 for visualizations of the search process. The core idea is to organize

beam search as a grid of beams where beams are connected by typed edges that indicate

the ways in which hypotheses are allowed to move from one beam to the next.

We now proceed to describe algorithm 1 in detail, as the pseudo-code alone may be

somewhat difficult to understand. Beams in the search grid are indexed by t and c. The

t variable tracks the timestep of the search, while the c variable indicates how many
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for Grid Beam Search, note that t and c indices are 0-
based. Each of arguments to the the algorithm is explained in the text.

1: procedure CONSTRAINEDSEARCH(model, input, constraints, maxLen, numC, k)
2: startHyp⇐ model.getStartHyp(input, constraints)
3: Grid⇐ initGrid(maxLen, numC, k) . initialize beams in grid
4: Grid[0][0] = startHyp
5: for t = 1, t++, t < maxLen do
6: for c = max(0, (numC + t)−maxLen), c++, c ≤ min(t, numC) do
7: n, s, g = ∅
8: for each hyp ∈ Grid[t− 1][c] do
9: if hyp.isOpen() then

10: g ⇐ g
⋃

model.generate(hyp, input, constraints) . generate new
open hyps

11: end if
12: end for
13: if c > 0 then
14: for each hyp ∈ Grid[t− 1][c− 1] do
15: if hyp.isOpen() then
16: n⇐ n

⋃
model.start(hyp, input, constraints) . start new

constrained hyps
17: else
18: s⇐ s

⋃
model.continue(hyp, input, constraints) . continue

unfinished
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: Grid[t][c] = k-argmax

h∈n
⋃
s
⋃
g

model.score(h) . k-best scoring hypotheses stay

on the beam
23: end for
24: end for
25: topLevelHyps⇐ Grid[:][numC] . get hyps in top-level beams
26: finishedHyps⇐ hasEOS(topLevelHyps) . finished hyps have generated the

EOS token
27: bestHyp⇐ argmax

h∈finishedHyps
model.score(h)

28: return bestHyp
29: end procedure

constraint tokens are covered by the hypotheses in the current beam2. Note that each step

of c covers a single constraint token. In other words, constraints is an array of sequences,

where individual tokens can be indexed as constraintsij , i.e. tokenj in constrainti. The

numC parameter in Algorithm 1 represents the total number of tokens in all constraints,

which is used to set the vertical dimension of the grid.

Thus, the number of columns in our grid is equal to the number of decoding timesteps,
2We note that the search does not need to be organized by timestep, but for generation of natural language sequences,

this will probably be the case.
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and the number of rows is equal to the total number of tokens in all constraints. The

k variable is the beam-size of each beam in the grid. The resulting structure actually

resembles a parallelogram, instead of a rectangular grid, because the search needs to pro-

ceed at least numC timesteps before all tokens have been covered, and, if no constraints

have been covered at timestep maxLen − numC, all of the constraints must be covered

consecutively.

The hypotheses in a beam can be separated into two types (see lines 9-11 and 15-19 of

Algorithm 1):

1. open hypotheses can either generate from the model’s distribution, or start available

constraints,

2. closed hypotheses can only generate the next token for a currently unfinished con-

straint.

At each step of the search the beam at Grid[t][c] is filled with candidates which may

be created in three ways:

1. the open hypotheses in the beam to the left (Grid[t− 1][c]) may generate continua-

tions from the model’s distribution pθ(yi|x, {y0 . . . yi−1}),

2. the open hypotheses in the beam to the left and below (Grid[t− 1][c− 1]) may start

new constraints,

3. the closed hypotheses in the beam to the left and below (Grid[t − 1][c − 1]) may

continue constraints.

Therefore, the model in Algorithm 1 implements an interface with three functions:

generate, start, and continue, which construct new hypotheses in each of the three ways.

Note that the scoring function of the model does not need to be aware of the existence of

constraints, but it may be, for example via a feature which indicates if a hypothesis is part

of a constraint or not. We do not explore such constraint aware models in this work, but

we note that pointer models (Merity et al., 2016) would be a good choice for a model that

could also be trained to select constraints.
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The beams at the top level of the grid (beams where c = numConstraints) contain hy-

potheses which cover all of the constraints. Once a hypothesis on the top level generates

the EOS token, it can be added to the set of finished hypotheses. The highest scoring

hypothesis in the set of finished hypotheses is the best sequence which covers all con-

straints.3

6.2.1 Multi-token Constraints

By distinguishing between open and closed hypotheses, we can allow for arbitrary multi-

token phrases in the search. Thus, the set of user-provided constraints may include both

individual tokens and phrases. Each hypothesis maintains a coverage vector to ensure that

constraints cannot be repeated in a search path — hypotheses which have already covered

constrainti can only generate, or start constraints that have not yet been covered.

Note also that discontinuous lexical constraints, such as phrasal verbs in English or

German, are easy to incorporate into GBS, by adding filters to the search, which require

that one or more conditions must be met before a constraint can be used. For example,

adding the phrasal verb "ask 〈someone〉 out" as a constraint would mean using "ask"

as constraint0 and "out" as constraint1, with two filters: one requiring that constraint1

cannot be used before constraint0, and another requiring that there must be at least one

generated token after constraint0 before constraint1 can be used.

6.2.2 Generalizing Prefix-Constrained Translation

We can now point out that GBS generalizes the prefix-translation usecases discussed in

section 2.4 and chapter 5. In fact, to use GBS for classical IMT, it is enough to simply pro-

vide the prefix as a single constraint which begins with the Beginning-of-Sentence (BOS)

token. Figure 6.4 shows the GBS search grid as it would appear in an IMT scenario: all

of the constraint tokens are covered immediately, then the model continues generating

according to pθ.

The flexible structure of GBS also easily allows for more exotic usecases, such as suffix

decoding, where the input constraint must occur at the end of the generated sequence.

The GBS beam structure for suffix decoding is depicted in figure 6.5.
3Our reference implementation of GBS is available at https://github.com/chrishokamp/

constrained_decoding
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Figure 6.4: Grid beam search for IMT.
First the prefix is covered, then uncon-
strained search continues until the EOS
token is generated.

Figure 6.5: Grid beam search for suffix-
based IMT. In this usecase, we know
that a constraint occures at the end of
the sequence, and we ask the model to
generate the most likely prefix for our
suffix.

6.2.3 Sub-word Units

Both the computation of the score for a hypothesis, and the granularity of the tokens

(character, subword, word, etc.) are left to the underlying model. For deployment in

settings where we do not control the input vocabulary, lexically constrained decoding

has the same issue with OOV tokens that was discussed in the context of IMT models

in chapter 5. Because our decoder can handle arbitrary constraints, there is a risk that

constraints will contain tokens that were never observed in the training data, and thus are

unknown by the model. Especially in domain adaptation scenarios, some user-specified

constraints are very likely to contain unseen tokens. Sub-word representations provide

an elegant way to circumvent this problem, by breaking unknown or rare tokens into

character n-grams which are part of the model’s vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Wu

et al., 2016). In the experiments in section 6.3, we use sub-word encoding as we did

for the IMT models in chapter 5, ensuring that no input tokens are unknown, even if a

constraint contains words which never appeared in the training data.4

6.2.4 Efficiency

Because the number of beams is multiplied by the number of constraints, the runtime

complexity of a naive implementation of GBS is O(ktc). In other words, our the time

complexity of our implentation of GBS is linear in the number of constraint tokens. Stan-

4If a character that was not observed in training data is observed at prediction time, it will be unknown. However,
we did not observe this in any of our experiments.
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dard time-based beam search is O(kt); therefore, some consideration must be given to

the efficiency of this algorithm. Note that the beams in each column c of Figure 6.3 are

independent, meaning that GBS can be parallelized to allow all beams at each timestep

to be filled simultaneously. Also, we find that the most time is spent computing the states

for the hypothesis candidates, so by keeping the beam size small, we can make GBS sig-

nificantly faster (see chapter 7 for a discussion of a user study where users were able to

interact with a constrained decoding server in real time).

Optimizing GBS

The beams in the inner for loop of algorithm 1 (i.e. the columns in figure 6.3) are also in-

dependent of each other, and thus can be filled in parallel, although we did not implement

this in our reference implementation, because it requires us to make assumptions about

the parallelization of the underlying model.

Since our work on GBS was published, a team from Amazon Research devised a way

to remove the linear dependency on the number of constraint tokens from GBS (Post and

Vilar, 2018). This version of GBS is a direct extension of our work, and is able to preserve

all of the functionality of lexically constrained decoding, while keeping decoding time

constant with respect to the number of constraints. We consider this a great enhancement

of our work, and we hope it will make GBS useful in even more diverse scenarios.

We now proceed to discuss the experiments we conducted to evaluate GBS in applied

scenarios, in order to confirm the practical utility of decoding algorithms which can in-

corporate hard lexical constraints.

6.3 Experiments

6.3.1 Models

The models used for our experiments are state-of-the-art Neural Machine Translation

(NMT) systems using our own implementation of NMT with attention over the source se-

quence (Bahdanau et al., 2014). We used Blocks and Fuel (van Merriënboer et al., 2015)

to implement our NMT models.5 To conduct the experiments in the following sections, we

trained baseline translation models for English–German (EN–DE), English–French (EN–
5our open source implementation is available at https://github.com/chrishokamp/neural_imt
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FR), and English–Portuguese (EN–PT). We created a shared sub-word representation for

each language pair by extracting a vocabulary of 79,000 symbols from the concatenated

source and target data. See the Appendix for more details on our training data and hyper-

parameter configuration for each language pair. The beamSize parameter is set to 10 for

all experiments.

Because our experiments with lexically constrained decoding use NMT models, we

can now be more explicit about the implementations of the generate, start, and continue

functions mentioned above for this particular GBS instantiation. For an NMT model

at timestep t, generate(hypt−1) first computes a vector of output probabilities ot =

softmax(g(yt−1, si, ci))
6 using the state information available from hypt−1. and returns

the best k continuations, i.e. Eq. 6.4:

gt = k-argmax
i

oti. (6.4)

The start and continue functions simply index into the softmax output of the model,

selecting specific tokens instead of doing a k-argmax over the entire target language vo-

cabulary. For example, to start constraint ci, we find the score of token ci0 , i.e. otci0 .

6.3.2 Pick-Revise for Interactive Post Editing

Pick-revise is an interaction cycle for MT post-editing proposed by Cheng et al. (2016).

Starting with the original translation hypothesis, a (simulated) user first picks a part of the

hypothesis which is incorrect, and then provides the correct translation for that portion of

the output. The user-provided correction is then used as a constraint for the next decoding

cycle. The pick-revise process can be repeated as many times as necessary, with a new

constraint being added at each cycle.

We modify the experiments of Cheng et al. (2016) slightly, and assume that the user

only provides sequences of up to three words which are missing from the hypothesis.7

To simulate user interaction, at each iteration we chose a phrase of up to three tokens

from the reference translation which does not appear in the current MT hypotheses. In the

strict setting, the complete phrase must be missing from the hypothesis. In the relaxed
6we use the notation for the g function from Bahdanau et al. (2014)
7NMT models do not use explicit alignment between source and target, so we cannot use alignment information to

map target phrases to source phrases
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ITERATION 0 1 2 3
Strict Constraints
EN-DE 18.44 27.64

(+9.20)
36.66
(+9.01)

43.92
(+7.26)

EN-FR 28.07 36.71
(+8.64)

44.84
(+8.13)

45.48
+(0.63)

EN-PT* 15.41 23.54
(+8.25)

31.14
(+7.60)

35.89
(+4.75)

Relaxed Constraints
EN-DE 18.44 26.43

(+7.98)
34.48
(+8.04)

41.82
(+7.34)

EN-FR 28.07 33.8 (+5.72) 40.33
(+6.53)

47.0 (+6.67)

EN-PT* 15.41 23.22
(+7.80)

33.82
(+10.6)

40.75
(+6.93)

Table 6.1: Results for four simulated editing cycles using WMT test data. EN-DE uses
newstest2013, EN-FR uses newstest2014, and EN-PT uses the Autodesk corpus discussed
in Section 6.3.3. Improvement in BLEU score over the previous cycle is shown in paren-
theses. * indicates use of our test corpus created from Autodesk post-editing data.

setting, only the first word must be missing. Table 6.1 shows results for a simulated

editing session with four cycles. When a three-token phrase cannot be found, we backoff

to two-token phrases, then to single tokens as constraints. If a hypothesis already matches

the reference, no constraints are added. By specifying a new constraint of up to three

words at each cycle, an increase of close to 20 BLEU points is achieved in all language

pairs.

6.3.3 Domain Adaptation via Terminology

The requirement for use of domain-specific terminologies is common in real-world ap-

plications of MT (Crego et al., 2016b). Existing approaches incorporate placeholder to-

kens into NMT systems, which requires modifying the pre- and post- processing of the

data, and training the system with data that contains the same placeholders which oc-

cur in the test data (Crego et al., 2016b). The MT system also loses any possibility to

model the tokens in the terminology, since they are represented by abstract tokens such as

“〈TERM_1〉". An attractive alternative is to simply provide term mappings as constraints,

allowing any existing system to adapt to the terminology used in a new test domain.

For the target domain data, we use the Autodesk post-editing corpus (Zhechev, 2012),
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which is a dataset collected from actual MT post-editing sessions. The corpus is focused

upon software localization, a domain which is likely to be very different from the WMT

data used to train our general domain models. We divide the corpus into approximately

100,000 training sentences, and 1000 test segments, and automatically generate a termi-

nology by computing the pointwise mutual information (PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990)

between source and target n-grams in the training set. We extract all n-grams from length

2–5 as terminology candidates.

pmi(x; y) = log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(6.5)

npmi(x; y) =
pmi(x; y)

h(x,y)
(6.6)

Equations 6.5 and 6.6 show how we compute the normalized PMI for a terminology

candidate pair, where x represents a source-language phrase, and y represents a target-

language phrase. The PMI score is normalized to the range [−1,+1] by dividing by the

entropy h of the joint probability p(x,y). We then filter the candidates to only include

pairs whose PMI is ≥ 0.9, and where both the source and target phrases occur at least

five times in the corpus. When source phrases that match the terminology are observed in

the test data, the corresponding target phrase is added to the constraints for that segment.

Results are shown in Table 6.2.

As a sanity check that improvements in BLEU are not merely due to the presence of the

terms somewhere in the output, i.e. that the placement of the terms by GBS is reasonable,

we also evaluate the results of randomly inserting terms into the baseline output, and of

prepending terms to the baseline output.

This simple method of domain adaptation leads to a significant improvement in the

BLEU score without any human intervention. Surprisingly, even an automatically created

terminology combined with GBS yields performance improvements of approximately +2

BLEU points for En–De and En–Fr, and a gain of almost 14 points for En–Pt. The large

improvement for En–Pt is probably due to the training data for this system being very

different from the IT domain used in evaluation (see Appendix). Given the performance

improvements from our automatically extracted terminology, manually created domain
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terminologies with good coverage of the test domain are likely to lead to even greater

gains. Using a terminology with GBS should be beneficial in any setting where the test

domain is significantly different from the domain of the model’s original training data.

System BLEU
EN-DE
Baseline 26.17
Random 25.18 (-0.99)
Beginning 26.44 (+0.26)
GBS 27.99 (+1.82)
EN-FR
Baseline 32.45
Random 31.48 (-0.97)
Beginning 34.51 (+2.05)
GBS 35.05 (+2.59)
EN-PT
Baseline 15.41
Random 18.26 (+2.85)
Beginning 20.43 (+5.02)
GBS 29.15 (+13.73)

Table 6.2: BLEU Results for EN–DE, EN–FR, and EN–PT terminology experiments
using the Autodesk post-editing Corpus. “Random" indicates inserting terminology con-
straints at random positions in the baseline translation. “Beginning" indicates prepending
constraints to baseline translations.

6.3.4 Analysis

Subjective analysis of decoder output shows that phrases added as constraints are not only

placed correctly within the output sequence, but also have global effects upon translation

quality. This is a desirable effect for user interaction, since it implies that users can boot-

strap quality by adding the most critical constraints (i.e. those that are most essential to the

output), first. Table 6.3 shows several examples from the experiments in Table 6.1, where

the addition of lexical constraints was able to guide our NMT systems away from initially

quite low-scoring hypotheses to outputs which perfectly match the reference translations.

6.4 Discussion

This chapter has introduced lexically constrained decoding as a means of incorporating

external information into the output of any model which generates natural language se-
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EN-DE
Source
He was also an anti- smoking activist and took part in several campaigns .
Original Hypothesis
Es war auch ein Anti- Rauch- Aktiv- ist und nahmen an mehreren Kampagnen teil .
Reference Constraints
Ebenso setzte er sich gegen das Rauchen ein und nahm an mehreren Kampag-
nen teil .

(1) Ebenso setzte er

Constrained Hypothesis (2) gegen das Rauchen
Ebenso setzte er sich gegen das Rauchen ein und nahm an mehreren Kam-
pagnen teil .

(3) nahm

EN-FR
Source
At that point I was no longer afraid of him and I was able to love him .
Original Hypothesis
Je n’avais plus peur de lui et j’ètais capable de l’aimer .
Reference Constraints
Lá je n’ai plus eu peur de lui et j’ai pu l’aimer . (1) Lá je n’ai
Constrained Hypothesis (2) j’ai pu
Lá je n’ai plus eu peur de lui et j’ai pu l’aimer . (3) eu

EN-PT
Source
Mo- dif- y drain- age features by selecting them individually .
Original Hypothesis
- Já temos as características de extracção de idade , com eles individualmente .
Reference Constraints
Modi- fique os recursos de drenagem ao selec- ion- á-los individualmente . (1) drenagem ao selec-
Constrained Hypothesis (2) Modi- fique os
Modi- fique os recursos de drenagem ao selec- ion- á-los individualmente . (3) recursos

Table 6.3: Manual analysis of examples from lexically constrained decoding experiments.
“-" followed by whitespace indicates the internal segmentation of the translation model
(see Section 6.2.3)

quences. We have motivated the need for this, and invented an algorithm which can

perform decoding under any set of constraints, each of which may be of any length.

Grid beam search is a flexible way to incorporate arbitrary sub-sequences into the out-

put of any model that generates output sequences token-by-token. A wide spectrum of

popular text generation models have this characteristic, and GBS should be straightfor-

ward to use with any model that already uses beam search.

In translation interfaces where translators can provide corrections to an existing hy-

pothesis, these user inputs can be used as constraints, generating a new output each time

a user fixes an error. By simulating this scenario, we have shown empirically that such

a workflow can provide a large improvement in translation quality at each iteration. We

showed that GBS works with state-of-the-art NMT models, and we provide an open-

source implementation of GBS with integrations for our own I-NMT framework, as well

as for Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017b), a popular open-source NMT toolkit.

We have also pointed out that lexically constrained decoding generalizes all existing
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frameworks for interactive machine translation, which we believe is an important theoret-

ical contribution to the field of IMT in general.

By using a domain-specific terminology to generate target-side constraints, we have

shown that a general domain model can be adapted to a new domain without any retrain-

ing. Surprisingly, this simple method can lead to significant performance gains, even

when the terminology is created automatically.

In the following chapter, we show that lexically constrained decoding can be integrated

into an actual CAT tool, and conduct a user evaluation in HandyCAT.
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Chapter 7

Interactive Post-Editing

Figure 7.1: The interactive post-editing cycle

This chapter discusses a CAT component design which enables translators to take ad-

vantage of both word-level QE (as discussed in chapter 4), and constrained decoding

(CD) (as introduced in Chapter 6) within an interface purpose-designed for post-editing

(as prototyped in section 3.7). The work conducted in previous chapters pointed the way

to a novel integration of these technologies within HandyCAT, which unifies the various

domains and usecases we have studied throughout the thesis. We designed and implement

such an interface, and tested the tool in a very small user study in order to evaluate the

feasibility of interactive post-editing (IPE) in a realistic setting. Unfortunately, practical

issues with recruitment and time meant that we only conducted a few sessions with trans-

lators using our tool; however, some insights were gained by building the IPE prototype

from scratch, and testing it with actual users.

This chapter is focused upon both RQ1 and RQ3, while also directly leveraging the
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progress made on RQ2 in chapter 4. The IPE prototype described below is intended to

be something of a proof that we can provide some answers to all three of the high-level

research questions laid out in the introduction of this thesis.

The chapter is organized as follows: section 7.1 gives an overview of our conceptual-

ization of IPE, and the key requirements necessary to enable IPE in a CAT tool. Section

7.2 discusses the design of a new component for IPE in HandyCAT, as well as the imple-

mentation of the supporting services. Section 7.3 gives an overview of the setup of our

evaluation with two professional translators. Section 7.4 presents the results of the user

study, while section 7.5 covers the main conclusions of our implementation and testing of

a user interface for IPE.

7.1 An Overview of Interactive Post-Editing

Although the term interactive post-editing has been used before (Alves et al., 2016;

do Carmo, 2017)1, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has attempted to

integrate both automatic word-level QE and interactive translation supporting arbitrary

user-provided lexical constraints into a CAT tool that can be tested with human transla-

tors. Previous uses of the term IPE have either been in cases that are synonymous with

IMT (Alves et al., 2016), or have referred to the interface for editing, without integration

with translation and quality models supporting interactivity (do Carmo, 2017). Therefore,

the term interactive is currently somewhat ambiguous in the context of research related to

the post-editing task, so let us be specific about our requirements for an IPE interface:

In order for post-editing to be truly interactive, we believe that the following conditions

must be met:

1. The user should be guided towards the portions of the translation that need editing

using automatic feedback about translation quality.

2. Feedback about translation quality should be dynamic — quality annotations must

be regenerated every time a change is made.

3. Translator edits should be taken as correct automatically, and always preserved when

the model generates a new translation.
1see further background in chapter 2
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4. Translators must be able to confirm portions of the translation as correct, ensuring

that they will be preserved when new versions of the hypothesis are generated.

5. Revised translations can be re-generated dynamically at any time, preserving any

post-editing that the user has done, as well as any spans that have been confirmed.

Our concept of IPE is most similar to the PRIMT framework introduced by Cheng et al.

(2016) which was studied in chapter 6, and to segment-based IMT (Domingo et al., 2017),

with the important novel distinctions that (1) we allow arbitrary reordering of constraints,

(2) we use NMT instead of SMT, (3) we incorporate word-level QE, and (4) we test with

real users, instead of simulating interactions.

We now proceed to define the two main roles in our interactive system, which we call the

translator and the model.

The translator is in control of the interface, all interactions start and end based upon

their explicit or implicit feedback. The model is a broad label for any component that

has the ability to generate output automatically given a cue from the translator — in

our case the model refers to the combined functionality provided by NMT with lexically

constrained decoding, as well as word level QE.

As discussed in section 2.1.1, we wish to design an interface which enables these two

entities to co-operate, taking advantage of the precise expert knowledge of the translator,

and the fast, recall-oriented output provided by the models.

If we consider the fundamental unit of interaction during post-editing to be a span,

which is a string of 1 or more characters, 1 ≤ |span| ≤ |HYP|, where |HYP| is the

length of the current hypothesis, then we can define three primary operation types for IPE

– selecting a span to edit, fixing one or more errors in a span, and confirming that a span is

correct. Table 7.1 summarizes the ability of the translator and the model to perform each

of these tasks.

Only confirming must be done by the translator alone — selecting and fixing can be

performed with the aid of word-level QE and CD respectively. Our goal is to design an

interface which uses QE to guide the translator during the selection phase, and to provide

an interactive capacity to allow the translator to ask for a new translation which maintains

any edits already made, as well as any spans that the translator has confirmed.
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Operation Actor(s)

Select Span Model, Translator
Fix Span Model, Translator
Confirm Span Translator

Table 7.1: The three fundamental operations in IPE, along with the actor(s) (Translator
or Model) who can perform these operations.

7.2 IPE Integration with CAT

Following the exploratory work conducted in section 3.7, we designed a more sophis-

ticated version of the post-editor component, which supports the display of word-level

quality information, as well as allowing integration with a server implementing lexically

constrained decoding with grid beam search (hereafter referred to as CD for brevity)2. We

note also that all components of the interface are open-source345.

The design requirements for an IPE component are challenging to implement in prac-

tice: we need both high-performance services supporting both CD and APE-QE, as well

as an intuitive interface allowing users to edit text and interact with the services naturally

and reliably. The following sections discuss the design requirements and implementation

of the IPE UI component and data services in turn.

7.2.1 UI Component Design

Because we use HandyCAT as our CAT platform, we can focus upon the implemention of

a new target-side component with the necessary functionality (see section 3.4). Our target-

area IPE component combines the Post-Editor, Word-Level QE Editor and Interactive

Post-Editor components shown in Table 3.4, implementing all of the functionality of these

components in a single configurable element.

Table 7.2 lists the main design requirements for our IPE component. Of these, the

first is the most challenging to implement, because of the need for the text to be editable,

while still rendering the quality markup, and dynamically adding and removing lexical

constraint information as the translator edits.
2We use "CD" to refer to both the constrained decoding editing mode in the interface as discussed below, as well

as to indicate the general ability of an MT model to produce translation hypotheses which incorporate arbitrary lexical
constraints

3https://github.com/chrishokamp/handycat
4https://github.com/chrishokamp/qe_sequence_labeling
5https://github.com/chrishokamp/constrained_decoding
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UI COMPONENT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

•QE and user constraint information should render as colored feedback near text
tokens
• User should be able to select arbitrary continuous spans of text by highlighting
•When a span is selected, the post-editing actions should show in a drop-down
menu directly below the selected text
• Component should be configurable, to allow testing of different settings

Table 7.2: Design requirements for the IPE UI component.

Name Description Purpose

INSERT A cursor is placed at the end of the highlighted
span, prompting the user to enter new text.

Add text that is miss-
ing from the transla-
tion hypothesis.

DELETE Deletes the highlighted span. Remove incorrect
text.

EDIT The highlighted span is deleted and replaced with
a text cursor, prompting the user to enter new
text. Whitespace is automatically added or re-
moved around the span.

Shortcut for DELETE
followed by INSERT.

CONFIRM Marks a portion of the translation as correct. In
modes which support constrained decoding, the
confirmed span is guaranteed to be present when
an updated translation is requested.

Allow specification of
correct spans without
editing.

Table 7.3: Description of the Post-Editing actions available in the IPE component.

Table 7.3 lists the editing actions available in the IPE component. INSERT and

DELETE have the same semantics as in the user study in section 3.7, but operate at the

span level, instead of at the token level. We have additionally renamed the REPLACE

action to EDIT, in order to be more descriptive about its function. Finally, a CONFIRM

action was added, whereby the user can assert that phrases are lexical constraints without

changing the text. The purpose of the CONFIRM action is to facilitate an interactive cycle

similar to PRIMT (see chapter 6), where users edit or confirm portions of the translation,

then query the CD model for an updated translation which preserves these constraints.

Figure 7.2 shows a screenshot of the IPE component where the user is in the process of

choosing an operation to apply to a selected span.
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Figure 7.2: The user has selected a span to edit, and the edit actions menu is open.

Figure 7.3: The IPE component in QE mode, green and red underlines indicate auto-
matic quality judgements, color opacity indicates model confidence. The QE labels are
automatically recomputed each time the translation is changed.

Figure 7.4: The IPE component in QE mode, user is inserting new text.

Figure 7.5: The IPE component in QE mode, quality labels are being recomputed after
user has made a change
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Rendering Information About Translation Quality

When the IPE component is configured to display quality information, the quality labels

from the QE model are rendered as colored underlines below the tokens in the translation

hypothesis. Tokens labeled as BAD are underlined in red, and tokens labeled as OK are

underlined in green. Each time the translation hypothesis is changed, the quality labels

are recomputed automatically. The opacity of the underline color is used to indicate the

system’s confidence that each QE label is correct: the lighter the color, the less confi-

dent the system is about the prediction. The way we compute QE model confidence is

discussed below.

Figure 7.3 shows the IPE component in QE mode. In figure 7.4, the component is

shown as the translator is in the process of making an edit to the hypothesis. Figure 7.5

shows the component with a temporary overlay which displays while QE labels are being

recomputed after the hypothesis has been changed. This overlay screen displays until the

server returns new labels, or until a timeout of one second has been reached. In practice,

computing QE labels takes about 200 ms on average (see below).

Rendering User Constraints

Figure 7.6: The IPE component in CD mode, after the user has inserted a constraint.

Because the IPE component will preserve any edits made by the translator when a new

translation is requested, we must also provide visual feedback about which parts of the

hypothesis have been contributed by the user. These "constraint spans" are underlined in

blue. When the IPE component is in a mode which supports CD, a button is displayed on

the bottom left of the target area, which allows the user to request an updated translation

that maintains the edits and confirmed spans. Figure 7.6 shows the IPE component in CD
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mode, after the user has made one edit.

When the user edits a span which is part of a word, such as the suffix, the component

automatically extends the constraint to the entire token. This heuristic is to make sure that

tokens do not get artificially separated when a new translation is generated, since we can

assume that when a user edits only part of a token, they are implicitly confirming that the

rest of the token is correct.

Combining QE and Constraint Information

Figure 7.7: The IPE component in IPE mode, note the presence of both QE markup, as
well as the "Update Translation" button at the bottom left.

In QE and IPE modes (see below), both QE feedback and constraint feedback are ren-

dered together. Constraint feedback always overrides QE labels, since we assume that

edits provided by the translator are correct by definition. See figure 7.4, for example,

where QE markup is displayed alongside a user-added constraint.

Interaction with Character Spans

In the IPE component, as in any standard CAT editing area, translators see detokenized

text, and interact with text at the span level, not at the token level. Note that this is in

contrast to the post-editing actions user study discussed in section 3.7, where interactions

were done at the token level, and tokens were whitespace- or punctuation delimited.

Our motivation in allowing interaction with arbitrary spans is that users may wish to

edit entire phrases, or just parts of words, such an incorrect affix. We also wish to expose

the ability of CD to handle multiple constraints of arbitrary length. Some more details are

given below about the relationship between the character level representation in the IPE

interface and the token-level models supporting IPE.
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SERVER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL

• Server-side detokenization must be flawlessly aligned with UI tokenization
• Server must respond to any request in less than one second

CD SERVER

•Must be as fast as possible, even in the presence of many constraints
•Must support constraints of any length and composition (no unknown tokens)

QE SERVER

•Must align sub-word quality annotations with text spans in user interface

Table 7.4: Design requirements for servers supporting the IPE interface.

The following section discusses the design and implementation of the QE and CD ser-

vices which allow translators to use the IPE component to interact with these models in

real time.

7.2.2 IPE Server Design

The server requirements for the IPE component are quite demanding — we require high-

quality models for both QE and CD, which are exposed to the user interface as services

that can be queried in near-real time.

APE-QE Server

The APE-QE model uses the best SRC+MT model from chapter 4.3, but uses the Marian

decoder (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) instead of our own NMT decoder that was used

for the APE-QE experiments, so that the prediction response time is very fast. Although

Marian supports both CPU and GPU based decoding, we found that decoding on GPU

was essential to ensure sub-second response times. For the (SRC,HYP) pairs used in

our evaluation, the APE-QE model can return a fully annotated hypothesis with confi-

dence labels in about 200 ms, which we believe is well within the threshold of real-time

usability6.

The APE-QE server takes the current (SRC,HYP) pair from the IPE component, and

concatenates the SRC + HYP together as a single long input to the APE-QE model. Al-

though we experimented with many model types in section 4.3, we decided to use only

6For a sense of the speed of annotation, please watch the walkthrough video at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Abijz71Lz8Y.
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the SRC+MT model in the IPE server, instead of the full ensemble of models, in order to

keep response time as low as possible.

After the APE-QE model generates an automatically post-edited pseudo-reference

ˆREF for the (SRC,HYP) pair, ˆREF is TER-aligned with HYP to obtain the QE la-

bels as described in chapter 4. Critically, these annotations are at the level of tokens, but

the translator is interacting with character spans in the IPE component. Our method for

handling this discrepancy between tokens and characters is discussed below.

Adding Confidence Information into Word-Level QE Server Responses

Drawing on insights from the work conducted in chapters 4 and 5, and because we know

that predictions from our QE model are not likely to match translator’s judgements ex-

actly, we wish to give translators some graphical feedback regarding the model’s con-

fidence about each prediction. APE-QE models have the convenient property that it is

trivial to produce the n-Best tag sequences, as long as the decoder implementation used

by the APE-QE model supports n-best lists. In practice, we ask the APE system for the

n-best automatic post-edits for the current (SRC,HYP) pair, then we obtain the QE tags

for each item in the n-Best list using TER alignment. Each token in the translation hy-

pothesis thus has n tags, each of which may be OK or BAD — we may then compute a

confidence score for each token using Eq. 7.1,

s =


1, if tag = OK

0, otherwise
(7.1a)

COK =
1

N

N∑
1

s (7.1b)

CBAD = 1−COK (7.1c)

where n is the size of the n-best list from the APE-QE system7.

In the IPE interface, each time the QE model is queried (after every change to the

7In our implementation, we fix the n-best list size at 10
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current translation), we generate the 10-best automatic post edits for the (SRC,HY P )

pair currently being edited. The QE server thus returns the most probable label for each

token, as well as a confidence score that the label is correct.

CD Server

The CD server allows the user to interact with the EN–DE model described in section 6 in

real-time. The CD server receives as input the source segment, as well any edits that the

translator has made, which are the lexical constraints used as the CD server decodes a new

translation. In the resulting new translation, the individual constraints will be preserved

exactly as specified, but they may be reordered in order to produce a better translation.

As discussed in chapter 6, in our implementation of CD, the time needed to search for

the best translation given constraints scales linearly with the number of constraint tokens.

Therefore, there is a risk that requests containing many long constraints may take a long

time to decode. We mitigate this risk by setting the beam size of the CD server to one,

which does not cause a significant drop in output quality, but makes the model much

faster. This server also makes use of one Titan X GPU, where decoding is done. By

keeping the beam size small, and decoding on the GPU, we are able to keep the response

time to under one second for all requests.

Characters, Tokens, and Spans

The QE and CD services that support the IPE component work with BPE-encoded tokens

as the canonical units; however, translators interact with detokenized text at the character

level. Therefore, we must carefully convert between the token level annotations used by

the models, and the character level annotations used to render data to users in HandyCAT.

Each service is responsible for detokenizing its output, and providing character-level span

annotations as output. For the QE service, these annotations are character spans matching

the non-whitespace tokens in the translation hypothesis. For the CD service, the annota-

tions specify the location of the user-provided constraints after decoding. In IPE mode,

when both QE and CD are available in the interface, the UI component is responsible

for overriding QE annotations with user constraints. In other words, once the user has

added constraints, the constraint annotation trumps the QE annotation, and constraints

are always underlined in blue (see figure 7.7).
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The QE and CD services together require two GPUs for sufficiently fast performance

with up to 10 concurrent users. In addition we require a reasonably fast web-server to host

HandyCAT itself. The hosting requirements and configuration of the tool to support IPE

are thus much more demanding than the requirements of our previous user studies with

HandyCAT. Nevertheless, we were able to conduct a small-scale study, which is described

in the following sections.

7.3 IPE User Study Design

Having implemented and tested our proof-of-concept IPE interface, we wished to test this

tool in a realistic setting with professional translators, both to obtain subjective feedback

about its design, and to empirically analyze the quality of our models in a real-world

setting.

Five translators (two professionals, three master’s students) were recruited to partici-

pate in the user study — for two of these translators we obtained complete logs of all

actions taken in the interface.8 This section discusses the design of the user evaluation for

our IPE interface.

Evaluation Datasets

We created four projects of 11 (SRC,HYP) pairs each, each with a similar distribution

of sentence lengths. The segments used in all projects were selected from the WMT 2017

QE/APE development data for the English-German language pair.9. We chose segments

from the WMT development data to ensure that (1) the evaluation data was from the same

domain as the models, and (2) the models were not trained on the evaluation data, which

would could lead to unrealistically good results.

Participants

The participants were recruited from Translation Studies master’s degree programs at the

University of Saarland, as well as from the Irish Translator’s association. Despite quite

significant recruiting efforts, we only obtained responses from five interested translators

with expertise in the English→German language pair.
8Unfortunately, issues with internet connectivity caused three of the session logs to be lost, and the studies could

not be repeated because of time and cost constraints
9recall that the APE and word level QE tasks use the same data
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Setting Description

PE The IPE component with only the editing actions.
QE Words are annotated with quality information. Each time

the user makes a change, word level quality is recomputed.
CD Same as PE mode, except that an additional button is avail-

able to generate a new translation. When the translation is
generated, any changes made by the user are preserved as
constraints.

IPE Both Word-Level QE and Pick-Revise are enabled.

Table 7.5: The four interface configurations evaluated in the IPE user study.

The evaluation sessions were conducted remotely, in 1-hour time slots. It is worth

emphasizing that the ability to conduct a user evaluation completely remotely, with no

intervention or administration during the sessions is a result of our decision to implement

HandyCAT as a browser-based CAT tool, which was discussed in detail in chapter 3.

However, a disadvantage of implementing the compute-heavy QE and CD services as

remote microservices is that the load on the services scales linearly with the number

of concurrent users, and we cannot take advantage of any local processing power that

may be available on a user’s device. Three of the five user logs were also lost due to

internet connectivity issues on the user’s devices, which highlights an unanticipated risk

of conducting expensive user studies in this manner.

Experiment Design

As already discussed, our implementation of the IPE component supports configuration

of the functionality available to a given user in a given project. Table 7.5 lists the four

settings we consider for the evaluation, which we now describe in turn:

Post-edit (PE) In the PE setting, taken as the base case for this experiment, users may

only use the interactions provided by the post editing component, i.e. editing, inserting,

deleting.

Quality estimation (QE) In the QE setting, an APE-QE system provides initial feed-

back in the form of word-level labels with confidence. BAD tokens are underlined in red,

and OK labels are underlined in green. The opacity of each color is a function of the

model’s confidence as described above. Each time the hypothesis is changed, the quality
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labels and confidence scores are recomputed.

Constrained decoding (CD) In the CD setting, our constrained decoding server is

available to the user to re-translate the output at any time. When an edit is made, the

edit is preserved as a constraint, which will be maintained across each request for a new

translation. The user must explicitly request a new translation by clicking on an "Update

Translation" button.

Interactive post-editing (IPE) The IPE setting allows the user to translate with con-

straints, but also re-computes the quality labels after any change to the hypothesis. This

mode combines the functionality of the PE and CD modes.

Models

The NMT model and the APE-QE models used in this user study are respectively the best

SRC and SRC+MT models trained during the APE-QE experiments described in section

4.3. We chose to use these models so that our work would be easy to extend in the future,

and so the data used in the user study is publicly available. In addition, the IT domain

data used in the WMT APE and QE tasks for the English–German language pair is real

data that was translated by professional translators, and is likely to be similar to the type

of data that translators see in the real world.

IPE Evaluation Workflow

Before beginning the translation tasks, we asked translators to watch the orientation video,

and to complete a short pre-survey (results of surveys discussed below). After watching

the video, the participant is free to log in to HandyCAT with their username and password,

and to begin working through the projects.

Translators are required to complete one 11-segment project in each of the modes.

Users complete tasks in the same order: PE, QE, CD, and IPE. However, the document

order is permuted, so each user sees different documents in the different experimental

settings. After completing each project, the translator was asked to submit their edit logs;

however, there were several issues with this, which are discussed in section 7.4. After

completing all four projects, the final step was for translators to complete a short post-

survey.
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7.4 Results

We begin with an overview of the general results of the evaluation sessions, then proceed

to discuss the QE and GBS components separately, and finally discuss their integration in

the IPE setting of the user study.

We obtained full logs of edit sessions conducted with the IPE interface from two trans-

lators, as well as five responses to pre- and post-surveys conducted before and after trans-

lators had worked through the projects in the four settings.

Pre-Survey Feedback

Figure 7.8: Users’ experience with post-editing and translation software

All translators indicated that they had prior experience with post-editing, and three

out of five regularly used translation software (Figure 7.8). All translators had at least

two years of experience, and all believed that machine translation could help to make

translators more productive (Figure 7.9).

Edit Log Analysis

For the two users for whom we collected complete edit logs, we conducted a deeper anal-

ysis to try to understand the effects of our design decisions upon the translation process.

In the following analysis, these two users are consistently referred to as Translator 1 and

Translator 2. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the raw edit action counts taken by each of
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Figure 7.9: Users’ years of experience in translation, beliefs about the effect of MT on
translator productivity.

Pearson Corr. p

0.67 1.87e-07

Table 7.6: Pearson correlation between per-segment edit distance for each segment for
translator 1 and translator 2 (without considering the editing mode). This result shows
that translators were in relative agreement about how much editing each segment needed.

Figure 7.10: Edit actions per setting for
translator 1

Figure 7.11: Edit actions per setting for
translator 2

the translators in each of the edit modes. These figures point to significant differences

between the users in their preference for the different editing actions. We notice that both

translators appear to have taken fewer actions in the PE mode, which would be a positive

result, but analysis reveals that this is not statistically significant, at least with our very

small sample size.
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Table 7.6 shows the correlation between the per-segment edit distances for Translators

1 and 2, without regard to the interface setting. This high correlation shows that users

were in relative agreement about the amount of editing needed for each (SRC,HY P )

pair, which is an expected result.

Figure 7.12: QE and CD server re-
sponses per setting for translator 1

Figure 7.13: QE and CD server re-
sponses per setting for translator 2

Only a few CONFIRM events were observed across all of the evaluation sessions. We

believe this is because translators did not fully understand that confirmed sub-strings were

guaranteed to be present in updated translations, probably due to a lack of clarity about

this functionality in the orientation video and written instructions. Likewise, in CD and

IPE modes, where the additional Update Translation button was available, it was only

used a few times by each participant. This may have been because the constrained trans-

lations returned by the model were not helpful, because users did not understand the

purpose of this button, or because they simply forgot that this functionality was available.

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the counts of server responses for the QE and CD servers.

Recall that the QE server responds automatically every time the translation is updated,

thus the high response counts, whereas the CD service must be explicitly queried by the

translator. We observe that both translators used the CD service less in IPE mode, which

was the second time they were able to interact with the service. This points to either in-

sufficient quality of the translations, leading translators to prefer atomic editing, or to the

jarring effect of large changes in the translation when this service is queried.
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USER 1
QE IPE

TP FP TN FN TP FP TN FN
118 5 6 5 102 29 12 7

F1OK F1BAD F1OK F1BAD

.96 .54 .85 .4
F1Mult F1Mult

.52 .33
User words edited: 11 User words edited: 41
QE words edited: 11 QE words edited: 19

Table 7.7: QE metrics comparing model predictions to the actual edits performed by User
1, for the QE and IPE settings.

USER 2
QE IPE

TP FP TN FN TP FP TN FN
115 29 14 5 103 20 8 3

F1OK F1BAD F1OK F1BAD

.87 .45 .90 .41
F1Mult F1Mult

.39 .37
User words edited: 43 User words edited: 28
QE words edited: 19 QE words edited: 11

Table 7.8: QE metrics comparing model predictions to the actual edits performed by User
2, for the QE and IPE settings.

7.4.1 Evaluating the QE Model using Edit Logs

We can now perform a second evaluation on our SRC+MT word level QE model from

section 4.3, by comparing its predictions with the actual edits made by translators. Tables

7.7 and 7.8 show the results of this analysis. TP, FP, TN, and FN are used to denote true

positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives respectively. The average

F1mult score across the settings is 0.402, which is slightly better than the baseline QE

system scores in WMT 17 (Bojar et al., 2017), although these scores should not be directly

compared, because the data used for the IPE user study is only a small subset of the WMT

evaluation data.

In general, we find that our QE models are too conservative about tagging words as

BAD, when compared with the actual edits made by translators, as evidenced by the low

count of edited words for the QE models when compared to the translators, as well as the
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Translator Pearson Corr. p

1 -0.25 0.24
2 -0.76 1.43e-05

Table 7.9: Pearson correlation between per-segment edit distance and segment-level qual-
ity approximation. Translator 1 is not in good agreement with the model, while translator
2 shows high correlation.

Question: Any general feedback on the interface?

USER

ID
RESPONSE

1 "Editing seems a bit cumbersome as the parts to be edited have to be high-
lighted manually rather than by double clicking on the parts to be edited.
Sometimes edits weren’t captured and I had to start from scratch again."

2 "There are few options to interact with the text and I think these options are
well-chosen. I found that it had somewhat of a learning curve because it is
not always intuitive not to be able to edit something beyond the portion of
the text you want to modify."

3 "Theoretically a nice interface, although lacking options for "undo" as well
as "copy/paste". Seeing a cursor would be nice and being able to use the
Keyboard would be nice, as clicking and highlighting can be tedious."

4 "In general, the interface looks good but I think that the editing options can
be improved to be more intuitive."

5 no feedback given

Table 7.10: User feedback on the IPE interface.

high false positive counts.

We can also use our word level QE tags as a proxy to sentence level QE, by getting a

sentence-level quality score for each segment si using Eq. 7.2:

quality(si) =
1

|si|

|si|∑
j=1

Cj
OK (7.2)

where Cj
OK is the model’s confidence score for giving token j in si a label of OK, as

shown in Eq. 7.1. This proxy to sentence-level quality can be evaluated by testing how

well it correlates with the actual edit distance for each segment (Table 7.9). We observe a

high correlation for Translator 2, but a low correlation for Translator 1, which could mean

that Translator 2 trusted the QE predictions more than Translator 1 did.
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Question: Any general feedback about the machine translation?

USER

ID
RESPONSE

1 "There were word order issues present, which are often happening during
MT"

2 "In general it was good and I only had to change minor things."
3 "Where it was right, it was good quality. It was mostly little mistakes, with

some larger ones. With tasks 3 and 4, clicking "Update Translation" after
making a minor change would usually mess up the entire translation. Lack-
ing an "undo" option, I tended not to use the "Update Translation" option."

4 "The translation quality was surprisingly good in most cases, I wonder
where extreme differences in quality in some cases come from...."

5 "MT output was quite good."

Table 7.11: User feedback on the quality of the machine translation

7.4.2 Translator Feedback about the IPE Interface

In addition to the log data from two translators, we also collected general feedback from a

total of five translators, asking for their opinions on many aspects of the IPE interface after

they had completed a sample task in IPE mode. All translators rated the MT output as

good quality. Specific feedback on the IPE interface is given in table 7.10, while feedback

on the MT outputs is presented in table 7.11.

7.5 Discussion

This chapter has introduced our definition of interactive post-editing, motivated our design

for a IPE integration with CAT, given an overview of our open-source implementation,

and discussed the results of a very small user study conducted to test our implementation.

We have shown that such an integration is feasible, and thus brought together the work

conducted in chapters 3, 4, and 6. The interface worked well in the sense that users were

able to successfully complete the projects within the allocated time, but the results of the

benefit of QE and CD within a real CAT tool are less conclusive.

Ideally, the same or similar study could be carried out with a much larger group of

subjects, in order to have sufficient samples for a deeper analysis of the effects of different

(SRC,HYP) pairs, as well to further analyze the accuracy of our QE model in practice,

and the places where the output of CD does not match translator’s expectations. However,
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a large scale user study with the IPE interface is outside of the scope of this thesis, and

we leave this for future work.

Our QE models were better than random at predicting the edits that translators would

make, but did not do as well as expected, given their high performance on the WMT

evaluation datasets. This points to the need for multiple references when training models,

or a focus upon metrics which are better at reflecting translator effort.

In this study at least, we could not confirm the usefulness of the CD server in an actual

translation workflow. This is evidenced by the fact that both translator 1 and translator 2

used the CD service less in the IPE setting, having had the chance to interact with it once

in the CD setting, and is also reflected in the user feedback in Table 7.10. We believe this

could be due to the way this functionality was exposed, and that perhaps a more seamless

design which automatically decides when to call the CD service might work better.

We believe that the correlation between our models and user behaviour might be im-

proved by more familiarity with the interface. Our design of the IPE component was

completely novel, and translators were asked to start using it rather abruptly. If some of

the functionality of IPE could be integrated into a widely used CAT tool, the hypothe-

sis that translators simply need more exposure to this new way of post-editing could be

tested.

Dynamic QE and CD are difficult to integrate into CAT tools because of the real-time

performance requirements of the system, and because a standardized interface between

users and MT systems has not yet emerged. Thus we needed to design the UI component,

servers and interfaces for IPE from scratch.

The design and engineering of the complex text interfaces required for these exper-

iments needed a quite significant time investment. Users are interacting with spans of

text in the interface, while being assisted in real-time by multiple services. Because the

IPE component needs to implement such complex behaviour, and interface with multiple

servers, the implementation of this component was an intricate undertaking. Although the

results of this user evaluation were not as promising as we hoped, we believe that the im-

plementation of the interface was still a worthwhile endeavor. This is, to our knowledge,

the first CAT tool to use real-time constrained decoding and word-level QE to support
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IPE. We believe that future work will refine and correct some of the issues with our im-

plementation, and that components of this prototype are likely to appear in professional

translation workflows quite soon.

In the end, the IPE interface received reasonably good subjective feedback from the

five translators who tested it, which is perhaps the most important confirmation that this

idea is worth pursuing further.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Throughout this work we have considered both the interfaces which enable humans to

transform text in one language into text in another language, and the models which can

improve translation predictions, or automatic translation quality assessments, which are

particularly well-suited to interactive scenarios. We have tried to improve the quality

of the models themselves, and have also thought about making models better suited to

interactive settings, by considering how to utilize confidence predictions, and designing

ways to ensure that external lexical constraints appear in translation model output. In

parallel, we developed ideas about how such models might be tested, and we built user

interfaces which enable the evaluation of new designs for computer-aided translation.

The scope of this thesis has thus been rather broad, since we have considered many

parts of the modern translation pipeline, from focusing on the MT models themselves in

chapter 6, to designing model-intrinsic ways of improving interactivity in chapter 5, to

predicting the quality of MT model output in chapter 4, to testing translation interfaces

with actual users in chapters 3 and 7.

8.1 Contributions

In this section we list the core contributions of the thesis, with reference to the research

goals put forth in chapter 1. The contributions can be grouped into two sets: contributions

to CAT design, implementation and evaluation (Chapters 3 and 7), and contributions to

machine learning models and algorithms specifically those designed for interactive trans-

lation (chapter 5 and chapter 6), and models of translation quality at the word level (chap-
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ter 4).

In chapter 3, we designed and implemented HandyCAT, an open-source platform for

translation process research, intending to lay the groundwork for our investigation of RQ1.

We began by defining components, which are the basic abstract type in a CAT interface.

We then introduced component-centric design, an abstract formalization of the types of

components which occur in CAT interfaces. After laying out our design framework, we

proceeded to show how it is implemented in HandyCAT, and covered the instantiations

of CAT components that HandyCAT provides. We then introduced two pilot user studies

with our tool — the first evaluated the use of autocompletion within CAT, using an SMT

phrase table and language model, enabling a significant improvement in translation speed

in a realistic usage scenario. The second examined a new interface for post-editing, which

provides high-level atomic operations that translators use to transform MT output into

human-quality translations. The user studies in this chapter motivated much of the work

in the rest of the thesis, particularly the investigations into interactive NMT in chapter 5,

and the interactive post-editing interface prototype designed in chapter 7.

In chapter 4, we first introduced Marmot, a framework for extracting features and train-

ing models for word level QE, developed in collaboration with Varvara Logacheva at the

University of Sheffield. We then developed new models for word-level quality estimation

of machine translation, and introduced a bidirectional recurrent model which, although

simple, achieves good performance when compared to other single-model architectures.

Finally, we showed that new formulations of QE models which use specialized features as

factored inputs to sequence-to-sequence models perform better than classic sequence pre-

diction models. This chapter provided answers to RQ2, by introducing novel approaches

which obtain good results on word level QE tasks. Our work in this area also achieved

good results in APE, although that was not one of the core research topics of this thesis.

By using the APE-QE framework, we were also able to define a new way of comput-

ing the confidence of quality estimation labels, which was implemented in HandyCAT to

improve user feedback on the confidence of our QE models about their predictions.

In chapter 5, we implemented an interactive version of neural machine translation, and

proposed new means of leveraging confidence predictions in IMT, and methods training
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confidence models for I-NMT. Chapter 5 laid the groundwork for our investigation of

RQ3, by examining prefix-based IMT models in detail. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work on confidence prediction for IMT since Ueffing and Ney (2005).

Although the results of this work were generally underwhelming, these models may be

useful starting points for future work. In addition, this work in this chapter directly in-

spired the invention of lexically constrained decoding and grid beam search.

In chapter 6, we introduced lexically constrained decoding with grid beam search, con-

ceived as a means to alleviate several of the shortcomings we observed in IMT, particu-

larly the inability to specify arbitrary lexical constraints. This chapter answers RQ3 by

confirming that a generalized formulation of interactive translation beyond prefix-based

IMT is possible. Although the GBS algorithm was invented in the context of IMT, we

quickly realized that this idea has impact on a much broader set of topics than MT alone,

because it can be used for any model which sequentially predicts output using a factored

probability distribution. We presented experiments with GBS which confirmed that it en-

ables interactive post-editing, at least in simulated CAT scenarios, and that it can be used

to domain-adapt MT models without retraining using a domain terminology at prediction

time.

In chapter 7 we proposed a design for an interactive post-editing interface, which we

implemented in HandyCAT. This new editing modality combines word-level QE and con-

strained decoding, which are both exposed as interactive models via an IPE component.

We tested our design with a group of professional translators, and analyzed the edit logs

from two of these translators to try to obtain more insight about the quality of the under-

lying models, and about our prototype interface itself. Chapter 7 attempted to unify RQ1,

RQ2, and RQ3, by proposing an interface which relied upon concrete answers to all three

of our high-level research questions to function.

8.2 Future Work

The relationship between word level QE and confidence models for IMT is an obvious

synergy that we were not able to investigate in this work, and we hope to look into the

potential for using QE models as proxies for confidence in the future. In addition, the
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current tagging methodology for word- and phrase- level quality estimation ignores parts

of the reference which are omitted from translation hypotheses — a serious flaw in the task

definition itself. However, the current iteration of the Conference on Machine Translation

(2018) does have a pilot task which includes deletion operations in the representations,

which we think is a step in the right direction.

It is worth considering the possibility that MT models may soon be of such high quality

that real-world use cases for QE begin to dwindle. This possibility is supported by the

observation that current state-of-the-art models are at least partially based upon automatic

post-editing, which simply goes around the QE labeling task, and predicts the corrected

translations themselves. We believe that any researcher working on QE and related tasks

should be aware of this, and should not dive too deep into task-specific models, but instead

focus upon discovering the representations which are necessary and sufficient in order to

know when a phrase or segment in one language entails a phrase or segment in a different

language.

We also hope to evaluate lexically constrained decoding with models outside of MT,

such as automatic summarization, image captioning or dialog generation. Lexically con-

strained decoding could also be integrated new constraint-aware models, for example via

secondary attention mechanisms over lexical constraints. This is an idea that we worked

on briefly during the thesis, but did not have time to explore deeply.

It would be interesting to explore the use of structured and discontinuous constraints

at inference time, for example by ensuring verb agreement or phrasal verb coherence.

These are already supported by our implementation of constrained decoding, but only

preliminary experiments have been conducted. The possibility of structured constraints

with abstract placeholders also has the potential to link decoding algorithms for NMT

with the large body of work on structured decoding for SMT. We also think negative

constraints are another interesting avenue for exploration, as a means of adding "smart"

pruning to beam search and similar algorithms. Taking a step back, we believe that there

is potential for further exploration into the algorithms that are currently used to extract

sequences and other structures from models which factorize prediction into a series of

steps. New decoding algorithms such as GBS can also be used as a means of making DL
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models more interpretable, for example by studying how different models choose place

certain constraints.

Finally, we hope that mainstream translation interfaces begin including technologies

and designs related to our concept of interactive post-editing. In particular, lexically con-

strained decoding is a key feature which is needed to enable IPE designs, and is straight-

forward to implement and include within any modern NMT framework. We would also

like to see a carefully-designed large-scale user test of an interactive post-editing tool.

Since all of the component technology for this is already available, we believe the deep

integration of interactive post-editing into popular CAT tools is only a matter of time.
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Appendix A

Model Configurations

A.1 NMT System Configurations for GBS Experiments

We train all systems for 500000 iterations, with validation every 5000 steps. The best

single model from validation is used in all of the experiments for a language pair. We

use `2 regularization on all parameters with α = 1e−5. Dropout is used on the output

layers with p(drop) = 0.5. We sort minibatches by source sentence length, and reshuffle

training data after each epoch.

All systems use a bidirectional GRUs (Cho et al., 2014b) to create the source represen-

tation and GRUs for the decoder transition. We use AdaDelta (Zeiler, 2012a) to update

gradients, and clip large gradients to 1.0.

A.1.1 English-German

Our English-German training corpus consists of 4.4 Million segments from the Eu-

roparl (Bojar et al., 2015) and CommonCrawl (Smith et al., 2013) corpora.

A.1.2 English-French

Our English-French training corpus consists of 4.9 Million segments from the Europarl

and CommonCrawl corpora.

A.1.3 English-Portuguese

Our English-Portuguese training corpus consists of 28.5 Million segments from the Eu-

roparl, JRC-Aquis (Steinberger et al., 2006) and OpenSubtitles1 corpora.

1http://www.opensubtitles.org/

1



Training Configurations
EN-DE
Embedding Size 300
Recurrent Layers Size 1000
Source Vocab Size 80000
Target Vocab Size 90000
Batch Size 50
EN-FR
Embedding Size 300
Recurrent Layers Size 1000
Source Vocab Size 66000
Target Vocab Size 74000
Batch Size 40
EN-PT
Embedding Size 200
Recurrent Layers Size 800
Source Vocab Size 60000
Target Vocab Size 74000
Batch Size 40
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